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Since the early 1970s, oil exploitation has largely formed the basis of the Ecuadorian 
economy, and as a result indigenous groups in the country’s Amazon region have lived through 
significant cultural, social, economic, and territorial changes as a direct consequence of the oil 
boom. The Waorani were the final indigenous group to face colonization and integration into 
Ecuadorian society, occurring with the intervention of the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) 
in 1958. Until that time, the group lived in isolation from other groups as hunter-gatherers. The 
narrative and setting of this colonization are deeply interconnected with the growth of the 
exploration and extraction of oil within the country. 
This work investigates the impact from oil drilling on Waorani men and women by 
exploring women’s political organizing and their ways of responding to the oil industry. It places 
special focus on the political organization of the Waorani Women’s Association, Amwae, based 
in the city of Shell in the Pastaza Province. I argue that the reconfiguration of Waorani society, 
with notable gendered effects, resulted from this oil extraction. Beyond analyzing the ways in 
which oil extractivism affects Waorani territory, society, and gender dynamics, this dissertation 
examines the response to and resistance against oil drilling from the organized Waorani women 
of Amwae. In considering how the latter defend their territory from oil-related activities, I argue 
for the vital importance played by the political and organizational development of the indigenous 
peoples of the Ecuadorian Amazon. Moreover, I demonstrate the importance of indigenous 
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cosmovision and ways of engaging with and symbolically representing the Waorani territory. 
Most notably, I show that the organized women of Amwae are emerging as activist-leaders in 
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On January 4, 2018, I spoke with a former Waorani leader in the remote city of Puyo in 
Ecuador’s Amazon region. Before becoming a leader in the 1990s and early 2000s, he worked in 
tourism and was known for his activism protesting the presence of oil companies. However, in 
the last ten years he became one of the leaders who supported oil drilling in Waorani territory. 
We spoke about his reasons for leaving environmental activism. From his point of view, the 
Nawe, a Waorani organization led by men, allowed oil companies to enter their territory because 
the people were counting on a form of development through integration with the Ecuadorian 
nation. Such development was centered on the generation of money and state investment in 
educational infrastructure, health, housing, and job creation. Furthermore, the former leader 
maintained that the Waorani were growing more dependent on money than they were previously, 
especially the youth, and allowing extraction would satisfy the economic needs of new 
generations.  
In his opinion, conservation projects were not sufficient to meet the new needs of the 
Waorani nation, especially those of the youth who needed jobs to provide income in order not to 
be dependent on the subsistence economy as their parents had been. He believed that the women 
were opting for another way of life – they also desired money to survive but they primarily 
wanted to maintain the territory and the Waorani culture and languaje. He added that though the 
men signed agreements with the oil companies, they also felt an aversion to intervention in their 
territory. They were angry because of all the money that the oil companies and the state took 
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away and the damage that was done in their territory, as well as the very small investment from 
the state: “The men feel both things at once - they are angry, they are mad at the oil companies, 
but they sign the agreements. The women defend the earth, the water, that’s what the elders 
taught them to do. That is good.”   
This dissertation examines gendered political differences among Waorani1 people arising 
from the effects of oil extraction in their territory, and the response of women to this situation. 
My research explores how oil extraction impacts Waorani men and women in different ways by 
examining the political organization of women and their response to the oil industry. It focuses 
specifically on the political organization of the Waorani Women’s Association, Amwae, located 
in the city of Shell in the Pastaza Province.  
 I argue that the alteration of Waorani territory through oil extraction has reconfigured 
Waorani society and produced deeply gendered effects. There are two manners in which the 
intervention of oil activity in the territory affected gender. The first is that oil extraction required 
the granting of ownership of the territory in the name of a single political entity led by 
men - with decision-making power over the entire territory. The second is that the labor 
integration of men in the oil industry created social changes that led to widening economic 
gender differences in homes and communities. In this context, politics and economics are two 
ways in which one can understand the relationship that exists between territorial changes and 
social changes – and both have a gendered dimension. Following the argument that oil activity 
has reconfigured the territory and society, I propose that, at the present, there are different socio-
spatial dynamics at play in Waorani territory. I distinguish dynamic-territories of extraction and 
 
1 Also written Huaorani, Waodani. The word Waorani means people, plural of Wao that means person, in Wao 
Terero, the Wao language. Wao is also used to refer to the Waorani culture and people. 
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dynamic-territories of resistance to extraction, which are the broader context in which one should 
understand current gendered political and economic differences and environmental racism 
arising from oil activity. 
 In addition to analyzing how oil extraction impacts the Waorani territory, society, and 
gender dynamics, this dissertation explores how organized Waorani women from Amwae  
respond to and resist oil extraction. I argue that the political and organizational trajectory of the 
indigenous people of the Ecuadorian Amazon, especially women, along with the indigenous 
cosmovision and traditional ways of appropriating and symbolically representing the territory, 
are vitally important when organized Waorani women defend their territory from oil extraction. 
In this dissertation I analyze how this cosmovision and traditional ways of appropriating the 
territory play a key role in Waorani women’s defense of their legal territory against extractivism. 
By examining the resistance of organized Waorani women to extractivism I argue that 
motherhood, along with the recovering of the symbolic role of warrior ancestors who defended 
the territory in the past, were the vehicles of Waorani women’s political claims against oil 
extraction in their territory. The organized women of Amwae, are wives and mothers, but they 
are stepping up as activists in the model of warriors of the past, because organized men of Nawe 
are not doing so. Waorani women’s resistance has been characterized by the application of 
pressure so that territorial decisions regarding hydrocarbon interventions in the territory are no 
longer made exclusively by male leaders, who in the past might have passed over the grassroots 
communities, and women in particular. Although Waorani women’s and men’s organizations 
have had different approaches, they do sometimes collaborate or work toward similar objectives. 
In Latin America, and Ecuador specifically, oil extraction is an important source of 
revenue and a reason for negotiations between governments, oil companies, and indigenous 
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communities. It is also a reason for indigenous struggles. Since the early 1970s, Ecuador´s 
economy has been based to a large degree on oil exploitation, and indigenous groups in the 
Ecuadorian Amazon have undergone a period of marked cultural, social, economic, and 
territorial change as a result of the oil boom. The drilling of oil in the Ecuadorian Amazon 
constitutes a determining factor in the occupation of Waorani territory and has been the source of 
environmental and sociocultural changes (Kimerling 2013; Rival 1992).  
Four decades ago, international oil companies introduced wage labor into Waorani 
society and demanded the formation of a legally-recognized political organization that could 
negotiate oil drilling in their territory, which privileged the participation of men in the villages 
(Hidrobo, 2013; Rivas Toledo & Lara Ponce, 2001). In the early 1990s, 90% of the adult male 
population had worked at least once in teams for oil companies operating near their villages 
(Rival 1996:169). In the early 2000s, Waorani men were more involved than women in 
commercial activities and wage labor, while women were more involved than men in domestic 
activities (Lu, 2007). In recent years, wage labor in oil companies has been almost exclusively a 
male-centered activity (Hidrobo, 2013). This situation allowed for Waorani men to have greater 
access than women to monetary resources, and more power to make decisions affecting both the 
territory and community. These circumstances led to growing gender inequalities between men 
and women.  
In 2005 Waorani women created the Amwae - Association of Waorani Women of the 
Ecuadorian Amazon (Asociación de Mujeres Waorani de la Amazonía Ecuatoriana, or Amwae). 
The organization has promoted alternative methods of generating income, such as making 
handicrafts, cultivating organic cacao, and small-scale fish farming. These exist in contrast to 
logging, game hunting for selling, wage labor in oil companies, activities that are associated 
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predominantly with men. I argue that the Amwae association came to be in response to the 
simultaneous reconfiguration of the territory and of the political and economic organization of 
the Waorani nationality brought about by oil extraction. As I will show, the association of 
women, Amwae, emerged as an internal political process of the Waorani nationality in 
conjunction with external events, such as the response of taking on leadership that the indigenous 
women of the Ecuadorian Amazon are having in general. This latter factor is also related to the 
wider organizational process of Amazonian indigenous nations and the intensification of oil 
drilling activity in their territories.  
Though gender inequalities arise from wage labor performed by men in oil companies, I 
argue that unequal access to cash is not the primary reason why women created their own 
political organization; rather, women oppose extraction as a result of an intersection of factors 
that comprise the political, economic, cultural, and environmental effects of this activity. I will 
demonstrate that the central axis of their resistance is the territory, which is understood from a 
multidimensional vision that affirms culture, society, life, subsistence, language and collective 
rights, all of which are affected as changes occur in the territory. The entire complexity of 
meanings regarding the territory comes into play when the land is defended against oil 
extraction. I contend that Waorani women leaders assume the symbolic warrior role of their 
ancestors -which was mainly but not exclusively performed by men - in order to defend their 
territory. As one young woman leader told the Waorani women during an Amwae event, “Our 
ancestors defended the territory and culture with spears. We women in present times defend it 
with documents.” For the Waorani, their territory is inextricably linked to their way of living, 
their culture, and their language, therefore defense of the territory is, by association, defense of 
their cultural way of life. Moreover, I argue that the responses of organized women to oil 
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extraction in their territories are an economic and political claim inextricably linked to the 
understanding of their territory as the embodiment of their culture and language. 
Amwae reflects the position of numerous nationalities2 of indigenous women who have 
made clear their opposition to oil extraction in the Ecuadorian Amazon. Members describe the 
situation from their viewpoint as women who experience and respond to the effects of oil 
exploitation differently from men. For example, in October 2013, a group of around 300 
indigenous women of the Amazon, called “Mujeres Amazonicas Defensoras de la Selva frente al 
Extractivismo” (“Amazonian Women Defending the Forest Against Extractivism”), including 
Waorani, marched from Puyo City in the Amazon region to Quito, the capital city of Ecuador, to  
defend the Yasuní ITT project, and demand that the government respect their ancestral lands and 
end oil extraction. These women also protested peacefully during the 11th Oil Licensing Round, 
an auction of ancestral indigenous land for oil exploitation.  
The Yasuní ITT was an Ecuadorian state project, supported by urban environmental 
movements and organized indigenous women from the Amazon, to leave the oil underground, 
without exploitation, in oil blocks called Ishpingo-Tambococha-Tiputini (ITT), inside of the 
Yasuni National Park and the Waorani territory. The project was revoked later in the same year 
by then president Rafael Correa´s administration, arguing it was not profitable for the Ecuadorian 
state to leave oil underground. Revoking the Yasuni ITT project allowed oil extraction in one of 
 
2 In Ecuador indigenous peoples are recognized as Nationalities, which are defined as a group of peoples existing 
long before European colonization and that form part of the Ecuadorian State. Indigenous peoples define themselves 
as such, have a historical identity, language, and common culture, and live in a territory determined by their 
institutions and traditional manners of social, economic, legal, and political organization and use of authority.  
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the most biodiverse places on the planet according to scientists. This action was rejected by 
organized Waorani women and other indigenous women from the Ecuadorian Amazon.  
In the Ecuadorian Amazon, indigenous Kichwa women and men of the Sarakayu 
community have been actively fighting to expel oil companies from their territory (Martínez 
2012). In March 2018, the aforementioned group, “Amazonian Women Defending the Forest 
Against Extractivism,” marched again to Quito, from the city of Puyo, bringing with them the 
“Mandato de las Mujeres Amazónicas (Mandate of Amazonian Women),” a document with 
twenty-two demands of the president of Ecuador, Lenín Moreno, regarding the environment and 
human rights, in which they openly declared their opposition to mining and oil exploitation in 
their territories. This march was organized after Patricia Gualinga, from Sarayacu, an indigenous 
woman of national and even international importance, was threatened in her home for expressing 
her opposition to oil extractivism. Women in resistance to oil extraction in Ecuador are visible on 
various levels, from grassroots indigenous organizations in the Amazon, to mestiza feminist 
organizations in Quito, such as the collective group Miradas Críticas del Territorio desde el 
Feminismo (Critical Feminist Viewpoints of the Territory), and the NGO Acción Ecológica.  
The resistance to oil extraction and extractivism in general in Ecuador has led to 
alternative ways of imagining and designing, at both local and national levels, a post-extractivist 
model of economic development such as the Yasuni ITT project. Furthermore, the national 
Constitution considers the Rights of Nature and the Sumak Kawsay or Buen Vivir, inspired by 
indigenous epistemologies and politics, concepts that present an alternative to the idea of 
development based on economic growth and progress. These alternatives were proposed 
additions to the Constitution of 2008 by mestizo and indigenous social movements, although 
these projects have not materialized to date. The Rights of Nature, the Sumak Kawsay, along 
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with the Plurinationality3 and The Collective Rights, all principles recognized in Ecuador’s 
Constitution are the widest legal frameworks to protect indigenous territories.  Sumak Kawsay, a 
Kichwa phrase meaning “good living” or “good life,” is a category that denotes, in the 
cosmovision of indigenous peoples, a set of values that gives meaning to existence in the 
individual and collective spheres. This concept is skeptical of the excessive exploitation of 
natural resources that economic growth demands, and the industrialization resulting from 
Western accumulation (Gudynas and Acosta 2011). Buen Vivir critiques growth from an 
ecological perspective, aiming for harmony between humans and nature which is representative 
of what indigenous Waorani women defending their territory from extractivism are pursuing.  
 
Field site and research methods 
The Waorani are located in the northwest of Ecuador, in the high Amazon basin. They 
have traditionally occupied the territory limited by the Napo River to the north and the Curaray to 
the south. The Ecuadorian state currently recognizes 709,339 hectares as constituting Waorani 
territory (Resolution on the Unification of Waorani Territory issued by the Ministry of 
Agriculture, Livestock, Aquaculture and Fisheries 2016)4.  The population of the Waorani 
nationality is around 2,204 (last national census 2010, in Nawe 2016) people who live within and 
 
3 Boaventura de Sousa Santos (2010) defines plurinationality as the recognition of a different concept of the nation, 
which implies not only belonging to a geographic location, but also a determined culture. Plurinationality refers to 
cultural nations within a civic nation. In such a way, the former would be the indigenous nations or peoples that 
inhabit Ecuadorian territory and the civil nation would be the relationship with the State.  In the Political Project of 
the Conaie (2007) plurinationality is a system of government and a political, economic, and socio-cultural model of 
organization that advocates for justice, individual and collective liberties, respect, reciprocity, solidarity, equitable 
development of the totality of Ecuadorian society and all of its regions and cultures, the basis of the legal, political, 
and cultural recognition of all of the Indigenous Nationalities and Peoples that make up Ecuador. 
 
4 Original title in Spanish, Acta de Resolución de Unificación del Territorio Waorani emitida por el Ministerio de 
Agricultura, Ganadería, Acuacultura y Pesca. 2016.  
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outside of the Wao territory located in the provinces of Pastaza, Napo, and Orellana. Its 45 
communities are distributed through the three provinces, in areas near waterway networks and 
along the roadways constructed by the presence of the oil industry, which has reconfigured the 
use of space in the territory since the decade of the 1970s. 
My fieldwork took place from September 2017 to August 2018 and was performed at two 
sites: the first being Tiwino and the second being the closely-linked cities of Shell and Puyo. 
However, I have visited Waorani territory and the community of Tiwino repeatedly over twenty 
years: when I was involved in an intercultural health project led by the NGO Ríos together with 
the Nawe organization, which represents the Waorani and the Ecuadorian Ministry of Public 
Health; and when I carried out the studies for my undergraduate and master’s theses. All of these 
experiences were important in forming my knowledge of this area and its social dynamics. Tiwino 
is a rural Waorani community in the Amazon, where inhabitants dwell between oil wells and 
around roads constructed by the oil industry. The community is found at the end of the Auca road, 
which was constructed to facilitate oil drilling. It is adjacent to a mestizo community known as 
Tiwino Colono, together with the encampment of the Petrobell oil company. My second field site 
was in Shell and Puyo, two annexed cities in the Amazon region in the Province of Pastaza, where 
the organization of Waorani women, Amwae, and its handicrafts store are located.  Puyo and 
Shell have a diverse social composition, made up of mestizos and indigenous people from 
different nationalities. Puyo and Tiwino can be accessed from Quito. The trip to Puyo from Quito 
takes about four hours by car. To reach Tiwino from Quito, it is possible to first travel by plane to 
the city of El Coca (officially “San Francisco de Orellana,” though this name is seldom used 
locally) and then take a four-hour trip by car. It is also possible to travel directly between Quito 
and Tiwino by road, taking twelve hours. Tiwino and Shell-Puyo are remote locations and it takes 
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approximately eleven hours to travel between the two by road. During my doctoral studies I 
accompanied the leaders of the Amwae to other communities in Waorani territory, Miguaguno, 
and Toñampare, where they held meetings, assemblies, and workshops. These experiences also 
formed part of my observations during my research.  
In order to collect information to answer my research questions, I used a diverse suite of 
ethnographic methods, including structured interviews, participant observation, and photovoice. 
Furthermore, I worked as a volunteer for the Amwae organization, performing many tasks, from 
assisting the leaders to write up plans and reports, to making presentations, and even being the 
organization’s driver. Omi, with whom I have a close friendship since my adolescence, was the 
one who opened the doors of the organization to me. During my work with the Amwae, she held 
the position of community organizer and I became her personal assistant. Since she was the 
person responsible for supervising the Wema handicrafts store, owned by the Amwae, they often 
asked me to work as a salesperson. While doing fieldwork with the Amwae, located in the city of 
Shell, I was living in my own small rental apartment in downtown Puyo located a few minutes 
from Shell. After finishing fieldwork with the Amwae, I moved to Tiwino in the Waorani 
Territory, where I lived with a Waorani family – a young couple with two children. I had met 
Uyume (most of the names in this dissertation are fictive to protect people´s privacy), the owner 
of the house, twenty years ago, when she was a child. Now she is an influential leader in her 
community. 
 
Contributions to the scholarship on oil extraction in indigenous territories in Ecuador  
During President Rafael Correa’s administration (2007-2017), the rise in the price of 
Ecuador’s oil on the international market, as well as a change in oil-related legislation and 
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policies, intensified concessions of oil fields in indigenous territories of the Amazon region. A 
number of academic investigations and case studies (Lu et al. 2016, Bayon y Wilson 2017) on 
the social, ecological, and economic effects of extractivism were published during the Correa 
administration. Gender and oil extraction in the Ecuadorian Amazon have been addressed by 
work done by activists, academics and journalists. Activists argue that extractivism alters the 
territory, reinforcing gender differences through wage labor, while also contributing to the rise of 
alcoholism and the spread of prostitution and violence against women, which makes women 
more vulnerable than men to the effects of oil extraction (Martínez 2012; Colectivo Miradas 
Críticas del Territorio desde el Feminismo 2014). Both works, Esperanza Martínez (2012) and 
Colectivo Miradas Críticas del Territorio desde el Feminismo (Critical Feminist Viewpoints of 
the Territory) (2014) make general reference to the gendered dimension of extractivism in the 
Ecuadorian Amazon but do not specifically address the situation of Waorani communities.  
Academic work on gender and oil in the Ecuadorian Amazon is limited and consists 
mainly of case studies done in Kichwa indigenous communities (Coba et al. 2016). 
Anthropological works (Rival 1996; Lu and Sorensen 2013; Lu et al. 2016) focusing on the 
Waorani have discussed social changes related to oil activities in the group’s territory, but have 
thus far failed to provide a deep analysis of the differential effects on gender. Work on oil and 
gender among the Waorani deals largely with the construction of masculinity (Hidrobo 2013; 
Rivas 2001) while leaving a gap in literature attending to Waorani women and the extraction of 
resources. 
The activist work of Colectivo Miradas Críticas del Territorio desde el Feminismo 
(2014), and the academic work of Coba et al. (2016), shed light on the issue of gender dynamics 
related to oil extraction. They affirm, that the incorporation of men into wage labor is a 
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mechanism that reinforces existing gender inequalities in the productive and reproductive work 
and increases women’s economic dependence on their husbands, who are more able to find 
occasional paid work with oil companies. Nevertheless, I take a different approach in arguing 
that these differences and inequalities are part of a broader complex that includes an intersection 
of race, class formation, and exposure to environmental pollution.  I maintain that inequalities 
arising from oil extraction are part of a reconfiguration of social relationships among groups of 
people as well as a simultaneous restructuring of the territory. Most importantly, I understand 
these gender inequalities to be closely related to territorial alterations. The aforementioned work 
on gender and extraction in Latin America falls short in interpreting the important cultural, 
ideological, cosmological, and ontological aspects of the ways in which women are resisting 
extractivism. 
I argue that the processes of intervention from the state and oil companies have 
reconfigured Waorani territory in a complex multi-formed framework, couched in power 
relations, which also contains a gendered dimension. In this way, I distinguish what I call 
dynamic-territories of extraction and dynamic-territories of resistance to extraction. I refer to 
territorial, social dynamics that are related to what the Brazilian geographer Porto (2002) calls 
territorialities, which are processes, identities, ontologies, and ways of being and feeling the 
territory that also involve a dimension of power. The dynamic-territories of extraction are 
dynamics of power and social processes closely related to the extraction of oil in the territory, 
where oil extraction activity is part of the daily lives of the people and has permeated nearly all 
aspects of the community. In zones of extraction, the material compensations that the Waorani 
people received from the state for allowing extraction in their territories, such as cement houses 
and schools, were built near polluted and high-risk areas, such as oil wells and pipelines. 
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Therefore, oil development contributes to the national creation of what I call spaces of racialized 
contamination. On the other hand, dynamic-territories of resistance are social processes and 
places, power dynamics that oppose extractivist activities, whether they be woodcutting, mining, 
or oil drilling, because of their effects on the territory and the culture. In dynamics and territories 
of resistance, the defense of the territory is inseparable from the defense of the culture, of the 
language, of the waoranibay (Waorani way of being). Culture and territory are understood as an 
inseparable continuity. Furthermore, I maintain that for the Waorani, these dynamic-territories of 
extraction and resistance are, additionally, fluid categories, since territories of extraction may 
become territories of resistance and vice-versa. 
The aforementioned academic and activist literature on indigenous peoples and oil does 
not consider the historical background of Kichwa5 and Zapara6 indigenous peoples from the 
Amazon. There is a lack of attention to the problems arising from the intersection of gender 
inequalities related to extractivism and the previously existing set of inequalities that arose due to 
the hacienda complex, and market-oriented agricultural activities. In the literature dealing with 
how wage labor creates gender imbalances, these differences are portrayed as if they arose “from 
nothing,” passing over prior systems of economic and political domination (such as the hacienda 
complex that played a large role in establishing gender inequality). In this context, I argue that 
 
5 The Kichwas of the east are located in the north-western part of the Ecuadorian Amazon Region, settled in the high 
region of the Province of Napo – Sucumbíos. When the first Spanish colonizers established a production system, the 
encomiendas, they forced thousands of indigenous people to work. Currently this Nationality has agricultural 
production as its primary focus of production. This production is complemented by hunting, fishing, and raising 
livestock (CONAIE 2014). 
6 The Zapara Nation of Ecuador is located in the east of the Province of Pastaza, near Peru. In the time of the   
Spanish conquest, Zapara society was completely reconfigured because the harvesting of rubber began in their 
territory, which caused the population to be forced into compulsory labor (CONAIE 2014). 
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gender inequalities related to oil extraction intersect with indigenous gender systems and must be 
considered through a historical lens. 
There is a common thread in the journalistic writing on gender and oil that simplifies the 
conception of indigenous women in the Amazon. This work constructs the subject of the 
indigenous woman as a mother who is closer to nature than man – a mother who defends the 
territory because she observes the natural world more than men do and because she is tasked 
with nurturing others, especially children (Borja 2018; Mancero 2018). 
As I discuss in the next chapter, the evangelization process carried out by the SIL 
affected the warrior role of men by pacifying them. Nevertheless, the currently-organized women 
of Amwae are symbolically adopting the position of their warrior ancestors to defend the 
territory, using legal documents and political organizations as a modern representation of spears. 
In my work, I argue that Waorani women, determined to defend their territory, call on their 
maternal role but also consciously assume the role of their warrior ancestors —historically a 
male role— who protected the land in the past. Some women are elected as leaders precisely 
because they do not have young children and therefore are not bound to the duties of child 
rearing. In this sense, it is not only maternal duty, but also symbolic embodiment of the warrior 
that led women to defend their territory from oil companies.  
One of the problems with much of the activist and journalistic work on indigenous 
peoples and oil is the tendency to homogenize indigenous experiences and not take into 
consideration the differences among these cultures, These works often use the category of 
“indigenous women from the Amazon” as a universal signifier and ignore the variations in the 
conception of gender that are connected with place/territory, prevalence of state-level education 
systems, age, and race differences. However, in many cases of Waorani leaders, the women who 
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defend their territory live in cities and are not mothers, or are mothers of teen or adult children 
who have more time for political work. Furthermore, they may come from particular parts of the 
territory, which may influence their position on extractivism. Not all indigenous women who live 
in areas with oil extraction are against this activity.  In the case of the Waorani, extractivism 
reconfigures their territory into different areas that hold a diverse array of positions toward the 
extraction.  
Oil extraction in indigenous territories is not only an economic activity but also a 
complex of relationships, a culture, and a set of values that concerns the forest, conservation, and 
the relationship between humans and non-humans from a western biological perspective. These 
cultures and values conflict with the Waorani ecological model of the forest, which understands 
the relationships of body and territory, humans and non-humans, with a different logic. This 
model of the territory plays a fundamental role in how Waorani organize their political discourse 
against oil extraction, and how Waorani elders understood injury to the land and its plants and 
animals. In places where oil extraction occurs, corporate oil culture exists side-by-side with 
stories of jaguars and plants that are in communication with people, tales of witchcraft, and the 
poetics and ontology of the relationship between the Waorani and non-humans. To understand 
gender inequality relating to extractivism, one needs a “language” or concepts that go beyond the 
economic and embrace the entire set of relationships that oil extraction generates, as well as 
indigenous cosmovision. 
The broader subject of this dissertation is to explore how gender differences are 
restructured with the expansion of petroleum-related activity. This study will contribute to the 
theorization of the local and more “intimate” effects of the extraction of this resource. In addition 
to analyzing the gendered political and economic aspects of oil, this work will examine other 
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dimensions of indigenous experience, notably cosmovision, in the context of extractivism. I aim 
to contribute to the academic debate concerning the political aspect of indigenous cosmologies. 
Additionally, I intend to consider indigenous women not simply as unfortunate victims of 
economic change, but rather in light of their noteworthy political organization and activism. My 
work intends to enrich the understanding of how oil extraction affects Waorani women and 
advance an analytical and theoretical framework in which to read the intersections of gender, 
indigeneity, and oil development in Ecuadorian indigenous territories (and beyond). 
The extraction of resources from the underground of indigenous territories, such as 
mining activities and oil industry, in Latin America has shaped national economies, forms of 
governance, and territories. However, the claims of women organized around mining and oil 
activities in Ecuador, Colombia, and Peru show that extractive industries affect women and men 
differently. In Latin America, canonical as well as the most recent work about underground 
resources extractive industries, and gender is focused primarily on the social consequences of the 
exctraction of metals rather than oil drilling. These works generally focus on Bolivia (Nash 1979, 
Barrios de Chungara 1978) and Peru (Dewind 1975). Currently, there is limited work examining 
oil and gender on a theoretical level in the region, and especially in Ecuador. Most recent 
literature exploring gender dynamics related to the extraction of underground mineral resources 
in Latin America focuses on Colombia, including Astrid Ulloa’s work (2017) on mining, and 
Castriela Esther Hernández Reyes’s work (2019) on the effects of gold mining. Ulloa (2016), 
affirms that these activities reinforce gender hierarchies but also create feminist responses to 
them.  Hernández Reyes (2019) analyzes black women’s claims, taking into consideration the 
critique by Latin-American feminists of Western feminism. Regarding Ecuador, scholarly works 
mainly analyze the dynamics of gender and metals mining in indigenous territories during and 
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after the Correa administration (Bravo et al. 2018). Oil and metal mining are activities that 
extract nonrenewable resources from the earth. Both involve the use of different technologies, 
have separate legal frameworks, and produce similar, socio-environmental effects. 
Theoretical Background  
To analyze the gender dimensions of oil extraction in the Waorani territory, it is 
important to build a conceptual apparatus that embraces political ecology and the anthropology 
of gender; this will enable us to better understand how oil capitalism interlaces with the Waorani 
gender system and emergent indigenous feminisms in Latin America today. I will employ an 
approach that takes into account the contributions of decolonial feminism as well as the political 
dimension and embodiment of Waorani cosmovision. 
Gender and colonization from Marxist feminism to decolonial feminism 
In this project, I view the process of evangelization and activities conducted by oil 
companies in Waorani territory as a new form of colonization. Moreover, I regard these activities 
as the continuation of a colonial process that started over 500 years ago, when the Spanish came 
to the Americas in search of resources and introduced new social, economic, and cultural 
practices that drastically altered local cultures, ecology, and the environment. Even though oil 
extraction has a different modality and is carried out by corporations and the state, it shares 
similar objectives, namely to bring benefits to outside economies at the expense of local 
economies, territories, and ways of life (Acosta, 2013; Alimonda, 2011; Gudynas, 2013; 
Machado, 2011). Following Acosta (2013), extractivist activities are those that remove large 
quantities of natural resources, which are not locally processed, but instead exported: 
“Extractivism is a mode of accumulation that started to be established on a massive scale 500 
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years ago. The world economy—the capitalist system—began to be structured with the conquest 
and colonization of the Americas, Africa, and Asia” (Acosta 2013:62), and continues operating 
in a way that affects indigenous territories and livelihoods in the present day (Gudynas 2013).  
The question of how gender hierarchies and changes are related to the process of 
colonization, and social change in indigenous communities has been studied by Marxist feminist 
anthropologists since the 1970s. Etienne and Leacock’s  edited collection, Women and 
Colonization (1980)  questioned the claim of women’s universal subordination to men, which 
was based on the assumption that men are innately more aggressive, and that social relations are 
always hierarchically structured so that all cultures present nascent forms of competitive and 
hierarchical capitalist relations. Etienne and Leacock instead argue that colonialism is 
responsible for the widespread oppression of women seen more commonly in contemporary 
times. They present various case studies from around the world to illustrate female/male 
complementarity and document the clash between this egalitarian principle and the hierarchical 
organization that European colonization brought to many parts of the world. These case studies 
demonstrate that colonization and western capitalism imposed patriarchal norms on these 
societies, causing them to develop the more oppressive gender relations visible today.  
In the same vein, others like Silverblatt (1987) and Federicci (2004) have linked the 
formation of gender hierarchies and colonization in the Andes, suggesting that this undermined 
the status of women under the implementation of new economic and political systems. Federicci 
explains how labor, accumulation, public/ private and productive/reproductive dichotomies are 
associated with capitalist expansion in Europe, and how women’s bodies were affected by 
colonization and capitalism in the Andes. Silvia Federici (2004) analyzes the transition from 
feudalism to capitalism, and the process of primitive accumulation and its effects on women’s 
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status and bodies. Appropriation and colonization of new territories took place with the 
appropriation and control of women’s bodies. From a Marxist feminist approach, Federici argues 
that the persecution of witches, both in Europe and in the New World, was important to the 
development of capitalism and colonization and the expropriation of European peasants’ land.  
Federici demonstrates that in capitalist society, the body is for women what the factory is for 
male employees: the main field of exploitation and resistance. In this sense, the importance 
attached to the body in all its aspects -maternity, childbirth, and sexuality- within feminist theory 
and women’s history is well deserved.  To Federici, the accumulation of capital was linked to the 
degradation of women. In pre-capitalist Europe, subordination of women to men had been 
tempered by the fact that women had access to common land, and other communal property, 
while in the new capitalist regime women themselves became common property, since their 
work was defined as a natural resource, which was outside the sphere of market relations. 
Following a similar analysis that links women’s subjugation and colonization, decolonial 
feminist Maria Lugones, goes a step further in her postulation that the category of gender must 
be analyzed in its relationship with the process of colonization, with gender being entangled in 
the modern/colonial system (Lugones 2014). Following Lugones (2013), during the colonial 
intrusion in what is now Latin America, it was indigenous men who were given much more 
extensive power in the family than they had formerly, since they were the ones to negotiate with 
white European men, and they are now, similarly, negotiating with the nation state. The nation 
state reinforced patriarchal hierarchies, and women were relegated to the domestic sphere, where 
their political agency was reduced, while men were located in the public sphere. In the context of 
Lugones’s argument, Segato (2014) asserts that there was patriarchy before the colonization but 
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“de baja intensidad” (low intensity). Gender inequalities existed, but in a different way than in 
the era of modernity. Modernity and coloniality reorganized the pre-Columbian gender system.  
Marxist feminism and decolonial feminism share in common a disagreement with the 
idea that patriarchy and women’s domination is universal, and instead they look into the historic 
configuration of gender differences. Although, decolonial feminists’ starting point is not 
primitive accumulation and class formation in the configuration of capitalism, they argue that the 
historic foundation of capitalism goes together with the expansion of the colonial matrix of 
power. Paying attention to the changing gender division of labor in Amazonian Ecuador among 
indigenous peoples as a result of the insertion into wage labor on oil companies recalls the work 
by feminist anthropologist  Eleanor Leacock, who could have anticipated and examined such 
change. However, Leacock might have fallen short on interpreting the important 
cultural/ideological/cosmological/ontological aspects of these developments and the way women 
are resisting them. Moreover, her Marxist feminism might overlook indigenous cosmologies and 
the intersection between gender, indigeneity and territorial transformations, that are important in 
order to understand how women receive and respond to the effects of oil extraction. 
Decolonial feminists focus their analysis to understand how dichotomies, and categories 
for gender analysis are formed as a result of epistemic colonization (Bueno-Hansen 2015). Babb 
(2018) argues that decolonizing feminism and engaging more fully with interlocutors from the 
South will lead to a deeper understanding of the predicaments of indigenous women. Following 
this approach, I maintain that it is important to take into consideration the arguments of 
decolonial feminists, to address how Waorani women, even though they do not call themselves 




According to Escobar (2010) political ecology has three generations, one related with 
political economy, another with poststructuralism, post-Marxism, and post-colonialism, and 
another related with the ontological turn. Political ecology is an interdisciplinary field which has 
been under development for several decades. It emerged in the 1970s from ecologically-oriented 
frameworks and political economy, and aimed to work through their respective deficiencies. 
These included human and cultural ecology’s lack of attention to power and political economy’s 
undeveloped conceptualization of nature. Structuralist and dualist ways of thinking characterized 
the first generation political ecology. A second generation political ecology since the 1980s was 
based on poststructuralism, post-Marxism, post-colonialism. Political ecology has been a trans-
disciplinary field taking from many disciplines (geography, anthropology, ecology, ecological 
economics, environmental history, historical ecology, development studies, science and 
technology studies) and bodies of theory (liberal theory, Marxism, post-structuralism, feminist 
theory, phenomenology, post-colonial theory, complexity, and natural science approaches such 
as landscape ecology and conservation biology). A third-generation political ecology is 
embedded in the ontological turn, which I discuss later. 
Within the field of political ecology, a branch that provides an approach to understanding 
the relation between gender and extractivism is feminist political ecology (FPE). This emerged 
as an academic field in the 1990s, as a feminist critique of sustainable development and post-
structural feminist critique and expansion of political ecology (Rocheleau & Nirmal, 2014). 
Important to this development was the work of Rocheleau, Thomas-Slayter and Wangary (1996), 
which drew together and analyzed the findings and questions generated by a diverse range of 
feminist scholars and activists involved with gender and development, environmental issues, and 
eco-feminism.  
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Today, there is a wide stream of theory and research in feminist political ecology that 
covers a range of themes in academia, activism, and advocacy. In its beginnings, FPE claimed 
that gender was a critical variable in shaping the relationships between people and environments, 
interacting with class, caste, race, culture, and ethnicity. Scholars sought to understand and 
interpret local experiences in the context of the global process of environmental and economic 
change (Rocheleau, Thomas-Slayter, & Wangari, 1996). In its first stage, FPE’s theoretical 
framework linked three themes in order to understand how gender influences interact with the 
environment, and how the political ecology of a place affects gender relations: 1) gendered 
science of survival, 2) gendered environmental rights and responsibilities, and 3) gendered 
environmental politics and grassroots activism (Rocheleau, Thomas-Slayter, and Wangari 1996). 
From this first and “classic” stage of FPE, I will address gender in relation to 
environmental rights and responsibilities as well as environmental politics and grassroots 
activism in order to analyze the ways in which oil extraction generates a gendered political 
response. As oil companies negotiate mainly with men, this introduces a power dynamic in 
which men have more power to negotiate the use of territory, and resources. The FPE framework 
helps us understand how Waorani women are exposed to a different political economy than men, 
situating them in a position of managing the needs of everyday life, while men have more access 
to political spaces of negotiation with the state and oil companies. This distinction causes power 
differences, but at the same time, it situates women in a different role regarding oil and timber 
exploitation.  
Waorani women have created their own organization, Amwae, as a response, and 
alternative, to men’s organization, Nawe. These women have argued that oil exploitation affects 
them differently and makes them more vulnerable than men, because they must take care of 
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children affected by water and air polluted by oil activity. They also suffer from the decrease of 
game around the community due to the presence of oil activity. Additionally, women living close 
to the oil roads and work complexes are frequently victims of harassment from mestizo oil 
workers or workers building infrastructure related to oil exploitation. Oil exploitation in the 
community has been negotiated with Waorani men leaders as a way to bring modernization to 
the community. The companies provided water pipes, concrete buildings, community 
infrastructure, and supported public education and provided western healthcare. Now the 
government, which turned extractivist politics toward a post-neoliberal project, has set about 
bringing “modernization” and development to the Amazon.  
Following Harcourt & Nelson (2015), and Rocheleau & Nirmal (2014), there is a second 
stage, or new feminist political ecology, engaged with a variety of theories, such as 
poststructuralism and science and technology studies, that problematizes human subjectivity and 
gender subjectivity. New perspectives in the field of gender and environment are also embedded 
with the politics of knowledge production, which include discussion about the division between 
theory and practice. At this point, questions arise regarding how theoretical approaches can be 
generative in the face of real-world urgent environmental issues. There are also questions about 
how categories of analysis emerge and how the subjects and objects of gender and environment 
theory have been constituted (Hawkins & Ojeda, 2011). These ideas are significant to my work 
to explore the concept of “territory” for indigenous peoples and specifically women who oppose 
oil extraction.  Territory as the axis of indigenous resistance is a central concept, representative 
of a subaltern knowledge, collectively drawn up and given meaning, which articulates the theory 
and praxis for the political struggle of the organized Amazonian women and indigenous peoples. 
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For the purpose of this work, an important aspect of feminist political ecology to take into 
account is the discussion of the body. In paying attention to the body, FPE has examined how 
gender, race, class, and other social categories are made concrete through spatial and social 
practices (Hawkins & Ojeda, 2011).  Wendy Harcourt’s (2009) work is instructive as it focuses 
on the body to gain an understanding of gender, race, nature, and culture, observing the 
connection between environment and body in networked relations of power. For Harcourt, 
addressing the debate in the feminist literature, we need to go beyond essentialism, or reducing 
women and men to an essence determined by their biological or procreative sexual functions. 
Taking account of the gendered body is not as straightforward as it appears; it is a highly 
complex category constructed in sexual scientific discourses and other social practices, as gender 
relations are inscribed on bodies.  
Following Harcourt (Harcourt, 2009), I would like to introduce the idea that women’s 
bodies are not only a site of normalization and commodification, but also a site of resistance, 
where social norms of being women are inscribed. The body is a site of contestation in a series of 
economic, political, and sexual struggles. That is the case among the Waorani women who 
decided to create their own organization, Amwae, to confront oil exploitation. These women 
argue that they have suffered from extractivism in a different way from men: Oil extraction in 
Waorani territory correlates with the rise of teen pregnancy cases, prostitution, and hepatitis B, 
and therefore the complication of women’s sexual and reproductive health, because of the 
presence of oil workers and oil camps (Albán 2015; Martínez 2012).  These are issues that I 
addressed in earlier work on teen pregnancy and oil extraction (Albán 2015), where I argued that 
oil extraction and development have led to a number of social transformations that affect gender 
roles, produce changes in forms of being an adult, and the experience of teen pregnancy. This 
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occurs in three ways: increased wage labor; insertion into formal education; modernization and 
development of the community. Oil extraction, which is connected with the demands of the 
world economic system, is not only shaping the national Ecuadorian economy, but also 
impacting local communities in significant ways, with effects on intimate relationships and 
marriage, gender roles, women’s bodies, and cultural conceptions of adolescence and adulthood, 
and fertility (Albán 2015). This context suggests the broader and interconnected impacts of oil 
extraction at different scales, ranging from women’s bodies, to transformation of territory. This 
is consistent with current debates about body and territoriality discussed in Latin American 
feminist movements.  
 
Indigenous  cosmovision and politics  
As in other areas outside the Amazon, such as the Peruvian and Ecuadorian Andes, 
indigenous cosmologies about nature serve to assemble political struggles (de la Cadena 2010). I 
am interested in exploring how Amazon Waorani ontology constructs political positions towards 
oil extraction. Descola (2013) and Viveiros de Castro (2004) explain that in the late nineteenth 
century, the division between nature and culture had been fundamental to Western thought. 
Cultures of the Amazon do not evidence this divide, based on cosmovision in which human and 
nonhuman are understood through the complex relationships that they possess with one another. 
De la Cadena explains the political dimension of Andean ontology by arguing that in Ecuador 
and Bolivia, the indigenous movement has conjured sentient entities, mountains, and water—the 
rights of nature—into the public political arena. For de la Cadena, the language of anthropology, 
such as the concept of “culture” and the language of political economy, is insufficient to think 
about indigenous politics. Anti-mining movements in Peru, Ecuador, and Bolivia, for example, 
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challenge the separation of nature and culture that reinforces the prevalent western notion of 
politics. New concepts are necessary to think about indigenous politics around extractivism 
including oil production. Cosmopolitics is one such concept, as it embraces new indigenous 
political struggles that are moved by a different sense of the landscape and nature, generally not 
expressed in the class-centered language of political economy. This is significant to grasp the 
struggles against oil companies and notions about injury to territory that are held by Waorani 
indigenous women. 
Although Marisol de la Cadena’s work is not focused on the relation of mining and 
gender, her work is central to appreciate the struggles of campesina women against a mining 
company in Peru. This is illustrated in the case of Nelida Ayay and Maxima Acuña, two 
campesinas in resistance to the gold mining company Yanacocha and its Conga project in 
Cajamarca. The documentary film La Hija de la Laguna (The Daughter of the Lake), released in 
2015, tells the story of these two women defending lakes and water resources in their territory. 
Nelida is given special attention in the film for her extraordinary ability to communicate with the 
Water Spirit, and her use of her powers to prevent the mining corporation from destroying the 
body of water she considers her mother. De la Cadena’s work embraces these new indigenous 
political struggles that are moved by a sense of the landscape and nature that are not articulated 
in the class-centered language of political economy. In Ecuador, the 2008 Constitution 
recognized the Rights of Nature, inspired by Andean and Amazonian indigenous cosmologies 
(Martinez 2014) that challenge the western division of nature and culture. I aim to contribute to 
an understanding of these cosmologies in the Amazon, which could advance the discussion of 




During my doctoral research I worked with the Waorani women’s organization, Amwae, 
in order to grasp the depth of the organizational process of Waorani women. I also wished to 
align myself with the practice and methods of activist anthropology that begins with an act of 
political identification and dialogue with collective subjects struggling for an end to oppression, 
for equality, and better lives (Stuesse 2015, Hale 2015). In addition to my academic interest in 
researching the formation of Amwae, as a gendered response from Waorani women to the effects 
of oil extraction, I was driven to work with this group in the hope of supporting the rights of 
those I study. 
A primary question when attempting to decolonize methodologies is: Why should 
research methodology be decolonized? This question has been addressed in the Americas and 
beyond in different moments and by different disciplines that have questioned the power 
dynamics in the production of knowledge. In Latin America, colonialist thinking in the social 
sciences has been questioned inside, and outside of academia. For example, in 1971 “La 
Declaración de Barbados por la liberación del indígena” (The Declaration of Barbados for the 
Liberation of Indigenous Peoples) claimed that anthropology had been used as a tool for colonial 
domination of indigenous peoples in Latin America (Leyva Solano and Speed 2015). I felt 
inspired to respond to this question as it emerges in the work of indigenous scholars, whose 
theoretical and methodological approaches reflect on how to decolonize research. 
In the last few decades, indigenous scholars have made contributions to understanding 
how to decolonize research, pedagogy, and academia (Smith 2009). In this vein, the work of the 
New Zealander and indigenous Maori scholar Linda Tuhiwai Smith is central in the way it sheds 
light on decolonizing methodologies from her indigenous perspective. To Smith (2012, 
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originally 1999), “Research” is inextricably linked to imperialism and colonialism, and 
anthropological research on indigenous communities is more evidently tied to these interests. To 
Smith, Decolonizing Methodologies are concerned with the actual technique of selecting a 
method, though they focus much more on the context in which research problems are 
conceptualized and designed, and on the implications of research for participants and their 
communities. To Smith, decolonizing methodologies seek to promote and support indigenous 
communities in their particular struggles and agendas of self-determination, indigenous rights, 
and sovereignty, and also to support efforts for building capacity and working for reconciliation. 
Smith’s arguments are particularly important to my research. They shed light on many questions 
about the problems of research while providing important narratives for understanding research 
as a process of support of indigenous auto-determination. These postulates resonate with some 
Latin American anthropologists, who have a strong tradition of working with indigenous 
organizations and supporting their political struggles.  
 
Chapters Description 
Chapter Two, “The Waorani History: The SIL and the Oil Boom,” presents a general 
description of the history of the Waorani people, the contact with the evangelical Summer 
Institute of Linguistics (SIL) beginning in 1958, the history of oil extraction in Waorani territory, 
and the history of the Tiwino community and its relation with the broader context of oil extraction 
in the Ecuadorian Amazon. The process of evangelization constitutes a relevant background to 
understand the present general context of the Waorani nationality, since this religious intervention 
was linked with the development of oil exploration and extraction in the Waorani territory. This 
Chapter presents material on Waorani history in order to explain how, prior to the intervention of 
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oil extraction, evangelization carried out by the SIL created a new type of power structure that 
did not previously exist among the Waorani – one that centered on women such as Dayuma 
Caento. Although she played a contradictory role by allowing evangelization, leading to a series 
of social changes that affected Waorani society, she is remembered as a reference by the 
organized Waorani women of Amwae, who fight against oil extraction. Dayuma Caento is 
significant for Amwae´s women because she worked to obtain the first legalization of the 
Waorani territory.  In this chapter, I also analyze how evangelization affected the warrior role of 
men and how the currently-organized women of Amwae are symbolically adopting the position 
of their warrior ancestors to defend the territory, using legal documents and political 
organizations as a modern representation of spears.  I argue that organized Waorani women are 
taking up the contradictory path of Dayuma Caento, who, while evangelizing them and opposing 
warfare among the Waorani, at the same time organized women who are now symbolically 
taking up the role of warriors in their political organization. 
In Chapter Three, “The Waorani Territory: Oil and Territorial Transformations,” I 
address the traditional modes in which the Waorani create and symbolize their territory. Also, the 
ways in which they engage in practices, beginning in childhood, that co-create the Waorani 
territory and way of being simultaneously. Furthermore, in this chapter I argue that the mythical 
past and history of Waorani families, along with colonization and oil capitalism, are recorded in 
their territory as what I call “arboreal traces,” vestiges of the past recorded in the trees of the 
forest that live well beyond human lifespans. I discuss the history of the legalization of Waorani 
territory and how the intervention of oil activity has reconfigured Waorani territory and society 
simultaneously, creating dynamic-territories of extraction and resistance to extraction. I show 
that socio-spatial dynamics and differences are the context in which one must understand the 
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gender power relations and environmental racism associated with oil activity. In this chapter, I 
describe Waorani lives in zones of resistances and zones of extraction. I address the activities 
people engage in and their hybrid economy based on subsistence and market-oriented activities. I 
close by presenting the effects of oil activity and oil development in the Tiwino community, and 
the generation of a complex of inequalities that intersects working class formation, gender, race, 
and exposure to toxicity. 
Chapter Four, “Waorani Politics and the Formation of a Women’s Organization,” 
examines the political-organizational process of the association of Waorani women, the Amwae. 
I argue that this association came into being in response to the simultaneous reconfiguration of 
the territory and of the political and economic organization of the Waorani nationality caused by 
oil extraction. As I will show, the association of women, Amwae, emerged as an internal 
political process of the Waorani nation in conjunction with external events,  a response to taking 
on leadership that we find among the indigenous women of the Ecuadorian Amazon more 
generally. This latter factor is also related to the wider organizational process of Amazonian 
indigenous nations and the intensification of oil drilling activity in their territories. This chapter 
further analyzes how the alteration of the territory, through oil extraction, has a gendered 
political and economic dimension.  
In Chapter Five “Territory and Women´s Resistance to Oil Extraction,” I examine 
dynamics of resistance among the Waorani, centering the analysis on women´s processes. I argue 
that women oppose extraction for a variety of intersecting reasons that comprise the political, 
economic, cultural, and environmental consequences of this activity. I will demonstrate that the 
central axis of their resistance is territory, which is understood from women’s multidimensional 
vision that affirms culture, society, life, subsistence, language and collective rights, all of which 
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are affected as changes occur in the territory. The entire complexity of meanings regarding the 
territory comes into play when territory is defended against oil extraction. In Chapter Five I will 
address how Waorani women leaders assume symbolically the warrior role of their ancestors in 
order to defend their territory at a time when the men´s political organization is more narrowly  
invested in negotiation around oil interests and employment in the Amazon.  








































THE WAORANI HISTORY: THE SIL AND THE OIL BOOM 
 
This chapter begins with a brief history of the Waorani people and their contact with the 
evangelical Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL). I will then provide an account of the 
development of oil extractivist activity in Waorani territory and the relationship of the Tiwino 
community with oil production in the Ecuadorian Amazon. This attention to the intervention of 
the evangelists is necessary for understanding the current condition of the Waorani nation, 
because this religious undertaking occurred in conjunction with the advance of petroleum 
exploitation and extraction on Waorani land. I will provide an overview of Waorani history in 
order to demonstrate how, before the arrival of oil companies, the SIL’s evangelization gave rise 
to a new system of social hierarchies that had not previously been a feature of Waorani society. 
As we will see, one person, a woman named Dayuma Caento, came to represent the new power 
structure.  
As I analyze in Chapter Five, the women of Amwae stated that currently they could no 
longer wage war as their ancestors did to defend the territory, but that they nevertheless must 
continue defending the territory with modern resources, including legal documents, lawsuits, 
political organization, maps, marches, and public protests. In this chapter, I considder how 
evangelization affected the warrior role of men. I present the historical background on the 
Waorani because, in the history of the occupation of indigenous territories, and the 
reconfiguration of indigenous societies in the Americas, the involvement of the Waorani is one 
of the more recent occurrences.  The Waorani were the last indigenous group to be integrated 
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into Ecuadorian society, which took place through the intervention of the SIL. In a fairly short 
period of time, from 1958 to the present, the Waorani passed from living as hunter gatherers to 
becoming dependent on a market economy, including wage labor, tourism, commercialization of 
handicrafts, wild game and timber, activities related to national, and global economies.  
During the fossil fuel era, the Ecuadorian Amazon basin was identified as being rich in 
petroleum. Nevertheless, exploration of the territory between the Napo and Curaray Rivers 
before the 1950s was interrupted by the presence of Waorani warriors. At that time, the Waorani 
lived as hunter-gatherers who had sporadic contact with outsiders (Yost 1985; Rival 1996). 
Currently in Ecuador and other countries that have territory at the Amazon region7, groups of 
people are living as the Waorani used to before evangelization: unclothed, in extended family 
groups, nomadic, having intermittent peaceful contact with outsiders. Some communities of the 
Waorani people – namely, the Tagaeiri and Taromenani8 are still living uncontacted or in 
resistance against the outside world.  
My own story with the Waorani, their territory, and the Tiwino community started in 
1996, when, as a teenager, I traveled to Waorani territory for the first time with my father, 
Amilcar Albán. At that time there was a Hepatitis B outbreak among the Waorani linked to the 
presence of the oil industry in their territory. The first Waorani Organization, Onhae 
(Organización de la Nacionalidad Huaorani del Ecuador, Organization of the Waorani Nation in 
Ecuador), with Confeniae (Confederación de Nacionalidades Indígenas de la Amazonía 
Ecuatoriana, Confederation of Indigenous Nations of the Ecuadorian Amazon), the main 
 
7 Named such in 1540, when the Spanish colonizer Francisco de Orellana encountered the great river he named the 
Amazon, after the native women who fought like the Amazons from Greek mythology. 
 
8 Meaning the family or people of Taga, a Waorani group who refused to be evangelized and returned to live in the 
forest as they did before the evangelization. Taromenani means “those who live in remote paths.” 
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indigenous organization of the Ecuadorian Amazon, was seeking solutions to control the 
epidemic. My father, an anthropologist who was working with indigenous organizations on 
projects related to fortalecimiento organizativo, organizational strengthening and intercultural 
health, was asked to participate in a community health assessment of the Waorani territory.  
During this trip with my father I met Omi, a young woman who occupied a place of 
minor importance in the Onhae, the first Waorani organization primarily led by men.  After many 
years, Omi became an important Waorani leader, she was twice president of the first Waorani 
Women’s Association, Amwae. She and other Waorani have, on numerous occasions, opened the 
door for me to the Waorani world – their language, mythology, symbolism, and principally, to 
their territory, which is inseparable from their culture. Years after this first experience, I had the 
chance to work collecting data about ethnomedicine for the health project for the control of the 
Hepatitis B outbreak in Waorani territory. Furthermore, I had the chance to conduct research in 
the Waorani community of Tiwino for my undergraduate thesis at the department of 
Anthropology of the Universidad Católica de Quito.  
I spent my early childhood years in Tena, a city in the Ecuadorian Amazon, where I first 
heard about the Waorani and about Dayuma Caento. As a result, I grew up with great curiosity 
about my own name, Dayuma – the name of the legendary Waorani woman, the intermediary 
with the evangelical group that christianized the Waorani, whose story I will address later. My 
parents are not evangelicals, nor religious, and with little knowledge about this Waorani woman, 
named me Dayuma because they liked the sound, and furthermore they wanted to give me an 
indigenous name. My parents’ aim was and still is uncommon in Ecuador, where mestiza 
families like mine generally name their children with European names.  
During the last twenty years, I have had the chance to meet Waorani people who reached 
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adulthood before contact with the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL), some of whom are now 
deceased. Fragments of earlier interviews I carried out with some of these legendary figures are 
used in this chapter on Waorani history. As I noted earlier, the Waorani were the last indigenous 
group to be colonized and integrated into Ecuadorian society. There are two moments that have 
had a strong impact on the life of this society.  The first was put into effect by members of the 
evangelical organization, the Summer Institute of Linguistics, and the second was brought on by 
oil companies. In this chapter I will discuss these developments, which reveal the leading role 
played by women during the intervention of the SIL, and by men during the intrusion of oil 
companies (to be addressed in later chapters). This will relate to my later discussion of the 
political role that women have occupied in society in times of evangelization and oil extraction.  
  
The Summer Institute of Linguistics and the evangelization of the Waorani: a tale starring 
women 
 
The Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) is a North American organization, founded in 
1934, dedicated to the study of indigenous languages and to translating the Bible into these 
languages. The SIL arrived in Ecuador in 1952 with members belonging to different evangelical 
groups. At that time, the organization was already carrying out activities in other Latin American 
countries with other Amazonian groups. Before contact with SIL in the 1950s, the Waorani lived 
without permanent association with either Ecuadorian society or other neighboring groups. For 
years they occupied areas far away from the large rivers that came to be trafficked over time by 
colonists and rubber plantation workers, who threatened their autonomy, life, and territory. They 
were nomadic, living in groups composed of families amply distant from one another. They were 
hunters, gatherers, horticulturists, and warriors (Cabodevilla 1994).  
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In 1956, five American missionaries were killed with spears by Waorani during a first 
attempt from the SIL to contact them – an incident in which some Waorani were also killed with 
guns by the missionaries. This episode was reported by newspapers and magazines both in 
Ecuador and internationally, which created the first image of the Waorani in the public’s 
imagination. Since that time, Waorani warfare has occupied what Trouillot (1991) calls the 
“savage slot,” an invention central to Western thinking and reinforced historically by 
anthropology. Into this slot are inserted manifestations of non-Westernness: the otherness against 
which the West claims its normality. In media, news, and literature, the Waorani have been 
depicted as fierce, primitive killers, which came to justify their christianization by SIL, as well as 
modernization and state intervention in times of oil extraction (Rivas 2004). At the beginning of 
evangelization, the Waorani were called aucas, a pejorative Kichwa word meaning “savage.” 
Because of their nakedeness and warfare, they were depicted as a vestige of the origins of 
humanity – static and isolated from the external world and capitalist expansion, what Wolf (1982) 
called “people without history.”   
I maintain, as Cabodevilla (1994), and Wasserstrom (2016) do, that internal and external 
Waorani warfare has been a strategy of survival and must be understood in a broader context 
shaped by the expansion of national and international economic interest in the Amazon, 
represented by the search for rubber followed by oil extraction, the presence of haciendas, and the 
Ecuadorian military. Other authors suggest that the Waorani are essentially violent, understanding 
their warfare as an aspect of their cultural complex. These cultural interpretations come mainly 
from James Yost, an anthropologist associated with the SIL. Yost (1978) made a genealogy of the 
causes of death among the Waorani before contact and found that the primary cause of mortality 
was due to internal war. Based on this interpretation, evangelists had a justification to pacify the 
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Waorani and to pave the road for the entry of international and state oil companies into their 
territory.  
The Waorani have been considered violent warriors, though there is little discussion of the 
violence they have suffered since the times of rubber production and oil exploration and 
extraction. When the Waorani were contacted by the SIL, they were located far away from the 
main rivers, especially the Napo, which connected to Iquitos and formed part of the fluvial 
network of rubber extraction. They were not river-faring, which can be interpreted as a strategy to 
avoid encounters with rubber workers (Naranjo 1994)9.  
The history of contact with the SIL and the changes that followed are impossible to 
understand without discussing one of the main protagonists of this development, Dayuma Caento, 
a Waorani woman who played a determinative role in the contact between her people and the SIL. 
In the decade of the 1940s, before the contact with the SIL, Wao society was in a period of intense 
internal warfare (Cabodevilla 1994; Naranjo 1994).  According to Miguel Angel Cabodevilla 
(1994), a Basque and the main researcher on Waorani history, during this time an attack 
annihilated the group to which Dayuma Caento belonged. She escaped together with two other 
young women. In 1947, Dayuma arrived at Ila, a hacienda located on the Anzu River, which was 
the property of Carlos Sevilla. He was a hacienda owner and cauchero (rubber merchant) whose 
indigenous employees attacked the Waorani (and vice versa) on several occasions when they 
entered Wao territory to extract rubber. Dayuma was the oldest of the three Waorani women. 
Meanwhile, Acahuo (Dayuma’s mother) had sent Unimia and Huiñami/Zoila to search for her 
daughter, but neither of the two returned; instead they stayed with Dayuma in Ila. In February 
 
9 Even in the present, the Waorani say that those groups that still remain uncontacted inhabit an enormous bamboo 
island in the Amazon forest, because the thorns of the bamboo make it difficult for outsiders to enter their territory.  
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1955, Rachel Saint, an American missionary from SIL, together with another missionary, C. 
Peeke, arrived in Ila and selected Dayuma from the four Waorani who lived on the estate. Rachel 
Saint was the sister of one of the five American missionaries, Nate Saint, killed by Waorani in 
1956. 
Dayuma traveled to the United States in 1957 so that the SIL could begin planning their 
strategy to penetrate Waorani territory, by converting her into a key player in a large propaganda 
campaign and using her to learn the Waorani language (Cabodevilla 1994, 344). In 1958, Dayuma 
returned to her group of origin along with missionaries Rachel Saint and Elizabeth Elliot. When 
the SIL initiated the evangelization, they determined that four Waorani groups totaled around 500 
people spread over approximately 20,000 km² (Yost 1985). The missionaries converted Dayuma’s 
group in 1959, while other groups were converted in the following years (Cabodevilla 1994). The 
SIL, leveraging the increasing demand by the Waorani for goods they did not produce themselves, 
such as axes, machetes, and metal cooking pots, was able to concentrate them in the town of 
Tihueno, founded in 1959 on the shores of the river of the same name (Cabodevilla 1994; Yost 
1985). This became the first community conceived in such a way and was the original site of the 
concentration of the Wao population. It was there that the process of cultural transformation and 
religious conversion began. Omenquiri, a woman I met and interwiwed in Tiwino, who was young 
during the time of evangelization, remembered that Rachel and Dayuma told the Waorani in 
Tihueno: “If you go to the church and listen, God will give you food, but food was inside the 
church and was given by Rachel herself [to the converted Waorani].” When evangelization was 
taking place there was a polio outbreak and, in the same way, Rachel told the Waorani that it was 
God’s punishment. These episodes, and memories of guard dogs – never seen before by the 
Waorani – accompanying Rachel to intimidate the Waorani, are part of Omenquiri’s memories of 
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the evangelization, which she shared with me.  
Dayuma Caento was the intermediary and principal figure in this process, which marked the 
history of the Wao people. When she returned to her group she possessed two essential 
advantages, the knowledge of the ways of life, behaviors, and customs of the foreigners, and a 
strong and positive relation with them (Yost 1985). James Yost (1985) suggested that these 
advantages gave her a power never before exercised by another Wao, as the holder of the 
knowledge of the cowode (Waorani for “non-humans” or “outsiders”), she came to be the social 
and cultural intermediary between the Waorani and the foreigners. The other women that had fled 
years before returned to Tihueno with the same advantages as Dayuma: knowledge of Spanish, of 
Kichwa, and of the foreigners and their customs. This situation placed her in the role of 
intermediary in the process of conversion as well. Dayuma Caento did not speak English, but the 
members of the SIL had learned to speak Waorani in order to translate the Bible and evangelize 
the Waorani. 
Those women exercised great influence in a variety of situations. They had control over the 
goods and services that came to Tihueno, as well as over food provisions, which were vital for the 
Waorani who were moving to this community for the first time, and where overpopulation 
produced a scarsity of wild game, fish, and other food from the forest and chakras (small farms). 
Additionally, the ever-growing number of those newly arrived to Tihueno didn’t know the terrain 
and cautiously began to live together with groups that were historically their enemies. For many 
Waorani, the help and protection they received from the intermediary women made the 
newcomers indebted to them, owing to their system of reciprocity (Yost 1985, 270). Yost (1985) 
argues that owing to the capacity to obtain outside goods that only the intermediary women 
possessed, the reciprocity system became a mechanism for accumulating social power. These 
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women were the only ones who acquired goods, which put everyone else in a compromised 
position under their control. According to Almeida and Proaño (2008), the SIL came to relocate 
nearly the entire Waorani population to its missionary settlement of Tihueno. However, not all of 
the Waorani agreed with the displacement operation carried out by the SIL. This divided the 
Waorani and there were groups that permanently separated, such as the Tagaeri, who are still 
uncontacted as of the present. 
During the years of contact with the SIL (from 1958 to 1982) and the period of 
evangelical conversion, the Waorani saw a transformation of their demographics, material culture, 
social and political organization, subsistence patterns, and vision of the world. They went from 
being a socioeconomically autonomous ethnic group to being dependent on goods and services 
that they could not produce themselves (Yost 1985). They became sedentary. They changed their 
hunting and fishing patterns, and began using firearms. The evangelical missionaries were able to 
greatly change them as a people and leave the path open to their exposure to future relations with 
other indigenous groups, the mestizo population, the Ecuadorian state, other religious groups, 
adventurers, researchers, NGOs, and tourism, as well as lumber and oil companies (Yost 1985). 
The SIL operated with other indigenous groups in Latin America in a similar way to how 
they operated with the Waorani. According to Hvalkof and Aaby (1981), SIL’s method of 
evangelization involved the use of the native language, the creation of an indigenous elite, and 
the fostering of a high level of economic and political dependence on the SIL. As happened with 
the Waorani, indigenous cultures and identities were broken down and the results of these 
processes were often continued existence in the margins of the national society. Hvalkof and 
Aaby (1981) state in that in Latin America the SIL bases in indigenous territories played a key 
role in their mode of operation. Their bases contained language laboratories, health services, air 
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bases, radio stations, and schools. Such displays of wealth contributed to indigenous SIL 
informants adopting the ideology and standards of the religious outsiders. These informants, such 
as Dayuma Caento, were frequently the first converts. The SIL also performed duties among the 
indigenous peoples of Latin America such as providing medical assistance and promoting 
community development with the goal of attracting people and gaining more converts to their 
religious beliefs (Hvalkof and Aaby 1981). As happened in Ecuador, the SIL has been criticized 
by indigenous organizations and expelled by governments. In Ecuador a presidential decree 
signed in 1981 ended the SIL’s activity in Waorani territory and Ecuador in 1982 (Stoll 1985). 
In the anthropological literature on the Waorani, there is discussion of the status of women 
in politics. According to Yost (1985), the power acquired by Dayuma Caento created a new form 
of leadership, different from the traditional skill-based and gender-equal leadership that prevailed 
before contact with the SIL. He notes that this system replaced the egalitarian system that had 
characterized the political structure of Waorani clans for a status system, which transformed 
egalitarianism and skill-based leadership into the consolidation of authority in the hands of a 
small number of women (Yost 1985, 272).  On the other hand, Ecuadorian anthropologist 
Marcelo Naranjo (1994, 48) claims that, although there was an absence of permanent authority 
positions in the society as a whole, there was not an absence of leadership in the interior of family 
groups. According to Cabodevilla (1994), in the 1960’s and 70’s, years after the beginning of the 
evangelization, because of the power accumulated by Dayuma and other women, the idea that the 
Waorani were even before contact with the SIL a “matriarchal” society was spread in the media, 
an idea fueled by Rachel Saint from the SIL since she was accused of creating new structures of 
authority in the hands of women. David Stoll, an American anthropologist (1985), mentions that a 
journalist was so amazed by the authority held by Zoila (one of the women intermediaries of the 
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SIL) that he categorized Waorani society as a traditional matriarchy under the Middle Savagery 
classification of Lewis Henry Morgan in an article published in El Comercio, the most widely 
distributed Ecuadorian newspaper, on April 29, 1974.  Both Rachel Saint and the journalist 
portray Waorani as an unchanging and archaic culture respectively, so what is visible is what 
Johannes Fabian (1983) called a denial of coevalness – the denial that the Waorani live in the 
same time as evangelicals and journalists, and, for the latter, this time is modern, shaped by 
westernization and capitalist expansion that has led to their presence in Waorani territory. 
Anthropological research on the Waorani (Yost 1985 ) and historical research 
(Cabodevilla 1994) generally affirms that with the SIL a new political formation led by one 
woman with influence in the entire society was created. In addition, a new form of settlement 
based on communities made up of several extended families was established. At first, with 
evangelization, the Waorani living in extended families in large households across the territory 
were relocated in one evangelical community called Tihueno in Pastaza province. This process 
was followed by the formation of a new political structure in 1990, the main Waorani 
organization that represented the entire Waorani nationality, Onhae, led by men. Onhae was to 
deal with the needs of the oil companies, the state, tourist agencies, NGOs, researchers, and the 
rest of cuguries (non-Waorani people).  In recent years, women began a process of political 
organization with Amwae in 2004, deeply inspired by the figure of Dayuma Caento and the 
warrior ancestors who defended their territory in the past, a situation that I will analyze in depth in 
Chapter Four and Five.  
The power dynamics related to oil extraction, which granted more power to men, intersect 
with other social differences such as place of origin and residence, education, and age. The 
Waorani are not a class-based society, but there are certain families that have more political and 
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economic power than others, and certain communities that exercise more power than others. One 
similarity between the missionaries and the oil companies is that they helped to grant power to a 
certain type of individuals – those who could serve as intermediaries between the Wao and the 
interests of the foreigners. Both created elites and a new source of economic needs based on 
commodities produced by industrial capitalism, which contrasted with the economic resources for 
subsistence found in the forest. In this new economic context, and because of new political 
structures made necessary by demands from the evangelicals, the state, and oil companies, power 
was reconfigured among the Waorani. Here it is important to note that the ability to defend or 
negotiate with outsiders regarding the territory/culture is what forms the definition of political 
power among the Waorani these days (territory and culture are written together because, for the 
Waorani, those are inseparable categories – there is no culture without territory). 
 
Warriors, shamans and hunters  
 
In the past I had the chance to talk with Awa, an elder man who passed away in recent 
years, and who lived as part of the Bameno community. This community is a group who, after 
evangelization, decided to return to their original lands to live away from roads and cities, 
practicing shamanism. They were no longer belligerent toward outsiders and were receptive to 
tourism, health care, and education provided by the Ecuadorian state.  Awa remembered the 
times of war before and during evangelization as follows: 
Before, the elders brought me to make the war against our enemies. If I didn’t do 
it, out of fear, they punished me. Later, when they civilized10 us we could no 
 
10 Word used by the Waorani translator. 
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longer make war.  When Rachel Saint came with Dayuma, they told us that we 
didn’t have to kill, but we still have spears, because we have to keep the custom.  
Yes, if I get angry I can practice witchcraft, but my children tell me not to. 
That’s why I live calmly and support myself without using witchcraft. That’s 
why we have calm celebrations now, not like before when in the celebrations we 
did get angry with other families, and then we practiced witchcraft. 
Now we can’t practice war. The earlier Waorani people could. Now we visit each 
other during the festivals, so I go by canoe and then by car to Tinguino. 
Men in the past were socialized to be hunters and warriors in order to defend their land, 
and some of them with age became shamans or meñe mempo  (“the father of the jaguar” in the 
Waorani language). Warfare, shamanism, and nakedness were prohibited by evangelization; 
nevertheless, they have taken on new meanings in their encounter with capitalism, the state, 
tourism, and integration into Ecuadorian society, interethnic marriages, and contact with other 
indigenous nationalities in the Amazon. In Waorani ontology, meñe mempo, the father of the 
jaguar, or shaman, can access the perspective of the jaguar and develop a relationship with the 
feline, who is more than an animal – it is the shamans’ kin, their son. According to pan-Amazon 
perspectivism, this quality of the self is common in other Amazon cultures, which do not 
recognize the culture-nature division of Western ontology and build cultural relations with the 
animal realm (Viveiros de Castro 2004). For the Waorani, having the perspective of the jaguars 
allows the meñe mempo to know things that only that being knows. In the context of 
evangelization, oil capitalism, and warfare, the gaze of the jaguar has played a political role, 
since decision and actions can be taken after the shaman imparts the wisdom of this experience.  
Witchcraft was part of the domain of warfare before evangelization and remains so even to the 
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present in some communities. Death or disease attributed to witchcraft was a means and motive 
for war between Waorani groups. Warriors, shamans, and hunters are associated with the 
symbolic complex of the jaguar, which in the Waorani cosmovision is more than animal.  
Shamans and warriors, who were mainly but not exclusively masculine, were censured 
and suffered a deep transformation under evangelization and the insertion into wage labor for oil 
companies. As I will analyze in depth in later chapters, Waorani organized women declare that to 
defend their territory they are symbolically taking on the role of their ancestors who were 
warriors. During a general meeting of Amwae, Ene, a young woman leading the meeting said, “In 
the past our ancestors defended our territory with spears, now for us for women our spears are 
legal documents,” referring to titles of property ownership, maps, and legal papers as the means 
by which the bureaucratic state and its institutions operate.  
Even though Dayuma was the first one to open the door to the evangelicals, she is 
remembered by the organized Waorani women for leading the first process of legalization of the 
Waorani territory. During an exposition organized by the Amwae in February 2018, while I was 
conducting fieldwork with this organization, one mestiza and two indigenous women, one of 
them Waorani, exhibited pictures of the work of Amwae in the territory. They also displayed a 
photograph of all the presidents of this organization with the main Waorani women leaders. They 
obtained an old picture of Dayuma and placed it at the front of the exposition and behind it the 
picture of the Amwae’s leaders. In the inauguration of the exposition, the current president of 
Amwae, Dayo, mentioned the role of Dayuma as the predecessor of the new leaders. At the photo 
exposition, one of the Amwae’s older leaders, Omi, stated about Dayuma Caento: 
 
As a leader of the Amwae, I think that as the years keep passing we are growing 
as an organization and the new Waorani leaders can use our past leaders as an 
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example, use the people who worked hard. Photography helps to be able to 
remember and tell young people about people who were good, that we loved and 
who are no longer with us, to tell them about the rivers and the mountains of our 
territory. For example, when I see the photo of Dayuma Caento, I want to be like 
her, who legalized the territory (Omi, Puyo, February 8th, 2018). 
 
The oil boom in Ecuador and the intrusion of the oil companies in Waorani territory 
 
The drilling of oil in the Ecuadorian Amazon constitutes a determining factor in the 
colonization of Waorani territory and was the source of profound environmental and sociocultural 
changes (Kimerling 2013; Rival 1992). From 1920 until the end of the 1940s, the Ecuadorian 
government granted various concessions for oil exploration to transnational companies (Acción 
Ecológica 2006, 18).  
The relationship of the Waorani people with the oil companies began during the first oil 
wave in Ecuador, lasting until 1949, when Shell made oil explorations but abandoned the country 
without being able to extract oil. During this period, the oil companies that explored the Amazon 
impacted the Waorani people. There are stories of attacks against Shell company employees who 
were exploring the headwaters of the Napo and Curaray rivers, as well as attacks carried out by 
company workers in order to facilitate exploration (Naranjo 1994, 37; Cabodevilla 1994). The 
most well-known of these attacks took place at the Shell base in Arajuno, in the heart of Waorani 
territory, Pastaza Province, in 1942, with three workers left dead as a result (Cabodevilla 1994, 
292; Narváez 1996, 37). The Waorani had defended their territory from intruders in the past; they 
were the only group in the Ecuadorian Amazon known to have survived the rubber boom of the 
first half of the 20th century as free people (Cabodevilla 1994; Kimerling 2013).  
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As mentioned earlier, in 1956 the Waorani became known for spearing to death five North 
American evangelical missionaries from the U.S.-based Summer Institute of Linguistics, who 
were trying to contact them. The first pacific contacts between Waorani and outsiders were in 
1958, when SIL missionaries convinced Dayuma Caento to return to the forest where she had 
lived as a child and help the missionary-linguists relocate her relatives into a permanent 
settlement, Tihueno. They wanted her to teach the Waorani to live as Christians, and help 
translate the Bible into their native tongue. 
In 1967 the Texaco-Gulf consortium found large hydrocarbon reserves in the northeastern 
Ecuadorian Amazon and constructed a 513 km oil pipeline with a capacity to transport 250,000 
barrels daily from the Amazon region across the Andes Mountains to the Pacific coast (Acción 
Ecológica 2006, 18-20; Kimerling 2013). In August 1972, the consortium conducted the first 
extraction of oil in the Ecuadorian Amazon, which ushered in the country’s oil era (Kimerling 
2013; Naranjo 1994, 155). At the beginning of this period the majority of the Waorani population 
was living in the evangelical community of Tihueno. In Narváez’s account (Narváez 1996, 38), 
the oil companies that wound up operating in Waorani territory, Esso Hispano Oil, Petrocanada, 
the Braspetrol-Aquitame-Britoil consortium, were able to do so thanks to the sedentary lifestyle 
and evangelization produced by the SIL.  According to Cabodevilla (1999), Almeida and Proaño 
(2008), the SIL had a connection with US oil companies since the beginning of its intervention in 
the Waorani territory and was complicit in the intervention of the oil companies in the 
Ecuadorian Amazon. 
 
Oil and the creation of the Tiwino community as a zone of extraction 
 
In order to understand the origin of Tiwino, the community where I carried out my 
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fieldwork, it is important that we refer to the SIL’s contact with the group known as the 
“baihuairi” in literature about the Waorani, since one of their factions, the family of Babe and 
Olga, subsequently created this community. In 2008, I recorded a testimony from Babe Ima, who 
was an emblematic member of the Ima family, a warrior and leader of Tiwino. Before contact, his 
family lived in a large native village in a region to the south of the Napo River, near modern-day 
Tiwino. The Ima family resisted contact with the cowode. At one point, Dayuma visited and 
invited Babe´s family to Tihueno, the evangelical community. Dayuma advised the Ima family to 
change their lives and abandon their warrior-like customs. Dayuma was able to return to Tihueno 
with part of the Ima family, among them Babe, his wife, and their children. Babe did not specify 
the year in which this took place, but biographical sources confirm it was 1969 (Cabodevilla 1994; 
2007). 
Cabodevilla (1994, 392, 403) mentions that in that year, during Cepe-Texaco’s explorations 
to the south of the Napo River, some laborers crossed paths with another Waorani group, the 
“baihuairi,” that had violently interrupted the oil laborers’ work. At that time the oil companies 
already had relations with the SIL, and they created a strategic alliance in order to advance their 
hydrocarbon exploration since the SIL was the only organization that had successfully contacted 
Waorani groups.  
In Tihueno, epidemic outbreaks of polio left many Waorani debilitated. In addition, they 
were attacked by the flu and other illnesses introduced by the outsiders, for which they had no 
immunity (Yost, 1985). Two weeks after the arrival of Babe’s group, in August 1969, the polio 
epidemic killed 16 Waorani in Tihueno, among them Babe’s wife. In October 1970, Babe’s group 
abandoned Tihueno, claiming that the polio had been caused by witchcraft and was sent as 
vengeance (Cabodevilla 1994, 393; Cabodevilla 2007, 107). Since Babe had lost his wife, 
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Dayuma arranged his marriage with Olga, a Kichwa woman with whom Babe would have four 
children. He lived with her until his death. According to Yost (1985), Dayuma and other 
intermediary women often arranged strategic marriages between Waorani and Kichwa. These 
alliances benefitted the former by giving them access to goods from the outside world, and the 
latter by giving them access to the resources of Waorani territory. 
By the early 1970s, the population of Tihueno had grown significantly thanks to the 
continual arrival of other Waorani groups contacted by the SIL. In 1973, there were 525 Waorani 
living in Tihueno, which is to say, almost the entirety of the Waorani population. In that context, 
the Wao had strong ties of dependency on the SIL for obtaining medicine and outside food, and 
they lived with internal tensions due to past rivalries (Yost 1985). In 1973, Babe’s group left to 
settle near their former territory, on the Curaray River, by the headwaters of the Bataboro and 
Mencaro rivers. There they created a new settlement called Golondrina (Cabodevilla 2007, 110). 
The SIL exercised its influence over the Waorani until 1982, the year they were forced to end their 
activities in the country.  
As a consequence of the oil boom, in 1972 the Texaco Company opened the Tiwino oil 
field. The field is a grouping of installations, wells, teams, and sites that make the production of 
hydrocarbons possible. Its location corresponds to the province of Pastaza, in the Arajuno canton 
and Curaray parish (covering a total area of 80,000 hectares, partially within Waorani territory). 
This field opened in the area from which Babe Ima, the ancestral leader of the Tiwino community, 
and his group had originally been taken, as they were taken brought by Dayuma Caento  to the 
evangelical community in 1969. They were mobilized to facilitate the extraction of oil in what 
had been their ancestral territory. Years later, the Tiwino community was created around the wells 
of this oil field. The Waorani relate that the origin of the settlement dates back to the 1980s, when 
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they abandoned the settlement known as Golondrina. 
To understand how Tiwino was created, it is important to discuss events related to the life 
of Babe and his family, because they founded the current permanent settlement of Tiwino in their 
ancestral territory after it was occupied by oil companies. Babe’s group left the evangelical 
settlement formed by SIL following a polio epidemic in order to establish Golondrina. They later 
relocated from this settlement and founded Tiwino (Cabodevilla 1994; Cabodevilla 2007). The 
people I spoke to do not remember the exact date when they relocated. Cabodevilla (2007) 
situates the relocation in 1988, and Rival (1992, 150), in 1989. There is also no consensus as to 
the motivations that provoked the abandonment of Golondrina and the creation of Tiwino. Based 
on the testimony I recovered earlier from Babe and from his wife Olga, it is known that their son 
Cuwemo died in Golondrina after being attacked by a boa constrictor while swimming in the 
river, and his body was later found on a beach. Olga told me that this episode constituted the 
principal motive for abandoning the settlement, “If my son had not turned up dead we would still 
be living in Golondrina, because there we had planted enough yucca and plantains.” Babe and 
Olga maintain that the death was caused by curses sent by Kichwa shamans.  
Another reason for Babe to leave Golondrina was that he was already aware that a 
roadway was going to be opened up in his family’s ancestral territory. This roadway is known as 
the Auca road. Constructed in 1979, it was a secondary road that began in Coca, extending 
through Waorani territory all the way to the Cononaco oil encampment, very close to the 
Shiripuno River, and then extending to the Tiwino River, where another oil field had been laid 
down. Babe knew very well that the roadways brought with them outsiders of all kinds, which is 
exactly what happened. Since the area of Tiwino is considered by the Ima family as their 
ancestral territory, Babe felt that it was up to him and his family to come out in its defense, 
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confront the colonists, fight for the land, and put up barriers to stop the colonists from going 
deeper, even at the cost of his own life.  
Babe left Golondrina together with Yety, his sister Ene’s husband. Yety told me that Babe 
planned for and encouraged his family to go live in Tiwino, near the roadway, since for him it was 
clear that they were running the risk of losing their territory. Babe told me that when he arrived 
with Yety in the area where Tiwino is currently located, he found that settler families had already 
occupied his ancestral terrain. For the first time, he saw coffee and cacao crops on his land, and 
wells and oil encampments that the outsiders had constructed. He saw soldiers and the roadway 
that led to the Tiwino River. At that time, the state oil company, Cepe, which had acquired Gulf 
stock in 1976, operated in the Tiwino oil field. In 1992 Texaco left Ecuadorian territory and the 
state-run company Petroecuador assumed exploration and extraction. In the same year, the Tiwino 
oil field came to be operated by that company. In 1998, the government of Jamil Mahuad opened 
five oil fields operated by Petroecuador that yielded marginal production—that is to say less than 
1% of national production—for international bidding (Almeida 2005). Tiwino was one of those 
marginal oil fields handed over in the first round of bidding to the Colombian company Petrocol 
(Almeida 2005). Since the year 2000 the field has been under the control of the Colombian 
company Petrobell. 
Babe told me that he fought to expel the settlers from his territory, but they resisted 
abandoning their houses and crops: “I put annatto on my face, I tied my hair up with string, and, 
without clothing, I went to scare the settlers in their homes.” Olga commented that the settlers 
fled terrified, thinking that numerous Waorani had come to kill them. However, it was only Babe, 
Yety, and their wives. Babe told me the reasons why he expelled the settlers: “It was all chakras 
(crop fields), houses, animals, banana crops. If I were to go to Quito (the city where I was living) 
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and take a piece of land and build a house and start to live there, you’re not going to like it. 
You’re going to talk and you’re going to say, ‘What business do you have in coming here?’ And 
we thought the same thing.” The Tiwino community was initially composed of the families of the 
couples Babe-Olga and Yety-Ene. In subsequent years other groups of grandparents arrived with 
their children and grandchildren.  
 
Conclusions 
The history of intervention begun by the SIL addressed in this chapter constitutes the 
relevant background for understanding the current general context of the Waorani nation, since 
this religious intervention was linked with the development of oil exploration and extraction in 
Waorani territory and originated a process of radical social and cultural changes among the 
Waorani. In this chapter, I examined how evangelization affected the warrior role held by men, as 
the presently organized women of Amwae are symbolically taking on the task of their warrior 
ancestors in protecting the territory, employing legal instruments and civic institutions as a 
present day equivalent of spears. On the other hand, organized Waorani women fighting oil 
extraction are also following the path of Dayuma Caento, who, while evangelizing them and 
opposing warfare among the Waorani, also helped to obtain the first legal recognition of Waorani 
territory. Furthermore, organized women fighting against oil extraction are symbolically taking up 
the role of their warrior ancestors in their political organization. I return to explore these gender-











THE WAORANI TERRITORY: OIL AND TERRITORIAL TRANSFORMATIONS 
 
The current Waorani territory is the product of oil extraction in Ecuador, contact with the 
SIL, the intervention of the state, and other events related to the organizational advances and 
struggles of indigenous nationalities. At the same time, the territory was formed by a series of 
symbolic and ontological traditional practices that make the territory a place shaped today not 
only by the physical space, but also by a lattice of social relationships, identities, ways of being 
and feeling in the space, as well as ontological encounters and power dynamics.  
In this chapter, I focus on the traditional way that the Waorani conceive of their territory 
and its symbolism and will argue that, for the Waorani, their territory and its appropriation are 
formed by different kinds of landmarks such as places of birth, cemeteries, chonta palm tree 
forests, hunting grounds, gardens, and the trails that connect these places.  Starting from youth 
they take part in experiences that simultaneously form the Waorani territory and way of being, 
which make the human body and forest a continuity. The Waorani territory is a relational mesh 
of humans, plants, and animals. These relations are manifestations of other ecologies and other 
body ontologies that are not framed in the Western conception of being as a  dualism that 
radically separates nature from culture, the human from the non-human; according to de Descola 
(2004) and Viveiros Castro (2004), a more seamless relationship is characteristic of indigenous 
cosmologies of the Amazon region. In this chapter I will argue that the mythical times and 
legendary history of Waorani families, in addition to colonial practices and oil-driven capitalism, 
are documented in what I call “arboreal traces,” remainders of previous times left on the forest’s 
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trees, which endure much longer than the typical human lifespan. Focusing on the Waorani 
cosmovision and making of their territory and their way of being simultaneously is important to 
understand how organized Waorani women and communities articulate part of the political 
discourses against oil extraction. The central axis of their resistance is territory, and the entire 
complexity of meanings regarding the territory comes into play when it is defended against oil 
extraction, which will be considered further in Chapter Five.  
In this chapter, I address the history of the legalization of Waorani territory and its 
current zoning. I maintain that petroleum extraction and state intervention have reorganized both 
Waorani land and society and created what I call dynamic-territories of extraction and resistance 
to extractivism. These categories are territorial, social dynamics that are connected to what the 
Brazilian geographer Porto (2002) calls “territorialities,” which are processes, identities, 
ontologies, and ways of being and feeling the territory that also contain an aspect of power. I 
contend that the dynamic-territories of extraction are dynamics of power and social processes 
tightly connected to the exploitation of petroleum in the area, where oil drilling activity is part of 
everyday practices and has had effects on almost every element of the community.These socio-
spatial characteristics and divergences are the framework in which one can comprehend gender-
based power relations – addressed in later chapters – and additionally environmental racism 
created by oil extractivist endeavors. I explain how Waorani inhabit zones of resistance and 
zones of extraction. I will set forth the pursuits these people undertake and their hybrid economy, 
which is composed of subsistence and market-based undertakings. In addition, I present the 
consequences of oil drilling and its related developments in the Tiwino community, and the 
creation of a network of inequalities that intersects with gender, race, the development of the 
working class, and exposure to toxicity. We will see that in zones of extraction, the material 
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restitution that the Waorani received from the government in exchange for permitting extraction 
in their territories, including schools and houses made of cement, were constructed in proximity 
to high-risk zones, such as oil wells and pipelines, creating spaces of racialized contamination. 
 
Creating territory and Waorani-being  
 
In February 2008 I traveled with the late Babe (the legendary figure from Tiwino - the 
warrior who founded the community, and later fought and negotiated with oil companies). We 
traveled by the Via Auca, a secondary road made to facilitate oil extraction by connecting 
Tiwino with the city of Coca. The oil pipeline, oil camps, and wells from different corporations 
were visible along the road. At the present time, most oil extracted in Ecuador comes from the 
Orellana Province, where this oil road is located. 
Babe asked me to take him to buy farmed fish in a colono mestizo village called La 
Andina, located about one hour away from Tiwino. During the journey he reminisced about his 
past. He told me how before evangelization by the SIL, he and his family lived in an area that is 
now occupied by oil companies and colonists who appropriated these lands after the oil-
extraction road was opened.  Babe told me that he and his father, Ima, used to hunt there, before 
the time when Dayuma Caento came by airplane to take them to the evangelical community 
Tihueno. He also told me that after the evangelization he and his family returned to their territory 
only to find that oil companies and colonists had already settled there. 
Babe could not recall the number of years that passed when he and his family were living 
in his family’s ancestral territory before the arrival of the colonists and oil industry and the 
construction of the road.  Nevertheless, he referred to the passage of time and claimed the 
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territory belonged to him and his family, pointing to a group of chonta palms (Bactris gasipaes)11 
at the top of a hill, that were planted by his grandmother. The Waorani eat the fruit of the chonta 
palm as a food and to make the chicha drink, and they use its wood to make spears for war or 
hunting. The tree is recognized as a symbol of their culture. 
He claimed this area as his family’s territory because his father used to hunt in it and is 
now buried there under a guayacan12 tree (Tabebuia serratifolia). At that moment the guayacan 
was still small but when they returned from the evangelical community it had grown bigger.  The 
chonta planted by his grandmother and the guayacan, his father’s place of burial, were used to 
record the passing of time and are landmarks to mark the claim over the territory. Regarding the 
chonta tree as a referent of ancestral territory, Oswaldo Nenkimo (a young Waorani, 
spokesperson from the Coordination Council of the Waorani Nation of Pastaza 
(CONCONAWEP), in an interview with Susana Morán (2018), affirms that the location where a 
chonta palm is planted indicates that a Waorani family has lived there. “It’s a signal of 
georeferencing and this is why the oldest chontas are an important place because of their 
location. Since they were nomads, they planted the chonta in order to say this is my reference, 
they made chicha and their spears from it.” Rival (2004), a French anthropologist, mentions that 
the places in the forest where all of the chonta groves are found are known by the Waorani, since 
each one is associated with certain family groups, and are considered the fruits of their ancestors’ 
work and are a reminder of grandparents and great-grandparents. 
The conversation with Babe was translated by Olga, his wife. She is a Kichwa, a Zápara 
woman who had married Babe at a young age and learned the Waorani language and 
 
11 Chonta or chontaduro is the standard name in Spanish, in the Wao language it is called dagenka.  
 
12 Guayacan is the standard name in Spanish, in the Wao language it is called gonihuarihue. 
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cosmovision and how to perform cultural practices during her years living with the Waorani. In 
the same place where Babe bought farmed fish, Olga collected some chonta fruits in order to 
plant their seeds in her garden. When we returned to their house in Tiwino, she took the seeds 
from the fruits and scratched them with a knife, adding that this prevents the palm trunk from 
growing with thorns. In another attempt to modify the seeds, she made a red dye out of achiote 
fruit and coated the seeds so that the redness of the achiote would pass from the seeds to the 
fruits and make them more desirable. 
She told me that on other occasions she had coated the chonta seeds with the blood of a 
wild pig that had been hunted. In the Waorani cosmovision, people, plants, and animals can 
transfer their characteristics to one another. People’s bodies can be permeated by the forest, its 
animals, and the characteristics of its plants. In the same way, the human body and its features 
can infuse animals and plants. The Waorani have traditionally made their territory by planting, 
cultivating symbolic plants, such as the chonta, and by using the transmission of features from 
one species to another. 
In the same way, the ancestral cemetery is a landmark of their territory and creates a 
chain of belonging. There are several rituals performed beginning from the birth of a Waorani 
that create a tie between the people and the territory, a sense of ownership, and, at the same time, 
forge the Waorani being. For example, when a child is born, its parents bury the placenta inside 
the hill of the bure ant, close to the birthplace. The Waorani expect that the bure ants will eat the 
placenta and pass the ants’ characteristics to the children (though the ants are small, they are 
strong enough to walk long distances, important skills for survival in the forest). Waorani can 
return to their birthplaces in the future to build a house, hunt, or cultivate.  Among black groups 
of the Colombian Pacific, the burial of the placenta, as well as the practice of ombligada, 
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consists of sowing a piece of umbilical cord in the root of a tree. These are rituals that connect 
the child to the territory of the family and the community, affirm the possession of the territory, 
and are paradigmatic of their conceptualization of nature (Escobar 2008). 
The places where the Waorani hunt and plant yucca and plantains are considered 
landmarks of their territory. These are the landmarks that define the Waorani Ome (Waorani 
territory). Knowing how to hunt and grow crops is part of Waorani being. The men are hunters 
and the women are primarily in charge of tending to crops13. When children are young, parents 
make them Waorani by teaching them the language, and how to hunt, fish, plant crops, and also 
by employing symbolic practices so that their children acquire the skills that are part of their 
cultural identity. For example, during my field work, I was able to observe that when an adult 
has hunted a wild pig, they have the young girls touch the animal’s snout with the palms of their 
hands, since this animal can use this part of its body to stay away from thorny plants by scent 
without injuring itself, and it is also hoped that the girls’ hand, when working the crops, is not 
afraid of being hurt and is skillful in the use of the machete. When children are learning to speak 
the Wao language, their parents rub their tongues with the tongue of a toucan that has been 
hunted for food. It is thought that this bird’s beautiful song will pass its characteristics to the boy 
or girl in this way. Rival (2004) mentions that parents rub leaves from fast-growing trees, such as 
balsa (Ochorama lagopus)14, on the arms and legs of children that are learning to walk and 
learning to participate in subsistence activities in order to accelerate their growth.   
 
13 Waorani practice agriculture, but not in the intensity of other indigenous from the Amazon. Traditionally they 
devote more time to hunting and gathering (Rival, 2004). 
 
14 Balsa grows at such speed that it measures up to 12 meters in less than three years - it matures quite rapidly and 
dies in a single generation (Rival, 2004). 
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Kati Alvarez (2011), an Ecuadorian anthropologist who has worked on Waorani funerary 
practices, calls this the “interpenetration of essences” between different species. I maintain that 
this refers, moreover, to a manner of simultaneously creating Wao territory and being Waorani. 
These practices connect the children to the territory, affirm the possession of the territory, and 
forge Wao identity and being. Hunting spaces are referents of the space considered to be 
Waorani property. When hunting a pig or a toucan, simultaneous practices occur that create 
Waorani identity and being. As we will see in the following chapter, for the organized women of 
Amwae, knowing how to sing is an important characteristic for coming to be a good leader and 
representing their people, since these territorial-ontological practices that create links between 
the Waorani being and their territory also have a political function. Furthermore, the women and 
communities that defend the territory from extractivism do so in order to defend a culture, a 
being, a language that is profoundly linked to its territory.  
 
The Waorani territory: a relational mesh of humans, plants, and animals  
In this section, I examine other dimensions of indigenous experience, notably 
cosmovision. As I will show in more detail in Chapter Five, I found that the entire complexity of 
meanings regarding the territory and animals and plants and the ancestors comes into play when 
women defended their territory against oil extraction. When I went to Tiwino to conduct 
dissertation fieldwork, Olga invited me to stay in her new concrete house where two bedrooms 
were empty. The house was built by Ecuador Estratégico, the government institution in charge of 
investing state revenue from oil into communities close to extraction zones. These concrete 
houses were made with several bedrooms, similar to designs of Quito city houses for nuclear 
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families, and having no relation to traditional Waorani homes (made of palm leaves and tree 
trunks, with a quite spacious single room, without windows and entrances at each end). 
One morning at 6:00 AM, Olga took me with her and her grandson, Hugo, to her 
agricultural garden to plant yucca. Olga was carrying a basket on top of her head full of yucca 
sticks to be planted and she had a machete in her hand. I told her that I could help her carry the 
basket. Immediately I remembered the night before, when I happened to dream that I was doing 
the same - carrying a basket (though full of tobacco leaves) on my head. I told her this and she 
said that it was normal and was a good omen. Olga told me that dreams are important for the 
decisions the family takes in the morning, before starting work every day, “For example, if I was 
planning to go to the forest or to my garden, and I dreamed that a snake bit me, I would change 
my plans and prefer to stay at home.” 
To reach her garden we entered the forest on a path made by her husband. “My late 
husband cleared this trail so that his grandchildren could use it to go hunting,” she related, noting 
that every family in the community has a path that goes to their garden, or leads them into the 
forest for hunting or collecting things. When we arrived at the garden, I helped her dig holes in 
the soil with a stick. When we finished, she started to plant the yucca sticks. I wanted to help her 
but she did not allow me to do so. She said, “After working in the garden, I have to avoid taking 
a shower for one day. If I don’t, the yucca will die.” She also mentioned that for the same reason, 
she could not pick up the machete after planting the yucca. I asked if this rule applied to me and 
she replied, “No, because you are not planting the yucca.” 
I told Olga what had happened to me one day when Gama asked me to help her plant 
yucca in the garden. After it was all planted, Gama softly slapped herself on the buttocks and 
said that by doing this the yucca would grow as fleshy as that part of her body. Gama was 
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passing the characteristics of her body on to the plant.  I told Olga that before we planted, Gama 
asked me to softly hit the yucca sticks with a tree branch that had many leaves. Gama told me to 
tell the yucca that, “When you grow, you have to be like this branch, with a lot of leaves, and 
you also have to produce many yucca so that our children have food to eat.” Rival (2004), in the 
same vein, affirms that the Waorani whip the yucca with large balsa leaves, with the purpose of 
revitalizing them, transferring onto them the balsa’s attribute of fast growth. 
After relating this experience to Olga, she replied, “It is exactly like that. The yucca hears 
everything you tell it. Furthermore, the yucca also cries when you cut its branches for no 
reason.”  Later, when we were walking through the forest back home, Olga told me a mythic tale 
about a man who was in the woods and heard someone crying – he looked everywhere but didn’t 
see anybody around them. Then they found that what was mourning was a small corn plant, 
because it had been abandoned and left unplanted. The man took the plant, placed it in his bag, 
and took it to his garden to plant it.  
Olga’s mythical narratives, as well as her symbolic practices, and those of Gama for 
planting yucca were accompanied by signs of affection toward the yucca and corn plants, which 
are also considered to be beings with feelings. In the Waorani cosmovision, some men and 
women, when reaching old age, can hear plants like yucca and corn, and animals such as the 
jaguar, and be aware of what they feel, and demonstrate affection toward them. Philippe Descola 
(2004), a French anthropologist, writes that the Achuar women of the Ecuadorian Amazon, in 
charge of vegetable gardens, instruct the crops as they do children, where necessary raising them 
with a strong hand until they are mature. Descola (1994) explains these Amazonian practices 
with plants, affirming that in the Western vision of the world, the distribution of humans and 
non-humans are strictly divided into two radically different camps; however, Amazonian 
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cosmologies display a scale of beings in which the differences between men, plants, and animals 
are of degrees and not of nature. The Achuar of the Ecuadorian Amazon, for example, say that 
the majority of plants and animals have a “soul” (wakan) similar to that of human beings, a 
quality that situates them among people and allows them to feel emotions and exchange 
messages with their equals, as well as with the members of other species, including humans. 
These emotional and communicative connections with plants and animals such as the 
jaguar, which are part of their cosmovision, symbolism and the spiritual beliefs and practices of 
the Waorani, mix together with the experience that some elder Waorani have had with the 
extraction of oil and its ensuing contamination. On one occasion I was able to speak with the late 
Awa, at that time an old man, “meñe mempo,” father of the jaguar or shaman from the 
community of Bameno. In our interview on Waorani cosmovision and the symbolism of the 
jaguar, he told me of the following experience about the jaguar and the oil industry, which he 
had encountered during an ayahuasca trance. 
When I get in touch with my powers, which live inside the jaguar, the jaguar 
comes to me. It comes close, it calls me “father” and moves its tail out of 
happiness from seeing me, as if it were my dog. The jaguar tells me where the 
wild pigs live, where to hunt them, and also whether anyone will come visit us 
coming down the river or if a plane will land in the community. The jaguar 
doesn’t like the sound of the planes, helicopters, cars, and machines of the oil 
companies, he told me: 
– Father, the other day IT came. It makes a horrible noise and I ran far away 
because I was afraid. 
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The jaguar also doesn’t like the scent of the soap and shampoo that I use, and tells 
me: 
– Father, why do you smell so bad? Get out of here with that smell! (Awa 
Tepeña) 
 
 Some young adults also state the animals are not affected by the oil, that they can live 
close to it, and they even say that a lizard is living in a pool of oil. The spiritual beliefs of the 
Waorani regarding animals are also part of the political discourse of some Waorani women 
leaders. For example, at an event that I attended at Universidad Andina de Quito in June 2017, 
Alicia Cawiya, said in a public speech that she is against oil extraction in order to protect the 
territory, the Waorani in voluntary isolation, and the jaguar as sacred spirit.  
Through the symbolic practices during the planting of yucca described above, a 
connection between the body, the plants, and the crop is made. In the Waorani cosmology, what 
the body does may affect the crops, and the way the yucca grows; for example, taking a bath or 
touching the metal of the machete, and also certain characteristics of the human body, may be 
transmitted to the yucca (such as developing fleshiness, like the buttocks).  Furthermore, as 
described above, the human body may receive the characteristics of certain animals (such as the 
toucan, the wild pig, and ants, among others) and of certain plants (such as the balsa tree). 
These Waorani practices and narratives come from a different ontology of the human 
body. In the Waorani cosmovision, the body and the forest are in constant relationship, they are a 
continuity, however this continuity can be social. As an example, for the Waorani, animals from 
the forest are able to receive parts of the human body as a gift, such as the placenta given to the 
ants. A Waorani myth about how they learned to give birth through the vaginal canal says that in 
a mythical past they did not know how to do this, so they cut women’s bellies to remove the 
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baby, causing the death of the mother. A female mouse taught a Waorani woman how to give 
birth through her vagina, and to show gratitude for this teaching that saved her life, she gave the 
birth blood to the mouse—this first mythical woman brought this knowledge into Waorani 
culture, which is also part of their identity. In these examples, beings from nature become social 
companions, and that which the West calls nature is the object of a social relationship. By 
making it an extension of the cultural world, it becomes something truly domestic even in its 
most inaccessible strongholds (Descola 2004).  
The Waorani territory is a network of relationships between plants, people, and animals. 
These relations are practices of the “local model of nature” (Escobar 2008), which demonstrate 
that nature (and the human body) is a cultural construction.  Descola (2013) and Viveiros de 
Castro (2004) explain that at the end of the nineteenth century, the division between nature and 
culture had been fundamental to Western thought. Cultures of the Amazon break down this 
divide, and adopt a worldview in which the human and non-human are understood through the 
complex relationships that they possess with one another. These local models of nature constitute 
a cultural code for the appropriation of the territory; this appropriation implies elaborate forms of 
cultural knowledge and representations (Escobar 2008).  
 
The Ruins of the Forest: Time and Territory 
When Olga had finished planting all the yucca in her garden, we took the path to go back 
to her house. Along the way she pointed to a broken structure of concrete and pipes, abandoned 
and covered in vines and plants from the forest. She told me it was part of the oil infrastructure 
from when extraction had begun in Waorani territory. On the route there was iridescent water 
that reflected the sunlight - she said it was mixed with oil, and added that because of the presence 
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of the oil company they have to plant yucca and plantains far away, as crops die when they are 
planted close to the oil infrastructure because the rainwater and soil are contaminated. The 
motors of an oil well could be heard in the distance. The day after she planted the yucca, we 
went to a stream to bathe and wash clothing. On the way we passed a pantohue15 tree that had 
small and eye-catching red and black seeds, pantomo, used in the entire Amazon region to make 
necklaces and other handicrafts. Upon seeing this tree, Olga was immediately reminded of a 
mythical tale of a person who was walking through the woods and found a man with his face 
painted red and black. The person was perplexed upon seeing the man painted in such a striking 
manner, and then realized that this person was the pantomo seed that also paints its face red and 
black colors. 
As I traveled by car, canoe, or foot with the Waorani in their territory, the forest held 
mythical stories of corn plants that cry, of seeds that paint themselves red and black, but also, the 
story of the extraction of rubber, oil, precious woods, and the coffee and cacao plantations, all 
economic booms that occurred in the Amazon region in connection with the demands of the 
national and global market. These two temporalities/territorialities, one from capital, the other 
from the mythical, coexist and frame the Waorani experience today. 
In June 2018 I visited with Nigua his family garden in Tiwino. We walked for about 
thirty minutes from his house. During this time he showed me the cacao and coffee trees,16 now 
growing wild, that were planted and cultivated by the first mestizo colonists that occupied 
Waorani territory when the Via Auca road was built to facilitate oil extraction. Nigua is a young 
 
15 Seeds called wayruro in Kichwa and chucumullo in Peru and Ecuador. 
 
16A coffee tree growing freely may live up to 200 years, while those that are used for cultivation are only allowed to 




man who was born in the Kiwaro community. His parents-in-law, who founded Tiwino, showed 
him the old cacao and coffee plants as a reminder of the time when they returned after 
evangelization and found their traditional territory occupied with cacao and coffee plantations, 
two crops that were unknown to them. In the garden, he showed me some banana trees that were 
dying, to illustrate that their proximity to the oil industry and its pollution of rain and soil affect 
the growth and even cause the death of plantain and yucca. Near his home, Nigua pointed to a 
spot now covered by forest where an old pool with oil waste was filled in. There, he said, it was 
not possible to sow. 
In Tiwino, oil is part of the present, as well as the landscape and its history. The vestiges 
of oil activity, now consumed by the forest, vines, and lianas, are like ruins from the past. Ruins, 
states Marc Augé (2003), French anthropologist, are time that escapes from history: a landscape, 
a mixture of nature and culture that is lost in the past and emerges in the present, between nature 
as a sign without meaning—without a meaning, at least, other than the feeling of time that passes 
and, at the same time, persists. However, for the Waorani, the forest also contains “arboreal 
traces,” vestiges of the past recorded in the trees of the forest that live well beyond human 
lifespans. For the Wao people, temporality is not separate from spatiality. The past can be 
recorded in large trees (called ahuene, which means boss or important person in the Wao 
language) such as the guayacan17, where some of their ancestors are buried18, or the chonta 
 
17 The peculiar feature of these large trees that rise above the veil of the Amazon forest is that they mature very 
slowly, but one day they come to be the tallest trees in the forest and they start to flower after years, living up to 200 
years. That is, their existence is equal to that of approximately five human generations. Among the Wao, they are 
admired for their size, and because they grow slowly and alone (Rival 2004). 
 
18 Alvarez (2011) also states that some people were buried close to large trees. 
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palms19 that represent their ancestor’s settlements. Those trees are the “arboreal traces” and are 
landmarks of their territory. Rival (2004), when discussing this, asserts that since chonta groves 
form from seeds deposited around homes that have been abandoned for a long time, there are 
usually remnants of domestic life such as half-buried fragments of clay pots or stone axes, a 
confirmation that their ancestors lived there. In this way, the chonta forests are the “ruins of 
time.” According to Augé (2003), the ruins are like islets of the past, remnants of a time that 
were able to resist the continual transformations of history. 
Traditionally the Waorani do not count years, they simply observe the moon each month. 
In addition, the fat accumulated by woolly monkeys, the cotton from the ceibo tree that falls on 
the river, and the ripening of the chonta fruit mark the beginning of the new season (Rival 2004; 
Naranjo 1994). Rival (2004) has studied the relationship that the Waorani recognize between the 
growth of their families and other people with that of trees. However, Rival’s observations do 
not refer to trees as markers of territory and cultural ruins of time, as I am proposing here. 
The Waorani temporality/territoriality, recorded without years or calendars, also tells the 
story of colonization and capitalism in the Amazon. The “arboreal traces” from the first mestizo 
colonists of Waorani territory, who entered it through the road to facilitate oil extraction, the Via 
Auca, are now visible in the cacao and coffee plants they sowed in order to sell the harvest in the 
market (during the coffee boom of the 1980s). 
Colonization and capitalism have left “vegetable” and inorganic ruins that are embraced 
by a forest created around the paths of hunters, with the plants sowed by their ancestors, with 
their birthplaces and cemeteries. The Waorani forest is a cultivated forest, and not a “green hell,” 
a metaphor that the filmmaker Werner Herzog used during the cult film “Aguirre, the Wrath of 
 
19 The chonta is a medium-sized tree that grows slowly and reproduces in its own forests for many generations. 
Chontaduro groves last longer than human lives (Rival, 2004). 
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God,” to refer to the Amazon as an inhospitable and savage place. The Amazonian forest has 
been formed by the intervention of indigenous nations and reconfigured by capitalism at the 
same time. 
In addition to the history of their territory accumulated by the Waorani without 
considering years, maps, or books, this history, the product of contact with missionaries, oil 
companies, and the state, has been told by academics, anthropologists, activists, journalists, the  
state, and corporations, as we shall see below. 
 
The History of Waorani Territory  
 The Ecuadorian state currently recognizes 709,339 hectares as constituting Waorani 
territory (Resolution on the Unification of Waorani Territory issued by the Ministry of 
Agriculture, Livestock, Aquaculture and Fisheries 2016)20.  The population of the Waorani 
nationality lives within and outside of the Wao territory located in the provinces of Pastaza, Napo, 
and Orellana. Its 45 communities are distributed through the three provinces, in areas near 
waterway networks and along the roadways constructed by the presence of the oil industry, which 
has reconfigured the spatiality of the territory since the decade of the 1970s. 
 
1980s Creation of the “Waorani Protectorate” 
The process of territorial recognition by the state began in the decade of the 1980s. In 
1983, the government recognized a Waorani territory of 66,570 hectares, which was named the 
“Waorani Protectorate” (Resolution on the Unification of Waorani Territory issued by the 
 
20 Original title in Spanish, Acta de Resolución de Unificación del Territorio Waorani emitida por el Ministerio de 
Agricultura, Ganadería, Acuacultura y Pesca. 2016.  
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Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock, Aquaculture and Fisheries in 2016). The “Protectorate” 
corresponds to the territory in which the evangelical community meant to undercut the Waorani, 
Tihueno, was formed and the first communities were founded after.  These were the first 
sedentary settlements, composed of members of different families -- before evangelization they 
lived as nomads, in large houses composed of extended families.  
There are different views regarding the territory occupied by the Waorani before 
evangelization and when they were still nomadic. However, it has been established that the 
“Protectorate” corresponds to only a small fraction of their traditionally occupied territory 
(Cabodevilla 1994) (see Figure 1). This ancestral territory includes the central part of the 
Ecuadorian Amazon, in the area located between the Napo River in the north and the Curaray 
River in the south, with an area of approximately two million hectares. Their ancestral territory 











Figure 1. Map of ancestral Waorani territory and phases of legalization in 1983, 1990, 2001. 
Source: Maldonado and Bayon (2017). 
 
1990 Creation of the “Ethnic Waorani Territory” 
In the context of Ecuador’s history, 1990 was the year with the country’s most significant 
indigenous uprising, which resulted in the declaration of Ecuador as a plurinational state, the 
legal recognition of territories of indigenous nations, the resolution of problems of water and 
irrigation (Cabodevilla 1994). In 1990, the government of President Rodrigo Borja granted to the 
Waorani nationality an additional 613,750 hectares (Resolution on the Unification of Waorani 
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Territory issued by the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock, Aquaculture and Fisheries 2016). 
This granting was due to the pressure that human rights organizations and the Confederation of 
Indigenous Nationalities of the Ecuadorian Amazon (CONFENIAE) applied for the recognition 
of a territory for the Waorani. For this allocation and the previous one, Dayuma Caento led and 
represented the Waorani Nation before the Ecuadorian state (Nawe 2016). As a result, she is a 
key figure for organized Waorani women currently fighting to defend their territory. At that time, 
the CONFENIAE led this process, since the Organization of the Waorani Nation of the 
Ecuadorian Amazon (OHNAE) was being created and did not hold a leadership role (Villaverde 
et al. 2005).  The CONFENIAE was created in 1980, and comprises all of the indigenous 
organizations of the Amazon region. At that time the organization requested legal recognition of 
indigenous territories and spoke out against the invasion of oil companies in Waorani territory 
and the interference of the SIL (Cabodevilla 1994). The expulsion of the SIL from the Waorani 
territory started in 1981, when the Ecuadorian government expelled the SIL from the country 
with a presidential order; the SIL left the country definitely in 1982 (Stoll 1985). 
The confirmation of the CONFENIAE was evidence that indigenous peoples of the 
Amazon would no longer accept external representation - they organized themselves as a 
political force and have been one of the most important organizations in the Ecuadorian 
indigenous movement. 
The granting of 613,750 hectares in 1990 was made at the cost of changes in the 
boundaries and a reduction of Yasuní National Park, which was created by the state in 1979, and 
without considering the criteria of the Waorani who traditionally inhabited the area. Although the 
primary reason for which the government altered Yasuní National Park was the creation of the 
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Ethnic Waorani Territory, another important factor was the existence of oil extraction block 1621 
in the interior of the national park, which at that time had been ceded to the Conoco oil company. 
Later, this block would pass to the Maxus company and, after that, to REPSOL-YPF (Villaverde 
et al 2005). According to the judgment of some authors (Lara et al. 2002; Villaverde et al. 2005; 
Almeida and Proaño 2008), the legal recognition of the Waorani territory by the state was done 
with the ulterior motive of facilitating the legal entry of oil companies into the area, since with 
the creation of the Ethnic Waorani Territory a large part of Yasuní National Park came to be part 
of Wao territory, within which legal restrictions on oil drilling were disappearing since the 
Agrarian and Colonization Reform Act recognized the indigenous ownership of the territory, but 
kept ownership of the subsoil in the hands of the state (Villaverde et al. 2005; Almeida and 
Proaño 2008).    
 In the concession document there is a clause that underlines the right of the Ecuadorian 
state to mining and oil exploration and/or drilling (Lara et al. 2002). There are currently some 
Waorani and Kichwa communities within the park and these two nations have the right of use to 
the park, according to the Agreement signed in 1987 between the Kichwa of the Napo, the 
Waorani, and the Ecuadorian Institute of Forests and Protected Areas (INEFAN) (Nawe 2016). 
 
1999 Creation of the “Tagaeri-Taromenani Intangible Zone” 
In 1999, the government created the Tagaeri-Taromenani Intangible Zone, of which one 
part is found within the limits of Yasuní National Park and another part is found within the 
 
21 It is a large expanse of land (a quadrant limited in longitude and latitude, generally with an established diameter) 
which the state opened for the exploration and/or drilling of oil through a public tender for oil companies interested 
in the exploration of that region of the country. 
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Ethnic Waorani Territory (Aguirre 2010). It was created with the understanding that the 
protection of indigenous groups such as the Tagaeri and Taromenani, who are voluntary isolated 
and uncontacted, is a constitutional right and a duty of the state. The Intangible Zone is of 
approximately 700,000 hectares (Villaverde et al. 2005). This area is said to be permanently 
closed off to any drilling, wood-cutting, hydrocarbon, and mining activities. However, its 
borders have been closely linked to the delineation of the oil drilling blocks granted by 
successive governments. The boundaries of the intangible zone have been moved according to 
oil drilling interests, but not in the interest of protection or mobility patterns of the peoples in 
isolation who live there. 
In 2002, the Ecuadorian state granted the Waorani Nation 29,019 hectares as part of a 
project to formalize the ownership of territory in the buffer area of the intangible zone 
(Resolution on the Unification of Waorani Territory issued by the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Livestock, Aquaculture and Fisheries 2016). The granting of territory by the state to the Waorani 
Nation resulted from the demands of indigenous organizations concerning the oil extraction 
activity carried out in the Amazon Region since the 1970s. Currently, the NAWE, the 
organization that represents all Waorani nationalities, is the legal owner of the entire Waorani 
territory. The communities do not hold property titles. The ownership of the land is collective, 
not individual, and any decision regarding the territory must go through the NAWE organization, 
which is the owner of the land surface. However, the subsoil where oil is found is owned by the 
state. The prior and informed consulting mechanism is the means through which the community 




The Waorani territory, a territory of many layers 
Present-day Waorani territory is a complex interweaving of many layers. The Brazilian 
geographer Carlos Porto (2002) introduces a useful distinction between territory, 
territorialization, and territoriality in order to understand such interweaving. Territory is a dense 
category that presupposes a geographical space that is appropriated, and this process of 
appropriation, which is territorialization, creates conditions for identities that constitute 
territorialities marked by dynamic, changing procedures.  In this context, Escobar (2014) 
maintains that territory (referring to the Afro-descendant and indigenous territories of Latin 
America) is “material and symbolic, biophysical and epistemological, but, above all, a process of 
socio-cultural appropriation of nature and of the ecosystems that each social group creates out of 
their ‘cosmovision’ or ‘ontology’” (Escobar 2014, 91).  
In the case of the Waorani territory, territorialization is constituted by the social and 
political processes of transformation of the territory and appropriation of the same. These range 
from the Waorani with their cosmovision, practices, and socio-cultural organized political 
procedures, to the intervention of the SIL, the state, and oil companies (through the creation of a 
system of roads and maps, the imposition of politics and relationships). These processes have 
reconfigured current Waorani territory in a complex interweaving of partially-overlapping 
territorialities. This includes multiple forms of being, existing, and feeling the territory, several 
ontologies, visions of the world that are also seen in power relationships, in the material context 
of the tropical rain forest.  I call these territorialities, in the Waorani context, dynamic-territories 





In order to understand how territorial changes created by oil extraction have transformed 
Waorani society and relationships, including gender relations, I begin by explaining how the 
territory was occupied before contact with the SIL, in order to then explore how the intervention 
of oil drilling activity in the territory has created social differences in the entire territory. 
Before contact from the SIL, the Waorani had already resisted and fled from the 
intervention of rubber traders, land-owners, military troops, and oil prospectors (Cabodevilla 
1994), and it can be said that the entire territory was a territory of resistance. From that period we 
know that the territory was occupied by different clans, such as the iromenani, Iromenga’s 
group, enomenane, Enomenga’s group, and taromenane, the group of the taromena (Nawe 2016) 
(see Figure 2 the distribution of the clans), that defended it from foreigners using spears and war 
strategies. The iromenani occupied the mountainous areas of the headwaters of the Curaray up to 
the foothills of the Andes mountain range, in the west of the territory; the enomenane occupied 
the tributaries and middle parts of the Cononaco, Tiputini, and Yasuní rivers; the taromenane 
occupied the moretales in the east of the territory. The moretales are marshlands where the 
morete palm (Mauritia flexuosa) grows, whose fruit is eaten by Amazonian cultures22. According 
to tradition (Nawe 2016), the first Waorani who came to occupy the current territory (the inter-
river area between the Napo and Curaray areas) came from the east, crossing the border with 
Peru, an area where moretales are abundant. When they arrived at these forests they were able to 
sustain themselves by consuming the fruit of this palm, mixing its pulp with water, and by 
consuming the game birds and mammal species that abundantly converge in the moretales during 
 
22 Known as the aguaje in the Peruvian Amazon. 
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twice-yearly fruit-bearing times. Later, some groups moved to the west, to the hills near the 




  Figure 2. Map of the previous distribution of Waorani clans within the current limits of 
Waorani territory. Source: Nawe (2016).   
 
Prior to contact with the SIL, the three traditional clans occupied three separate 
geographic areas (hills at the headwaters of the rivers in the west, minor tributaries of the rivers 
in the center, and moretales in the east) that offered a form of identity related to different access 
to the woodland resources of these areas. The residential structures were the nanicabos, large 
malocas (communal houses) that brought people together based on the criteria of offspring and 
parentage (these have currently been substituted by communities, which are residential groups 
based on several nuclear families living as neighbors) (Nawe 2016).  
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At that time, oil was not yet being extracted in the territory, and the NAWE organization 
had not yet been formed. The inhabitants were hunter-gatherers with little social stratification 
and labor specialization. The temporary settlement patterns in the territory developed in 
reference to resources in the forest and hunting activities, as well as the war between the 
Waorani and the cuguri, which included workers from oil companies who were exploring the 
region. The incidents of Waorani attacks against oil exploration groups correspond to the period 
of exploration conducted by the Shell company between 1936 and 1945 (Nawe 2016). 
By the time the oil extraction period began in Ecuador in the 1970s, and thanks to 
intervention by evangelical missionaries, the Waorani had adopted a situation of peace between 
the clans and had suspended attacks against groups of workers from oil companies. Likewise, 
resource extraction activities expanded in their territory at the same rate as colonial advancement 
(Nawe 2016). Since the decade of the 1970s, an array of local and regional dynamics have 
converged in Waorani territory, expressed through the exploitation of hydrocarbons and the road 
infrastructure that arose as a result. The opening of roadways for extraction transformed the 
territory and allowed colonial expansion, the extraction of wood, and the intervention of the state 
and tourism (Nawe 2016). 
 Currently, the distribution of the traditional clans (see Figure 2.) continues through the 
distribution of the communities in the entire Waorani territory. The descendants of the iromenani 
clans make up the communities located in what is currently known as the Protectorate, the 
descendants of the enomenane clans occupy the wooded formations of the hills within what is 
known as the Ethnic Waorani Territory, while the taromenane clans occupy formations of 
moretales found toward the east along the basin of the Nashiño river within the current Tagaeri 
Taromenane Intangible Zone (Nawe 2016).  
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If the Waorani previously settled according to the resources of the forest, today they 
additionally do so because of the interventions from oil companies and the state in their territory. 
Specifically, they are influenced by the roadways constructed to aid in oil extraction that connect 
with mestizo urban centers where paid labor in oil companies is concentrated, and health and 
education services are provided by the state.  
There are three oil roads that traverse Waorani territory, Via Chontapunta-Gareno, Via 
Auca, and Via Maxus.  The presence of these roadways and the oil infrastructure constructed to 
aid oil extraction is one of the primary ways in which this industry has reconfigured the territory, 
its settlement patterns, and created a new complex of social differences within the territory --















Figure 3. Map with three car routes constructed for oil extraction that traverse Waorani territory 
(The red dotted lines are future projections of extension of the roadways ). Source: Nawe (2016). 
 
The ancestral territory of the Waorani nation constitutes the setting in which  
nine oil companies are located, in blocks 7, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 31 (Nawe 2016); Figure 4 
below shows the distribution of oil blocks in Waorani territory. The oil blocks, as mentioned, 
occupy a large expanse of land (a quadrant limited in longitude and latitude, generally with an 
established diameter), which the state grants for the exploration and/or drilling of oil through a 
public tender to oil companies interested in the exploration of that part of the country. The 
Waorani territory has seen the concentration of activities related to the extraction of 






Figure 4. Map of oil blocks that are superimposed onto Waorani territory. Source: Plan V 
(2018) 
 
Zoning of the Waorani territory: Dynamic-territories of extraction and of resistance to 
extractivism 
I contend that one cannot understand how oil has an effect on gender relations without 
understanding how the transformations that occur in the territory have directly affected Waorani 
society in general. In order to understand how the territory and, along with it, social relations,  
have been reconfigured after contact with the SIL, the intervention of the state, and the arrival of 
oil companies, I have classified Waorani territory into four zones. Basing my work primarily on 
the zoning of the territory performed in 2016 by its central organization, NAWE, in the 
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document of the Life Plan of the Wao Nation of 2016
23
 elaborated by Nawe (2016). This zoning 
accurately reflects the fundamental current socio-territorial differences in the areas where oil is 
and is not being extracted. In the interior of Waorani territory, I have identified four distinct 
zones, having their own territorial characteristics and internal social dynamics. For the purposes 
of the dissertation I have taken the four zones proposed in the mentioned document, then 
modified their names using those used by the Waorani themselves. I have added certain details in 
the description of each zone based on my field observations and knowledge of each area. These 
zones and names correspond to how the Waorani understand the zoning of their territory. 
 Zone 1. Toñampare. Former Protectorate 
Zone 2. Vía Auca Oil Drilling Area 
Zone 3. Vía Maxus Oil Drilling Area 
Zone 4.  Tagaeri-Taromenane Intangible Zone 
The processes of intervention from the state and oil companies have reconfigured the 
Waorani territory in a complex framework of multiple forms of being and feeling, with regard to 
territory, ontologies, and visions of the world. Those multiple forms are couched in power 
relations, which also contain a gendered dimension. It is in this way that, within the four zones, I 
distinguish what I call dynamic-territories of extraction and dynamic-territories of resistance to 
extraction. These categories are territorial social dynamics that are related to what the Brazilian 
geographer Porto (2002) calls territorialities. Furthermore, I maintain that in the context of the 
Waorani, these dynamic-territories of extraction and of resistance are, additionally, fluid 
categories, since territories of extraction may become territories of resistance and vice-versa.  
 
23 This document is a planning tool for the indigenous organization. 
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Specifically, the dynamic-territories of extraction are dynamics of power and social 
processes in close relation to the extraction of oil in the territory, where oil extraction activity is 
part of the daily lives of the people and has permeated nearly all aspects of the community. 
Dynamic-territories of resistance, detailed in Chapter Five, are social processes, power dynamics 
that oppose extractivist activities, whether they be logging, mining, or oil drilling, because of 
their effects on the territory and the culture. In its most radical form, as is the case in the Bameno 
community, we find opposition to the intervention of the state and of non-traditional political 
organizations. The territories of resistance are social processes and places where the defense of 
the territory is inseparable from the defense of the culture and the language, because culture and 
territory are understood as an inseparable continuity. They are related to what Escobar (2008) 















Figure 5. Map of the zoning of the Waorani territory. 
























Figure 6.  Map of the distribution of the communities, oil roadways, oil wells, registry of 
incidents with Indigenous Communities in Isolation in Waorani territory. Source: Maldonado 
and Bayon (2017) 
 
Below, I provide a description of each one of the zones, with an emphasis on Zone 2, Vía 
Auca Oil Extraction Area, specifically on the community of Tiwino where I carried out my 







Zone 1. Toñampare. Former Protectorate  
This zone is distributed between the provinces of Napo and Pastaza, it is connected by 
river, sea, and land with Shell and Puyo, the capital of Pastaza, cities in which the headquarters 
of NAWE and AMWAE are located, and with the city of Tena, the capital of Napo. The 
inhabitants of its communities are descendants of the iromenane clans, dating back to the 
agreement by the first evangelized Waorani to end their retaliatory wars (Nawe 2016). This zone 
is located primarily within the limits of the territory known as the Protectorate, which, as 
explained above, was created under the influence of the SIL and was legalized in 1983. This 
zone has twenty-three communities, the majority located along the rivers and only two along the 
Vía Chontapunta-Gareno oil road and close to oil drilling infrastructure. It is a zone in which 
missionaries held great influence until 1981, the year they were expelled by the government of 
Jaime Roldós, which may explain why the Wao of this zone currently practice Christianity more 
than in the other zones.  
Zone 1 drew together the first Wao communities created after evangelization, marking a 
change from their nomadic past. It is the zone with the greatest number of communities, and the 
most highly populated in all of Waorani territory. However, with the exception of Toñampare 
(109 inhabitants), the most populous communities are located in Zones 2 and 3, located along the 
roadways near oil extraction activity, Tiwino (308 inhabitants) and Dikaro (250 inhabitants). 
Toñampare, the most populous community of this zone, is considered the “capital of the Waorani 
territory.” In the past it was an important center of operations for the evangelical mission of the 
SIL. Currently, Toñampare it is one of the communities receiving the heaviest investment from 
the state in educational and health centers (part of the social investment that the Waorani nation 
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receives in exchange for oil extraction in their territory), services that are a pole of attraction for 
its population. 
Oil extraction activity only exists in the communities of Gareno, Meñepare, located 
around the Via Chontapunta-Gareno oil road, in block 21, operated by the Perenco company.  
The communities in the province of Pastaza are characterized by producing resistance 
movements against oil extraction led by women, examples of what I call dynamic-territories of 
resistance to oil extraction. In spite of there being oil fields in block 22, which were auctioned 
off by the state in 2012, in 2019 members of the communities located in Pastaza Province won a 
lawsuit against the Ecuadorian state that prohibited drilling in the 200,000 hectares of the 
aforementioned block; this case will be analyzed in Chapter Five. In spite of the ruling, this case 
continues to be fought, since the state intends to appeal the decision.  Based on my fieldwork 
experience and conversation with Waorani women from this zone, the primary subsistence 
activities in this zone are hunting, fishing, agriculture, and gathering, together with income 
generation through projects of woodland conservation, animal monitoring, handcraft production, 
and cultivation of organic cacao for sale.  
 
Zone 2. Vía Auca Oil Extraction Area 
          This zone is located between the provinces of Pastaza and Orellana and includes the 
communities of the descendants of the enomenane clans (see Figure 2). It constitutes the 
historical site of the entanglement of oil drilling from the City of El Coca to the oil wells located 
on the Vía Auca. These communities are newer than those in Zone 1, created in the 1980s and 
90s.  My dissertation field site, Tiwino, was created in the 1980s by the family of Babe Ima, who 
left the Protectorate where he had been evangelized; he did so in order to create a human 
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boundary that would halt colonization into his ancestral territory, which entered through the 
Auca Road constructed for oil extraction. This zone has eight communities, with three of them, 
Nenkepare, Keweriono, and Ñoñeno, found along the Keweriono River, which joins with the Vía 
Auca. The communities of Tiwino, Bataboro, Yawepare, Dikapare, and Tobeta are located on the 
Vía Auca, which connects with Puerto Francisco de Orellana, also known as the city of Coca, 
located on the banks of the Napo River. All these settlements at the Via Auca are located near oil 
wells, pipes and camps. 
 
Tiwino Community  
               Tiwino is the most populous community in this zone, with 308 inhabitants. Investment 
from the state, whose services such as health care, education, and access to sporadic paid work, 
attracted Waorani from other communities. This zone is characterized as a place where oil 
extraction activity is consolidated and has had a profound impact on the cultural, social, political, 
and economic dynamics of these communities. Most of the population of children, adolescents, 
and young adults has some level of formal education and are bilingual in Waorani and Spanish. 
The adult and elderly population, especially the women, speak for the most part only Waorani. 
Tiwino is found in the extreme northwest of the province of Pastaza, in the Curaray parish 
of Arajuno canton, on the border with the province of Orellana. The population has built their 
dwellings between the oil wells Tiwino 1, 5, and 6, around roads that offer automobile access to 
the wells, and near the margins of the Tiwino River, on waters navigable by canoes. The 
community is found close to the end of the Auca Road, the roadway constructed from Coca city to 
facilitate oil drilling. It adjoins another community known as Tiwino Colono, together with the 
encampment of the Petrobell oil company and a police checkpoint.  
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In the past, the oil companies, in exchange for the possibility of operating in Tiwino, were 
tasked by local leaders with bringing infrastructure to the community for a healthcare center and 
school, which are public services run by the state. Nevertheless, the companies only provide 
infrastructure close to oil wells and oil pipes, and little support to keep the services working. 
During Correa´s years as President, owing to the change in the country’s oil policy, the 
Ecuadorian state has been charged with bringing public infrastructure in exchange for the income 
generated by oil extracted in the Amazon region. 
For its part, the community possesses running water, although untreated, provided by the 
oil company, and electricity from the public grid. It lacks a sewage system. Since the year 2000 
residents have had a public health center, run by the Ministry of Health, which provides 
permanent and quality primary health care. The community has a primary school that was 
founded in the late 1980s by the former state oil company Cepe (now Petroecuador), in addition 
to a junior high school. In 2012 they had a total of 13 teachers and 130 students (85 in the 
elementary school and 45 in the secondary school).  The services provided by the company and 
the state, added to the growing forms of commerce established by the colono population, along 
with education and healthcare, continue to intertwine with and transform Waorani culture. Access 
to remunerations, bonuses, and salaries, either from oil drilling, the sale of handicrafts, or tourism 
(and years earlier, the sale of wood), has made the it easier for families to obtain low-nutrient food 
from the market, such as rice, flour, oil, canned food, which changed profoundly the daily diet and 





Work in Tiwino   
During my fieldwork in Tiwino, I used the photo-voice technique to bring up the issue of 
work with a group of young people from the community. Photo-voice is a participatory 
investigation tool that combines images with narratives; with this technique a group of 
community members, composed of young Waorani men and women, were given cameras to take 
photos in the community in response to questions I gave them. One of the guiding questions of 
this exercise was, “What are the primary economic activities of the women and men of Tiwino?” 
The photographers responded to this question with images. Each one took several photos, from 
which they selected a few.  Though visual quality was a selection criterion, the story and 
narration behind each picture were more important for the final selection. After this, the 
photographers created five categories in which to place the photos from the entire group. The 
categories were: traditional tasks performed by women, traditional tasks performed by men, 
other current tasks performed by women, other current tasks performed by men, and symbols 
from nature related to their work. 
At the end of the selection and categorizing exercise, the photographs, with their 
narrations, were displayed in the community’s primary school. These photos showed the ways in 
which Waorani live and work in oil extraction zones, where the concern for survival meets with 
concerns about contamination created by the drilling activity in and around their community.  
For example, the photographs concerning tasks performed by women indicated that their primary 
daily activities were the cultivation of yucca and plantains, which are their staple foods. The 
narrations from the photographs of yucca crops described the women’s concerns when they are 
planting, since, given the proximity of the oil wells, some plants die and others grow very thin 
and don’t provide sufficient food. The Waorani affirm that this is due to the ground being dry 
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and contaminated, because when it rains the water brings in chemical waste that damages the soil 
and prevents the yucca from growing large and abundant. In this sense, pollution  from oil 
production has affected Waorani communities and especially women’s lives and work, since  it 
harms their gardening. 
Regarding the concerns about contamination, one of the photographers had captured 
someone’s bare feet on the roadway that crossed through the community, on which the oil 
company’s vehicles travel. The person who captured this image mentioned that at the moment of 
taking the photos, two men were measuring their feet. One said that his were small because he 
had used shoes since he was very young and the other said that his were big because he didn’t 
have shoes as a child so his feet grew larger. He added that previously the Waorani traveled 
barefoot through the forest and planting areas and they faced the risk of being bitten by snakes. 
However, when they currently go barefoot, they have the concern that their skin could come in 
contact with the toxic waste or with sharp metal objects that have been left behind as part of the 
oil activity. 
Another photograph covering the tasks performed by women contained chambira fiber, 
which is used by the women to make handcrafts. It was accompanied by a narration on the 
importance that the creation of handcrafts has for the women who live close to the roadways, 
since this is their primary source of income. “By making and selling handcrafts, women can 
obtain money to buy food and, in September, when the children start their classes, [women] use 
the money from handcrafts to buy school supplies, uniforms, and shoes so that their children can 
have an education. The present is different from the time of the elders, since the Wao need to be 
educated in order to find work.” The photographs also told how the handcrafts, on being sold in 
the market, took on different meanings from those that they had for the elders. Another photo 
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that described current women’s tasks showed a young woman together with her cacao plants. 
The person who narrated the picture said that for that young woman studying was very important 
and it was also important to maintain the cacao plants, since she could use the money from 
selling them to buy clothing, shoes, and food to continue her studies. The woman from the photo 
also said that, “By growing cacao, she will avoid having to sit around waiting for the oil 
company to give her money.” 
The photographs on the tasks performed by men, such as one that contained a pair of 
steel-toed leather industrial work boots, refer to the fact that some men work in the oil company, 
as drivers, cutting plants around the piping, separating garbage, and at times cleaning oil spills. 
Regardless of the work they do, they all use these boots to protect their feet during tasks that 
could be dangerous. In addition to working in oil companies, the men are involved in fishing, 
hunting, and constructing houses. From the times of the elders to the present day, Wao men used 
blowguns to hunt small animals and birds and spears for larger animals. In spite of current 
changes, such as the use of shotguns, they have not stopped hunting with blowguns and spears 
that they make themselves. The oldest ones are involved in making small spears and blowguns as 
handcrafts to sell. 
One of the concerns of the Waorani who work in the oil company is exposure to 
contamination, as well as the lack of training and university diplomas that keep them in low-
skilled jobs. Within the employment structure of the oil companies, the Waorani are laborers 
who receive orders from their bosses, who come from the cities and have petroleum engineering 
degrees. Some Waorani workers also complain that workplace racism exists, such that they are 
the ones who perform the tasks of cleaning human and toxic waste while mestizos from the zone 
are employed as drivers or in jobs with less exposure to garbage and contaminants. Moreover, 
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the Waorani complain that the water they drink in their community is untreated and is of lower 
quality than the water available within the oil camps. That is to say, environmental racism exists, 
and furthermore, the integration of men into oil company labor shows the beginning of the 
creation of a Waorani working class.  
Additionally, the people who have access to salaried work at oil companies have the 
ability to consume objects and food from the market. Moreover, their incomes allow them to pay 
other people from the community to work occasionally in their homes doing chores, or on their 
farms. As I mentioned before, the Waorani who enter into salaried work are integrated into a 
racialized employment structure within the oil companies, in which they occupy positions of 
low-skilled workers, with low salaries and exposure to toxic materials. In this context, the 
differences in gender related to oil extraction are part of a larger system of inequalities created in 
Waorani territory and connected to the extraction of oil.  
In Tiwino there exists a growing social stratification based on access to money coming 
from the oil industry. There are formations of social strata that accumulate economic spending 
power in a society that did not have these characteristics in the past. However, although there are 
people that have more buying power than the rest, this is not constant. There are currently eight 
men from different families who have permanent jobs at the Petrobell oil company neighboring 
the community. Oil money flows into the communities from temporary jobs in oil companies-- 
when a well is going to open, when they are going to maintain a well, when they are going to 
bring the seismometer in (this is a method of searching for oil in which they dynamite the 
territory, creating explosions that primarily affect the fauna of the rivers and forest)--then the 
people return to living without money. Many of the young families that depend on the money 
abandon their crops and then, in the periods of monetary scarcity, they don’t have anything to 
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eat. When they are without work at oil companies they return to a weakened subsistence 
economy because they lack vegetable gardens or they have lost the custom of going out to hunt. 
The extractivist model of development creates social differences in the communities, 
impoverishing some and temporarily enriching others.   
 
Oil Development and Contamination  
 Extractivism promotes unequal economic development globally and locally, since the 
greatest economic benefits go to areas far from the drilling zones. Furthermore, when the state 
tries to remedy this inequality by investing in education and housing in drilling areas, it does so 
by creating contaminated spaces, as is the case in Tiwino. In this community, the cement houses 
and the school that the community received from the government in compensation for allowing 
oil extraction are located near the oil wells. As compensation that they receive on behalf of the 
government, the elementary school and secondary school of the community were constructed. 
Later, a new oil well began drilling less than 100 meters away from the educational 
establishments. Community members state that their children are exposed to the chemicals used 
for the oil wells and that they have requested, unsuccessfully, that the company that operates the 
wells construct another school far from the wells.  
The cement houses donated by the government are constructed along the roadway, where 
the oil transport pipelines pass. These pipelines are always hot and have burned and injured the 
children who play around them. These simulations of modern cities, with cement houses and 
schools near polluted and high-risk areas, like the oil wells and pipelines, contribute to the 
national production or design of spaces of what I call racialized contamination. I argue that in 
Ecuador these spaces of racialized contamination are located in indigenous territories, or Afro-
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Ecuadorian cities (such as the refinery of Esmeraldas) and not in white, mestizo spaces. This is 
due to the paradoxical nature of oil-related development and the compensation that indigenous 
peoples receive in exchange for allowing mineral resources to be extracted from their territories, 
since, upon entering into contact with national modernity and development, their spaces 
transform into contaminated spaces. These are spaces in which Ecuador’s historical racism plays 
an important role in determining which bodies are and are not deserving of living safely distant 
from the harms of pollution.  
The 48 cement houses constructed by Ecuador Estratégico, the state institution created 
during the government of Rafael Correa as part of the compensation system, were built following 
Western logic. The houses in which the Wao have traditionally lived do not have monetary 
value. They were made from materials collected from the forest primarily during collective 
family work, or from a mix of materials from the forest and purchased items (nails, zinc sheets 
for the roof).  However, the cement houses are built from purchased materials only, using 
techniques that the Wao are unfamiliar with, and incongruously they stand out as private 
property within a communal system of land ownership.  
The design of the houses does not lend itself to the Waorani way of inhabiting space, or 
of being a family. The houses are designed for a modern way of being, for the nuclear family 
model, and not an extended family. The houses have three small bedrooms, designed for a 
nuclear family of a couple and two children, when the reality is that the Wao have lived in more 
open spaces and with other relatives beyond those of the nuclear family. The cement houses have 
a spatial layout that includes a kitchen, bedrooms, dining room, and living room, completely 
changing the spatial organization around the firewood stove and privileging instead a gas 
stove—requiring a different way of preparing food and of eating. For example, the consumption 
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of hunted game and fish requires a place to make fire to smoke the meat in order to conserve it 
for several days, and this is not possible with gas stoves. Furthermore, traditional houses have 
wood beams that baskets were held from in order to hold the smoked meat and keep it away from 
rodents. The men kept their hunting spears on the beams and this method of constructing houses 
allowed for the hanging of baskets in order to store various objects. In cement houses these 
wooden beams do not exist, therefore there is also no possibility of storing food and goods in this 
way. These homes are not designed to support hammocks, which is where the Waorani have 
traditionally slept. In traditional Waorani homes, hammocks are hung around the fire, so they are 
used for sleeping, for sitting on while eating, for preparing food, and for conversing, relaxing, 
singing, or weaving handcrafts. Modern homes for those who have access to salaried work 
require living room furniture, kitchens, refrigerators, and beds.  Houses for families without 
these economic resources are empty – they don’t have hammocks or beds to sleep in, or furniture 
to sit on for eating, weaving, or conversing. In this way, the design of these houses also 
necessitates a model of salaried work in order to be able to purchase gas stoves, furniture, and 
refrigerators to store food. Those who have salaried work may lead comfortable lives in these 
modern cement houses. Those who do not have money have come to create a place in which to 
build a fire, cook, work, converse, and eat near the homes. For them, the cement structures are 
mainly places in which to sleep. However, the cement retains the excessive heat, making it 
difficult to relax at night. Furthermore, the roofs of the modern homes have an open space in 
which live bats who make noises at night and leave excrement, which present a health risk to 
people. 
In an interview I had with a former leader of the Amwae, Wana, on the reasons for 
opposition to oil extraction in her community, she mentioned contamination as the primary 
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motivation. Her community is located in an area in which oil is not drilled, and although they do 
not have the infrastructure that the oil communities have, or the money that comes from 
extraction, she maintained that she prefers to have clean water, to live without health problems, 
without trouble with her neighbors, and with plenty of healthy food:  
 
My cousin from Orellana province told me: cousin, I have money. I told her: that 
money, I don’t want it, that money from the oil company brings trouble. I told my 
family that they have to live without problems, healthy, with clean water to live 
well. I am always talking, saying that the company is not going to come into my 
community. That is what my father used to say too. 
My niece died from cancer. They swam in the river that was contaminated by the 
oil company and she got sick… When she was young she lived in a community 
near the  oil company in Orellana. That is why I am fighting against the company. 
I am eating well, I drink clean water, and that is why we don’t get sick. People’s 
bodies are harmed when they drink that water that is contaminated by the oil 
company. Their skin gets stained when they bathe in water from the company. 
The animals bathe in contaminated water and they also die. The company cuts 
down trees, and the plants don’t grow well. In the crops, the plantains, cacao, and 
yucca grow very small. Far away from the roadway the yucca grows large. 
Plantains and papayas also grow and give abundant fruit. I have ovito, guava, 
coco, chirimoya, everything. These plants give a lot of fruit and we eat them.  We 
live healthy because we live far from the company. (Wana, former Amwae leader, 
48 years old, Puyo, December 28, 2017)  
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This manner of understanding wellbeing is in line with the ideas of Buen Vivir, 
recognized in the 2008 Constitution of Ecuador. However, the government’s development plans 
did not take this vision of living well into account when they were made to improve the living 
conditions of the people living in oil extraction zones – building infrastructure and housing in 
polluted areas. For the Waorani women opposed to oil, wellbeing is associated with a healthy life 
free of contamination, albeit with little money and without modern cement houses.  
 
Zone 3. Vía Maxus Oil Extraction Area 
 In this zone there are ten communities, eight of them (Guiyero, Dikaro, Ganquetapare, 
Timpoka, Peeneno, Boyapade, Yadentaro, Gaabaro) located along the Vía Maxus, constructed in 
the 1990s in order to aid oil extraction in the oil block within Yasuní National Park. Two Others, 
Bameno and Bohamano, were settled on the banks of the Cononaco River, far from the 
aforementioned roadway.  These are made up of the descendants of the enomenane clans. Its 
communities are connected by land and air with Puerto Francisco de Orellana (Coca) and the 
mestizo villages of Pompeya and Nuevo Rocafuerte (on the border with Peru), all located on the 
Napo River in the province of Orellana. The communities founded near the Vía Maxus were 
formed after 1990 and constitute a contemporary reference point in the framework of oil 
extraction in Waorani territory.  
 Dikaro has 250 inhabitants, making it the most populous community of the zone. Its 
population growth is due to investment from the state and the oil industry, whose services, such 
as health care, education, and access to salaried work serve as a pillar of attraction for the 
population (Nawe 2016). These communities are embroiled in the tensions between 
conservationist and extractivist interests in Yasuní National Park (PNY).  Some communities are 
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located within the park in an oil extraction area, in blocks 16 and 67 (Ganquepare, Guiyero, 
Timpoca). The communities that lie along the Vía Maxus are also places in which oil extraction 
activity is consolidated and has profoundly influenced the cultural, social, political, and 
economic dynamics of these communities. In contrast, the community of Bameno is located in 
this zone (on the Cononaco River, far from populated areas, roadways, and extraction zones), 
and constitutes an index of resistance to oil extraction in Wao territory and in the Tagaeri-
Taromane Intangible Zone.  
 This zone borders oil block 43, Ishpingo-Tambococha-Tiputini (ITT), inside PNY, 
which was the core of the failed Yasuní - ITT Project, and the subject of discussions between the 
state, ecological movement.  Yasuní ITT was proposed by the Ecuadorian state and began in 
2013 during the Rafael Correa administration, which had the primary objective of not extracting 
crude oil from the subsoil of three sites of ITT or from block 43 inside Yasuní National Park. 
These sites are Ishpingo (a significant part is within the Tagaeri-Taromenane intangible zone), 
Tambocha, and Tiputini (Acosta 2014).  The Yasuní ITT Initiative was based on four pillars: 
protecting the territory and therefore the lives of indigenous peoples in voluntary isolation; 
conserving a biodiversity unmatched on the rest of the place – the greatest recorded by scientists 
up to that time; taking care of the global climate by leaving a significant amount of petroleum in 
the subsoil, avoiding the emission of 410 million tons of CO2; and making the first steps of a 
post-petroleum transition in Ecuador (Acosta 2014).  
 Yasuní ITT was an initiative that also sought to find collective responses to the serious 
global problems brought about by climate change. In return, Ecuador hoped to receive financial 
contributions from the international community, which should have assumed responsibility for 
the environmental destruction causes by different societies on the planet, particularly the 
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wealthiest ones (Acosta 2014). This initiative was framed by the construction of Buen Vivir  (or 
Sumak Kawsay in the Kichwa language), which was not a simple proposal of alternative 
development, but rather an alternative to development itself. In 2013, the government of Rafael 
Correa rescinded this initiative, deeming it more profitable for the economic interests of the 
country to extract petroleum from the oil fields located in Yasuní. This created opposition from 
Ecuadorian society, and resulted in the formation of a movement to defend Yasuní – Yasunidos – 
primarily made up of the young urban inhabitants of Quito, who sought to have the Ecuadorian 
population, and not the government, decide on oil drilling in Yasuní through a public 
referendum. In Chapter Five I will address the work of the organized Waorani women who 
sought to end oil drilling in Yasuní. 
 
Zone 4.  Tagaeri-Taromenane Intangible Zone 
This fourth zone of Waorani territory is inhabited by the Tagaeri and Taromenane clans, 
called “peoples in voluntary isolation.” They are Waorani groups that remain nomadic, without 
any direct relationship with the state, other indigenous nationalities, or the sector of the Wao 
nation already contacted and integrated into Ecuadorian society. They live in constant resistance 
against the incursion of outsiders into their territory. However, there is evidence that they 
maintain sporadic contact with the Waorani communities of Kawymeno and Dikaro in the Vía 
Maxus oil extraction area. The closest city to this zone is Puerto Nuevo Rocafuerte on the Napo 
River, near the border with Peru.   
Zone four is affected by national and international policies for the protection of peoples 
in voluntary isolation. This is because in recent decades the expansion of the frontier of oil and 
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lumber extraction and the pressure on their territory have led to acts of violence against the 
Tagaeri, Taromenane, and the contacted Waorani, with fatal consequences. 
When it was declared an intangible zone by the state in 1999, it was supposed that in this 
area any extractivist, woodcutting, hydrocarbon, and mining activity was forbidden in perpetuity. 
However, its borders have been adjusted in accordance with oil drilling interests and not in the 
interests of protection or respect for the movement patterns of the peoples who live in its interior 
(Aguirre 2010). This constitutes a territory in resistance not only against extraction, but also 
against westernization and modernity in general. The Tagaeri and Taromenane are still in a state 
of war, and although they have been designated as living in voluntary isolation, they are 
survivors and the last peoples free of colonization remaining in the Americas.  
 
Conclusions 
In this chapter, I have maintained that intervention from the state and petroleum 
companies has resulted in the reorganization of Waorani territory in a complicated multi-formed 
way, couched in power dynamics, which also includes aspects of gender. It is in this way that I 
distinguished what I call dynamic-territories of extraction and dynamic-territories of resistance to 
extraction. These categories are territorial and social aspects that are connected to what the 
Brazilian geographer Porto (2002) denominates territorialities, which are processes, identities, 
ontologies, and ways of being and feeling the territory that also include elements of power. I 
asserted that the dynamic-territories of extraction are interplays of power and social 
developments tightly connected to the extraction of oil in the territory, in which oil drilling has 
come to be a daily aspect of people’s lives and is evident in almost every way of looking at the 
community. I explored the effects of oil drilling operations and oil-related development in the 
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community of Tiwino and the creation of a mixture of imbalances that includes the formation of 
the working class, gender, race, and exposure to environmental toxicity. I showed that, in 
extraction zones, the material considerations the Waorani were given by the state for permitting 
extractivist activity in their territories, including cement homes and schools, were constructed 
close to high-risk, polluted areas such as oil wells and pipelines. Therefore, the progression of oil 
drilling reinforces the national creation of what I call spaces of racialized contamination. 
Additionally, I explained that in the case of the Waorani, these dynamic-territories of extraction 
and resistance are, furthermore, variable categories, as territories of extraction can turn into 
territories of resistance and vice-versa. By making the distinction of dynamic-territories of 
extraction and of resistance, I aim to demonstrate that within Waorani territory there exist 
variances and that the gender relationships discussed in this dissertation are tied in with these 
differences. In addition, I show that the Waorani, as well as their territory, are not homogeneous 
and that both have been simultaneously reconfigured by the activity of the oil industry and the 
intervention of the state. In chapters four and five, I turn to gender relationships and the 














WAORANI POLITICS AND THE FORMATION OF THE WOMEN’S 
ORGANIZATION AMWAE 
 
This chapter examines the political-organizational process of the association of 
Waorani women, the Amwae. I argue that this organization came to be in response to the 
simultaneous reconfiguration of the territory (in the sense that the Waorani conceive of it 
as a multi-dimensional category that does not solely refer to physical space) and of the 
political and economic reorganization of the Waorani nation caused by oil drilling. I will 
demonstrate that the organization of women, Amwae, came to be as an internal 
organizational process of the Waorani nation combined with contemporary events, 
including the reaction of assuming leadership that the indigenous women of the 
Ecuadorian Amazon are demonstrating. The latter element is also connected to the 
broader organizational situation of Amazonian indigenous nations and the escalation of 
oil drilling endeavors in their territories.  
Here I contend that the alteration of the Waorani territory, through oil extraction, 
has a gendered dimension that has manifested in two ways. First, oil drilling necessitates 
the granting of possession of the territory in the name of a single political group run by 
men with the power to make decisions concerning the whole of the territory. Second, the 
labor assimilation of men in the petroleum industry has caused societal developments 
leading to greater gender differences in households and communities. In this setting, both 
politics and economics are forms in which one can analyze the connection between 
changes in territory and changes in society, both of which have a gendered dimension. I 
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examine women’s responses to these political and economic changes through the Amwae 
organization as well as the wider organizational context of indigenous women in the 
Ecuadorian Amazon and, specifically, the province of Pastaza. 
  
Territorial transformation and gendered political transformation 
 
In chapter 3, I noted that the three deeds for the Waorani territory granted by the state 
were in the name of the Nawe organization, representing the whole Waorani nation, which 
means that this organization is the owner of the 738,358 hectares that make up the entire 
Waorani territory. This grants the Nawe decision-making power over the entire territory and its 
resources and the power of negotiation with the state and corporations for oil extraction. This 
general title for the territory in the name of the Nawe, in spite of being a collective and non-
individual title, was arbitrarily granted by the state without considering the socio-historical 
divisions that exist within the Waorani nation. 
Traditionally, before contact with the SIL, the Waorani political-social organization was 
based on family groups, with the absence of an authority governing the entire territory and all of 
its families. Under the influence of the SIL, women intermediaries between the Waorani and the 
evangelists acquired an authority that went beyond their family groups. With the consolidation of 
property titles in the name of the Nawe, the organization came to not only represent the different 
family groups, but their territory as well.  
However, in the literature on the Waorani, Rival (1993) observed the absence of concepts 
of individual or collective ownership, or of land as property; Flora Lu (2001) describes a 
Waorani “common property regime” whereby specific groups of resource users recognize spatial 
boundaries and private property. She contrasts this to open access regimes where, as a result of 
the breakdown of authority, property rights are absent. Building on Lu’s position, I argue that 
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with the creation of the Nawe, and the presentation to this organization of a single property title 
for the entire Waorani nationality, a new political and property system was created for the 
territory that goes beyond the traditional ownership systems of the family groups. Additionally, 
this political structure is one in which the Nawe can make decisions regarding the traditional 
territory of the family groups and communities. The Waorani consider that when the Nawe 
makes decisions over their territory, specifically to allow oil extraction, it is as though another 
family group were making decisions over their territory, a situation that did not exist previously. 
It is for this reason that the Nawe’s power over the entire territory has been questioned by those 
who were opposed to oil extraction when the Nawe gave permission for this activity, such as the 
organized women, the communities of Pastaza that initiated a lawsuit, and the Baihuaeri of the 
Bameno community, who want to separate themselves from the Nawe organization in addition to 
obtain a deed for their territory.   
The Waorani are recognized as a single nationality that speaks the same language and 
shares the same forest and traditions, whose basic political organization was based on family 
groups. These groups have long held important relationships with their own territory and with 
the forest that they share with other family groups. They are able to share paths and hunting areas 
with their neighbors, however, the members of one family may not do business within or impose 
upon the territory of another family.  
Given that the Nawe has been composed, since its beginning, primarily of male leaders, 
this new political-territorial dynamic has a gendered dimension. The power over the territory 
exercised by the Nawe has also been questioned by the organized women. As we will see in 
hapter five, the former authority has not taken its grassroots communities into consideration.  
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This manner of excluding women from authority is one of the reasons, among many, that caused 
women to form the women’s organization Amwae. 
 
The formation of AMWAE 
 
 Amwae is based outside of the Waorani territory, in Shell, a mestizo small city located 
about 94 miles (151 km) from Quito and 5 miles (8 km) from Puyo city, the capital of Pastaza 
Province. Shell, with a population of 8,300 people, takes its name from the British-Dutch 
multinational oil and gas company, Royal Dutch Shell. Shell was founded in 1937 to serve as a 
base for the Shell Oil Company, from which it carried out its oil prospecting operations in the 
Ecuadorian Amazon. Furthermore, Shell was the base used by the missionaries from the SIL. 
Shell is in the eastern foothills of the Andes, in the Amazon region, at an altitude of 1,067 m 
(3,501 ft). From Shell, which is surrounded by the tropical rain forest, on clear days one can see 
imposing snow-covered peaks such as the Sangay, the Altar, and the Andes mountain range. 
The majority of Waorani who have migrated to cities live in Shell. There they are 
concentrated in the Nuevo Amanecer neighborhood. The neighborhood has poor quality utilities 
and public infrastructure and its houses are small, rustic, with zinc roofs. Some families have 
been able to find space to grow yucca and plantain crops. The Waorani recognize that those who 
live in the city have to deal with greater economic instability than those who live in the territory, 
given the absence of land for growing food, and the greater dependency on money. It is not 
uncommon to hear people say that in the forest you only need matches and salt to survive, 
because the rest comes from the land. The leaders of the Amwae and Nawe also live in the 
Nuevo Amanecer neighborhood with their families. Among the inhabitants of Puyo and Shell, 
this area is known as the Waorani neighborhood. 
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During my field work with the Amwae in late 2017 and early 2018, I worked as a 
volunteer for the organization, performing many tasks, from assisting the leaders to write up 
plans and reports, to making presentations, to making photocopies, and even being the 
organization’s driver. Dayo and Omi, with whom I have been building strong friendships since 
my adolescence, were the ones who opened the doors of the organization to me. Omi is a long-
time leader who has worked for years to consolidate the organization of Waorani women and has 
twice been president. During my work with the Amwae, she held the position of community 
organizer and I became her personal assistant. Since she was the person responsible for 
supervising the Wema handicrafts store, owned by the Amwae, they often asked me to work as a 
salesperson. The Wema store is located in the heart of the city of Puyo, a few minutes by car 
from Shell. Puyo was founded in 1899. The city is connected by road to the cities of Ambato, 
Tena, and Macas; and from there to the major urban areas of Ecuador. Puyo has approximately 
25,000 inhabitants and is one of the most culturally diverse cities in the country. It has 
populations of Kichwa, Zapara, Waorani, Shuar, Achuar, and mestizos, and is the seat of many 
of the organizations that represent these nationalities. Furthermore, it attracts national and 
international tourists because of its nearby rivers, mild weather, hotels, and its status as point-of-
entry to several indigenous territories. Wema, the Amwae´s store is an important touristic 
attraction in Puyo, and a meeting place for Waorani women who live in Shell, in addition to 
being frequently visited by women who leave the territory to drop off their handicrafts. Leaders 
of several indigenous nations who live in Puyo also go to the store to buy necklaces, chambira 
bags, and wegota fibers to use in public events. 
Before I analyze the organizational process of the Waorani women who make up the 
Amwae, it is worth noting the way in which the conversations that I had with the women about 
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the history of their organization began and ended. Many women made comparisons of the 
organization to leafcutter ants in the forest (called bure in the Waorani language); indeed, as I 
mention below, their first association was called Bure before being called Amwae. One of the 
oldest leaders began by saying: “The bure is an ant.  It lives under the trees inside the ground. 
The nontogome snake is a friend of the ants, it is like their boss. The ants carry leaves. What does 
the bure do? It goes to the good trees, it takes their leaves and it feeds them to its children, and 
every three months it sends its children to other places and a new community of ants is born. 
That’s how it grows, how the community of ants grows. When the Amwae was beginning, we 
said, ‘Why don’t we do what the Bure do?’ We go from community to community and we are 
growing, growing…” 
This is one of the ways in which the Waorani tell stories about people and social events, 
using narratives relating to the forest, animals, plants, and the symbols that these represent for 
their culture. With the eldest women, conversations about the Amwae sometimes ended in songs, 
like this one that speaks of the forest and ancestors: 
Mother takes care of the territory 
Mother makes everything right and good 
That’s how you have to be 
Grandfathers and grandmothers defend the territory 
That’s how you have to take care of the territory  
The Waorani women told me that in order to be a leader you have to know how to sing in 
public events in cities without any shame. Singing is a form of expression that can always be 
found at the meetings of the women from Amwae. At the gatherings, the women begin and end 
the sessions by singing repeatedly. To sing, the women join together standing up, they form lines 
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and everyone puts their hand on the shoulder of the person in front of them, and they walk in a 
circle like that, singing.  
Amwae’s “Wema” handicraft store, which no longer exists, was one of the most well-
received projects from the women members of the organization. When the women were telling 
the story of the shop, some of them started talking about the behavior of a bird that was the 
inspiration for their shop’s name: “Wema is a bird that builds its nests, it builds many nests. 
Wasps also live inside its nest. Wema builds its nest for its baby to be born there. The female is 
the one who builds the nest while the male sings. He doesn’t work, the female is the one who 
builds and looks for material. That was the idea we had when we made the Amwae handicrafts 
store. We’re going to be like the wema, where the men don’t do anything in our organization, 
they only sing and come along.” In this chapter I analyze the economic reasons that led the 
women to form their own organization independent of the Nawe. 
Waorani women created the Asociación de Mujeres Waorani de la Amazonia Ecuatoriana, 
or Amwae, (Association of Waorani Women of the Ecuadorian Amazon) in 2005. It is an 
organization with a charter that is registered with and recognized by the state. Currently it has 400 
women members from 34 Waorani communities in Pastaza, Napo, and Orellana. Its 
organizational structure has seven in leadership positions (president, vice-president, and 
dirigentas of tourism, gender and family, territory, health, and a community coordinator) elected 
in meetings by popular vote every four years.  
At the beginning of the year 2000, the Waorani women began to organize and named 
their first organization Bure. The women who participated in the formation of Bure say that they 
did not have representation in the Onhae (today the Nawe). Furthermore, in contrast to the men, 
they didn’t speak in public, they weren’t organized, they didn’t receive training, and they didn’t 
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manage projects. Additionally, the women say that they were suffering the social, cultural, and 
environmental effects of approximately 20 years of oil drilling in their territory, such as the 
contamination of rivers, logging in the forest, the opening of roadways, alcoholism, and an 
accelerated process of cultural changes affecting the youth. The integration of men into the 
market economy through salaried work at petroleum companies also caused relationship 
problems stemming from spending the money earned from the aforementioned economic 
activities. For this reason, the women were looking for income sources of their own.  
In looking over the minutes from the first meetings of Bure, one sees that the women 
were concerned about the environmental effects of oil extraction, logging, and hunting, activities 
carried out by the men. However, they did not discuss this concern relating to the concept of 
“territory,” which, as we will see in the next chapter, is the current focal point around which the 
organized women and some communities articulate their anti-extraction positions.   
The defense of the territory was begun through the organizational process and 
consolidated gradually through workshops, trainings that focused on territorial rights, and the 
leadership of women. Furthermore, women’s opposition to extraction has been taking shape in 
the different circumstances that they had to adapt to in order to prevent their territory from being 
affected. As I describe below, their organizational process also relates to the growth of women’s 
indigenous organizations more widely in the Amazon, to the influence of the Ecuadorian 
indigenous movement, and also the intervention of non-governmental organizations (NGOs) 
with environmental and gender-focused agendas.  
The territory is a political concept that has been consolidated more and more as the 
Amwae has been maturing. In the organization’s charter, for example, the defense of the territory 
is not mentioned as one of its objectives. There is mention of supporting management of the 
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environment and preservation of the habitat to the benefit of women and Waorani families. 
However, during my field work, in conversations and interviews with the leaders, concern for the 
territory stood out as one of the focal points of their organization. As we will see in Chapter Five, 
the territory as a category of anti-extractivist struggle is a multidimensional concept that includes 
culture, autonomy, and ancestors. In this sense, conservation of the territory is a socio-political 
process that requires an understanding of organizational processes. It is notable that “territory” 
has been a conceptual political category used increasingly since the 1990s, particularly among 
indigenous and Black communities in countries like Ecuador, Colombia, and Brazil. Territory 
has come to be constructed by a whole set of practices and struggles, workshops, relations to the 
state and NGOs, and regional, national, and international organizing by indigenous peoples. 
  
Amwae’s productive projects for women 
 
The political situation out of which the Amwae emerged had discouraged women’s 
participation in the spaces where decisions affecting the entire Waorani nation were made. 
However, the women wanted to manage the projects of national and international NGOs that 
were directed toward indigenous women. On the economic level, given the progressive 
integration of the Waorani in the market economy, the women were looking for sources of 
income that would not result in negative effects on their environment and culture, as was 
happening with the sale of wood and of meat from the forest, and with the arrival of the oil 
companies. One of the main objectives was to develop programs intended to find economic 
alternatives for women, such as improving artisanal work and its marketing.  
At the start of 2018, the Wema handicraft store was working with 260 artisans from all of 
the communities, among whom 141 working on a regular basis to receive a monthly fixed 
income from their handicrafts, and another 199 produced handicrafts in a more sporadic manner.  
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Distribution of the 141 benefiting artisans 
 
 Place No. of Artisans Province 
1 Miguaguno 45 Orellana (oil road) 
2 Tiwino 65 Orellana (oil road) 
3 Tepapare 8 Pastaza 
4 Tiweno 8 Pastaza 
5 Puyo-Shell 15 Pastaza (city) 
 TOTAL 141  
 
 
The Amwae took charge of collecting the handicrafts from the communities and selling 
them in the store and in artisanal markets throughout Ecuador. These are products consumed by 
the national markets located in the main cities of the country, Quito, Guayaquil, and Cuenca, as 
well as by tourists. The main material used is chambira (one in the Waorani language), a fiber 
obtained from the opoguenkohe palm (Astrocaryum chambira) through an elaborate process that 
involves collecting young leaves that have not yet opened, taking out the fiber, then boiling it, 
drying it, and dyeing it. The fiber is spun using the palm of the hand rubbing directly against the 
skin of the artisan’s thigh.  
The manager of the store, Rome Papue, a Kichwa woman, stated that the quality of the 
handicrafts, the finishing, and the designs were refined in workshops with the artisans and 
instructors who came from Quito. Beginning with the increase in sales of their products, the 
women started inventing new dyes from plants from the forest that were not used previously. 
With the commercialization, great advances were also made in terms of innovation. They started 
to create new designs for bags, bracelets, and necklaces that differed from the traditional ones. 
Some of the best-selling objects were colorful bread baskets that the women learned to make 
with fibers from the forest, but through the training financed by Amwae’s projects. The 
communities that produce the greatest number of handicrafts, Miguaguno and Tiwino, are 
located in Orellana, on oil roadways and adjacent to oil wells and camps. There, the companies 
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invest in training workshops for women. Furthermore, the roadways allow for buyers to come in 
and for women to go out to cities with their products. Additionally, on the roadways, families are 
more dependent on cash than those who live in far-away communities.  
During my fieldwork, on several occasions I was able to accompany the women from 
Amwae to purchase handicrafts in the communities located in oil-drilling areas. In these 
communities there already exists a certain degree of specialization in production. For example, 
the women of Miguaguno produce fine colorful bracelets, while those of Tiwino produce bread 
baskets. When the women from Amwae arrive, around 20, 30, or 40 women gather. Some come 
with their children and place their handicrafts over large, green plantain leaves. The women 
create an improvised type of market or fair where they show off their bracelets, necklaces, bags, 
bread baskets, baskets, and key chains. Despite the specialization, these products are not 
identical. Each one is different from the others, which implies prior knowledge and also a 
creative process for combining colors and seeds. 
In the entire territory, the age range of the artisans is between fourteen and into their 
seventies. The majority are mothers from families, though some are single. The women who 
produce the greatest quantity of handicrafts with the best finishing are often the young mothers 
between the ages of 18 and 25, because they are motivated by the need income to buy clothes, 
school materials, shoes, and food for their school-age children. In an interview with a leader of 
Amwae, the woman stated how women spend the money from handicrafts on food and children’s 
education: “In the territory there is no money, this is why we want to make handicrafts to sell. 
With that money we buy rice, sugar, salt, pasta, oats for children. With that money I helped my 
children go to school. I bought notebooks, books to learn Spanish, math books” (Wana, former 
leader of Tourism of the Amwae, December 28, 2017).  
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The women artisans invest their earnings in things for their personal use and items for the 
entire family. In Tiwino, for example, in families where the husband is not employed by an oil 
company, the sale of handicrafts is the main source of income. The men help the women to 
extract fiber and the women weave the chambira. Gender plays a part in the products offered, so 
that while some men also produce handicrafts, it is generally in less quantity than women and of 
different types. The men produce spears, crowns, blowguns, and necklaces, which are traditional 
objects that are less well received in the market. Meanwhile, the women produce more 
commercial handicrafts from new designs. People forty years old and older, who are able to 
perform traditional weaving with greater skill than young people, create hammocks, which are 
the most expensive item, and can come to cost as much as $200 dollars and require the most 
elaborate traditional weave. However, these are not among the most often sold objects because of 
the price. 
The chambira is important for Waorani material culture and symbolism. It has been used 
to weave the hammocks they slept in before the use of beds and mattresses, fishing nets, and 
bags to carry yucca and plantains, and hunted prey. Additionally, the chambira palm represents 
the body of the pregnant women during the practice of childbirth. When the leaves are budding, 
they look like a thin string, and when they mature they open widely. During childbirth, chambira 
is used to lightly massage the abdomen of the woman giving birth, with the idea that her body 
will then open like the chambira leaf. The artisans who are currently planting this palm tree 
relate that prior to the intervention of the Amwae, the Waorani didn’t plant the chambira palm, 
because they relied on its spread in the forest by a rodent called buyego (called agouti in English 
and guatusa in Spanish). This fact has been corroborated by biologists, who also state that this 
rodent is responsible for burying and distributing chambira seeds in the forest.  
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With the intervention of the Amwae, the Waorani women began to have chambira 
nurseries in their communities. The organization trained them in agricultural techniques for the 
cultivation of the palm tree. That is also what happened with the planting and harvesting of 
organic cacao, also introduced by the Amwae. The organization trained its members in the use of 
tools that were not previously used for pruning the trees.  The cacao seeds that the Amwae buys 
from its partners are sent to Quito to be processed into “Wao” brand chocolate bars for sale in the 
national market. The chocolate project is carried out with the help of national NGOs receiving 
international funds as an initiative to help the Waorani avoid selling meat from forest animals in 
the markets of Amazonian cities. The prohibition of the sale of forest meat in the Ecuadorian 
Amazon was a state-run initiative that began around the year 2010. Upon arriving at the airport 
in the city of Coca, the oil capital of the country, for example, one found large banners displayed 
depicting the ecological damage from this commercial activity primarily carried out by 
indigenous Amazonians.  However, the government allowed oil to be extracted in their territory. 
This situation shows the different forms and meanings that the state and oil companies give to 
conservation. 
Before the Amwae’s intervention, cacao was specifically produced by those families in 
which one partner was Kichwa, the nation that has spent the most time involved in cultivating 
market-oriented products.  According to a leader of the Amwae, currently the women members 
of the Amwae that produce the most cacao are those that have a Kichwa or Shuar husband. She 
explained that among the Waorani, agriculture is primarily a task carried out by women, where 
men participate by clearing the growing area and felling trees while women are in charge of 
maintaining the crop. Traditionally the men were involved in hunting and the construction of 
houses, although these were not fixed roles. With cacao, a commercial crop started to be 
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systematically introduced to the Waorani, something that did not occur previously since they 
grew cacao only for their own use.  In the beginning, Amwae’s “Wema” handicraft store, where 
the handicrafts and chocolate were sold, had locations in the Amazonian cities of Coca, Tena, 
and Puyo. By 2018, the only remaining store was the one in Puyo, but it too closed by the end of 
2019 in orden to open a new store in Baños, a touristic city located near Puyo.  
On asking the Waorani women how they feel about being able to create and sell their 
handicrafts, the majority responded that they feel happy, since this is an activity that generates 
income, is pleasing to do, and is part of Waorani identity. For example, a young woman and 
mother from Tiwino responded, “I like it, it inspires me, I makes me happy when I see how 
lovely the handicrafts are.” An older woman responded, “I like to make handicrafts, to have 
them, to sell them, and for my grandchildren to see and learn from.”  Amwae’s store has enabled 
the women from the communities to produce and sell handicrafts and has allowed the leaders of 
Amwae to enjoy great prestige in the communities.  
Becoming women leaders of Amwae has given these women prestige both inside and 
outside the Waorani Nation. Within the organization, the relationships are not always 
harmonious. On occasions, the women create alliances between themselves that are based on 
belonging to the same community of origin or to a common family tree. Although they 
themselves are not close family members, sharing a common ancestor can help form alliances 
among leaders. These alliances are important at the moment of supporting or opposing decisions 









In September 2020, I interviewed my father, anthropologist Amilcar Albán, who worked 
for 35 years with indigenous organizations in the Andean and Amazonian regions. As he related, 
earlier indigenous organizations in the Ecuadorian Andes were influenced by the Marxism of the 
1930s. In the 1940s, the Federación Ecuatoriana de Indios (FEI, Ecuadorian Federation of 
Indians) was formed and its primary objectives were the struggle for land and addressing class-
based grievances.  
According to Becker (2011) and Albán, the organizational process in the Amazon region 
began somewhat later, in the 1960s. The Shuar people created the Federation of Shuar Centers, 
whose objectives, as opposed to those of organizations in the Andes region, were oriented toward 
the defense of their territories, cultural reclamation, autonomy, education, and recognition of 
ethnic diversity. This federation laid the groundwork for and inspired the creation of other 
organizations in the Amazon region. The Confederación de Nacionalidades Indígenas de la 
Amazonia Ecuatoriana (CONFENIAE, Confederation of Indigenous Nationalities of the 
Ecuadorian Amazon) was formed in 1980, and the Confederación de Nacionalidades Indígenas 
del Ecuador (CONAIE, Confederation of Indigenous Nationalities of Ecuador) was created in 
1986; both were committed to fight for indigenous land, territories and rights, for their own 
education (intercultural bilingual),  and  against any form of oppression of indigenous  peoples. 
The emergence and formation of the Amwae must be seen in the context of the local 
history of the Waorani, but also in the broader context of the history of indigenous organizations 
in the Amazon and throughout Ecuador. The Waorani started to organize autonomously 
beginning in 1990, the year in which the Organization of the Huaorani Nation of the Ecuadorian 
Amazon (Onhae), was formed. The Waorani’s objective was to have an entity that could legally 
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dialogue with oil companies, the state, and the different institutions that intervened in their 
territories, in order to defend the rights of their people. 
Previously, the Waorani, together with other indigenous nations from Pastaza, were part 
of the OPIP, the Organization of Indigenous Peoples of Pastaza. Beginning in 2004, the Onhae 
came to be called the Waorani Nation of Ecuador - Nawe. The Waorani organization is part of 
the Confederation of Indigenous Nations of the Ecuadorian Amazon (Confeniae), an 
organization that unites all of the indigenous nations of the Amazon and has its headquarters in 
Puyo.  Furthermore, it is an affiliate of the Confederation of Indigenous Nations of Ecuador 
(Conaie), the main indigenous organization in all of Ecuador, with headquarters in Quito. As part 
of these national organizational processes, the Waorani have participated in several discussions 
and actions that have revolved around the defense of the rights and territories of the indigenous 
nations.  
Amwae and Nawe were not a traditional form of political organization before contact 
with the Summer Institute of Linguistics, oil companies, and the Ecuadorian state.  During the 
years of contact with the SIL, the evangelical institution that christianized the Waorani, certain 
women - Dayuma Caento and her friend Zoila, known also as Huiñami - had an important role in 
this process as individuals. They were the intermediaries between the Waorani and the 
evangelicals (Yost 1985; Rival 1992). The history of the Waorani organizations, such as Nawe in 
the 1990s and the Amwae in the 2000s, is short in comparison with the broader history of 
Kichwa organization in the Andes in the 1940s and in the Amazon during the late 1960s, or in 
comparison with Shuar organization in the Amazon in the early 1960s.  
The main Waorani organization, Nawe, mainly led by men, emerged in a context shaped 
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by the national indigenous movement in the 1990s24, which was at its strongest point ever. The 
interests of oil companies and the state over Waorani territories, at that time, prompted a need for 
a legal interlocutor to represent the Waorani nation. With the forming of the Onhae, the Waorani 
began a process of radical change away from their traditional political structure based on familial 
clans. The Onhae was established with a legally recognized charter and its posts have generally 
been occupied by men; it has become the “voice” of the communities (Cabodevilla 1994, Rivas 
and Ponce 2001). This organization has found itself in unfavorable and unbalanced situations 
during difficult negotiation processes, especially with oil companies and other institutions that 
have, in one way or another, intervened in their territories. The organization has suffered from a 
constant process of internal conflict, resulting in its directives regularly having problems 
finishing on time and reaching their objectives. In the context of Ecuadorian indigenous 
organizations, the Nawe was an early formation with a structural weakness related to the socio-
organizational factors mentioned above.  According to Rivas (El Comercio 3/28/2006), these 
characteristics have made the Nawe an organization susceptible to the external manipulation of 
the oil companies and the state, which will be analyzed in next chapter. 
Nawe’s central offices are located outside the Waorani territory, in the city of Puyo, and 
close to Napo Province. This creates difficulties for the people in the communities located in 
Orellana Province. Beginning in the decade of the 2000s, other first-order25  Waorani 
 
24 Through massive mobilizations and shutdowns, the indigenous peoples were able to have the state grant them 
property titles and have the Constitution recognize the Ecuadorian state as plurinational and multi-ethnic, which 
later gave rise to intercultural public policies affecting health care, education, and criminal justice. 
25 On a structural level, the indigenous organizations of Ecuador are normally classified into three categories: first-
order organizations constituted by a group of trade unions or base communities; second-order organizations 
constituted by a group of first-order organizations, which encompass a wider, regional territory; and third-order 
organizations constituted by all of the above, which operate on a national level.    
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organizations emerged as affiliates of the Nawe –as did second-order organizations, such as the 
association of women, Amwae, and other province-level organizations, including Onwo in 
Orellana, and more recently Conconawep in Pastaza and Napo. These organizations are part of 
the organizational structure of Nawe, but they have exercised a type of oppositional power to the 
decisions of the Nawe coming from a local point of view and from women. The organization of 
the Baihuairi of Bameno, formed in the last decade, is not considered part of the Nawe. 
Inside the territory, Waorani communities are structured around familial relationships. The 
political structure of the communities is ordered and centered around the extended family with 
their leaders. At the same time, communities have a formal, legally recognized political structure, 
or directorship (directiva in Spanish). This directorship makes decisions for the community, 
which must be approved by the leaders, since they have greater influence than the directorship. 
The main activities of the directorship consist of representing the community before governmental 
institutions, NGOs, or oil companies and Nawe.  
The posts of the Nawe and community directorships are generally occupied by men, since 
they have better access to formal education and greater knowledge of Spanish than the women. 
The oil companies have fortified the leadership of men. The companies have granted them the 
power to negotiate and decide overall what oil drilling means for the community: development, 
modernity, capital, salaried work, and use of territory and resources. 
A factor that influenced the formation of the Amwae relates to diversity among Waorani 
women. Within the Amwae, indigenous women who held positions of leadership were distinct 
from the indigenous women in the communities. Within Waorani society one cannot talk about 




fluency in the Spanish language, and a high level of communication with outsiders, such as state 
institutions, the Catholic Church, tourists, and NGOs. Up to the present, the Waorani women who 
have occupied leadership positions have had more exposure to education, Spanish, and to the 
wider Ecuadorian society. These phenomena are similar to what happened in the national 
indigenous movement in Ecuador. Following Colloredo-Mansfeld (2009), it is this level of 
diversity and stratification that allows for the existence of fortified indigenous leadership in the 
Ecuadorian Andes, in the Imbabura Province, for example. 
The majority of women that are and have been leaders of the Amwae comes from the 
communities of Pastaza (Zone 1 Toñampare) where there is no oil drilling and a strong 
opposition to this activity exists. These men and women from the communities of Pastaza have 
performed representative duties with the Ecuadorian government and public and private 
institutions. Additionally, the first male leader of the Nawe come from that area. This is because, 
after evangelization, the first populated areas with schools and secondary schools were created in 
this zone. As a result, the first Waorani with a formal education came from there, an important, 
but not sole, requirement to occupy positions in institutions and organizations. That educated 
elite, upon migrating to the city, has been exposed to oil-drilling culture and the national culture 
of the Ecuadorian State. The Toñampare community is characterized by having a concentration 
of inter-ethnic families formed by marriages between Waorani and Kichwa. The latter have had 
great influence among the Waorani regarding politics and culture since they have a long 
organizational history. 
  Since the formation of the Amwae, its leaders have been interviewed by local and 
national radio and TV stations in order to give their perspective on events in their territory that 
came to the attention of the national audience, such as violent encounters with isolated groups 
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and oil extraction in Yasuní National Park – an area declared by scientists to be one of most 
biologically diverse places on earth, which also contains large oil reserves.  For some of these 
interviews, and other important political and public events such as public marches and the sale of 
handicrafts at fairs, the women of the Amwae come dressed like their ancestors, though with 
modifications. They wear a textile top covered by chambira, a natural fiber, and a skirt made 
with a natural fiber begota, from a tree. They wear a crown with a guacamayo feather, and with a 
kind of mask painted around their eyes with vegetable dye from the fruit of the achiote, which 
represents the patterns in the plumage around the eyes of certain birds of the forest. They also 
made designs on their arms out of a black vegetable dye called wito that are similar to the 
patterns on the skin of boa constrictors and jaguars. Showing off Waorani corporality, semi-
nudity without shame, as well as being able to sing traditional Waorani songs in public are all 
aspects taken into account when the women of the Amwae grassroots base elect their leaders. To 
be a leader, the ability to weave handicrafts with chambira fiber is highly valued. That is to say, 
the women must be able to represent and show off the culture of their ancestors.  
In 2018, I attended an Assembly of the Amwae in Toñampare where they elected the new 
directorship, an event that takes place every four years. Women members of the Amwae came to 
the assembly from all the communities, and they came by river, walking for days on paths 
through the forest, or in small planes. At the end of the Assembly, when the new leaders were 
elected, the Waorani grandmothers came to them and taught them how they should represent the 
Waorani outside of the territory, before institutions and the State. The grandmothers spoke to 
them of the importance of being honored and working for the communities, telling them that they 
should not drink alcohol. They also told them that they have to sing, display their bodies as 
Waorani, and maintain the traditions of their ancestors. They asked them to visit the communities 
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to report on what is happening in the cities and what could affect their territory. The 
grandmothers also stated that the new women leaders should engage in politics differently from 
the men, who permitted oil extraction.  
Though having access to formal education and knowing how to interact with the world of 
institutions are important elements for being a leader of the Amwae, it is also necessary to know 
how to sing in public.  The women affirm that the men, by attempting to assimilate into 
Ecuadorian political culture, left behind the Waorani customs relating to politics. The women 
decided to look for their own sources of income and organization independently in a different 
manner, using their culture to create different ways of engaging politically. 
The formation of the Amwae is also related, though not exclusively, to the influence of 
NGOs, their ideologies, and funding support, and it is furthermore shaped by its relation with the 
state. As Carmen Martinez Novo (2014) noted, indigenous organizations and political 
movements in Ecuador and Bolivia have been influenced by the ideas of indigeneity and ecology 
from NGOs and indigenous elites. The Amwae, on the one hand, receive technical and economic 
support from environmental and feminist NGOs and UN agencies, but on the other hand 
demonstrate genuine organizational processes that emerged from Waorani women.  
Amwae’s interest in receiving financial support from international cooperation, in which 
questions of gender have increasing importance, is a factor that has influential importance in the 
creation of indigenous women’s groups like the Amwae. The consolidation of these 
organizational processes simultaneously depends on the internal dynamics of indigenous nations 
and the circumstances of the agendas of the NGOs that began to give importance to the gendered 
perspective. The women of the Amwae have received training from NGOs in the areas of 
leadership and the rights of women. However, although they organize in order to pursue the 
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political participation of women and access to economic means of livelihood, they do not 
describe themselves as feminists.  
Even though there are notable women from the Andes, such as Dolores Cacuango26 and 
Tránsito Amaguaña27 who were pivotal in the formation of the campesino and indigenous 
movement in Ecuador, generally in the early period of Ecuador’s indigenous movement, national 
indigenous organizations were led by men. In an interview I conducted with my father, 
anthropologist Amilcar Albán (August 2018), he told me that the Waorani men prevented the 
participation of women, using their status as interlocutors with external agents to prevent women 
from having representation. He also suggested that the Amwae’s organizational process reflects 
what has happened in other Amazonian indigenous organizations in earlier times, for example in 
the Orellana province with the Kichwa organization Okil in the 1990s. As with the Kichwa 
organizations, Waorani women began to organize within the main organizations, led by men, to 
modify the statutes to ensure their own participation. Subsequently, women created their own 
organizations that were linked to the larger organizations but remained autonomous.  
In the province of Pastaza, beginning in the decade of the 2000s, several organizations of 
women emerged that are part of the main indigenous organizations, yet have autonomy. Out of 
that arose the organization of Waorani women in 2005 and the organization of Zápara women in 
2014. The Kichwa women of Pastaza have an organizational process that began prior to the year 
2000, especially in communities with a long political and organizational history, such as 
Sarayacu. In 2005, the Coordinator of Women of Nations from Pastaza (COMNAP) was created, 
 
26 Dolores Cacuango was a pioneer in the fight for indigenous and campesino rights in Ecuador. She stood out in the 
political arena and founded the Federación Ecuatoriana de Indios (FEI) in 1944 with the help of Ecuador's 
Communist Party. 
 
27 Tránsito Amaguaña was a leader of the Ecuadorian indigenous movement and one of the founders of the 
Ecuadorian Indian Federation (FEI), along with Dolores Cacuango. 
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which gathered the organizations of indigenous women of differing nationalities from the 
province. One can confirm that the organization of Waorani women, as well as the Kichwa 
women of Sarayacu, have had greater notoriety at the national and international levels than the 
rest of the women’s organizations of Pastaza. Important women leaders from the community of 
Sarayacu have not only represented their communities and nations, but also all of Ecuador in 
environmental conferences on a global level, as is the case with Patricia Gualinga and Nina 
Gualinga. Patricia Gualinga was one of the representatives of Sarayacu community when a 
landmark legal proceeding in 2002 resulted in a hearing between the state and that community in 
the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (ICHR). At the hearing, the community 
challenged the Ecuadorian state for having granted an oil-drilling concession in its ancestral 
territories to the CGC oil company without obtaining the prior consent of the community. In 
2012, the ICHR issued a judgment against the Ecuadorian state for the violation of the rights of 
this indigenous group. 
The process of the Amwae is similar to that of other organizations in which the women 
fight to have a space where they can participate, since they were excluded from the organizations 
led by men.  When examining the relationship between the Ecuadorian indigenous movement 
and the state and its ethnic policies, it is important to understand the organizational process of 
Waorani women in relation with the broader indigenous movement. As Carmen Martinez Novo 
(2014) noted, there is a shift related to indigenous rights under neoliberal and post-neoliberal 
governments in Ecuador. She argues that during Rafael Correa’s administration, the government 
was engaged in a process of state formation that involved a centralization of decision-making 
and a focus on the extraction of natural resources to finance a stronger state. However, because 
these natural resources were located in indigenous territories, this process reduced the autonomy 
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of indigenous movements and led to clashes and internal splits within indigenous organizations. 
Such analysis is applicable to the Waorani, for whom the male leadership has been co-opted by 
the interests of the state and oil companies, while women and communities reject oil extraction 
in their territory.  This caused a division among the communities, women, and male leaders – the 
latter of which hve been criticized  by women for negotiating with the state and oil companies. 
Following Martinez Novo (2014:10), Correa’s post-neoliberal government strengthened 
the state but divided indigenous people. Furthermore, she argues that Correa’s regime 
appropriated indigenous symbols and demands, but did not recognize indigenous peoples as 
actors. With the rise of Correa’s project, Ecuadorian indigenous organizations and the indigenous 
movement were divided, with some in favor and some opposed to the State’s extractivist 
interests in indigenous territories. Building on Novo´s ideas, I argue that this division between 
the Waorani and other indigenous nationalities from the Amazon also had a gendered dimension.  
Waorani women decided to create their own organization. Amwae’s leaders remark that one of 
the reasons why they aim to have their own organization, separate from the main Waorani male-
led organization, Nawe, is because men negotiated with oil companies and received money from 
the state in order to grant rights for oil extraction in Waorani territory. In an interview with a 
leader of the Amwae, the woman said the following regarding the division between the Amwae 
and Nawe organizations: 
The women of Amwae don’t agree with oil drilling. We suffer because we’re 
women who have lived from the earth and the harvest. We’re women who have 
suffered from oil drilling. The men from Nawe think they’re going to negotiate 
with the oil company and the state, but if they negotiate, where are we going to 
get our water? Where will we have land to produce our yucca and plantains? And 
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where are the Taromenani [an isolated subgroup of the Waorani] going to live? 
So this worries us, and it’s much better to just not let them drill (C.A female 
AMWAE leader, around 50 years old). 
In order to understand the point of view of the Nawe and its leaders, I spoke with a 
former leader. Before being a leader in the 1990s and early 2000s, he worked in tourism and was 
known for his activism against oil companies. However, in the last ten years he was one of the 
leaders who supported oil drilling in Waorani territory. We spoke about the reasons why he left 
environmental activism. From his point of view, the Nawe allows the companies to enter because 
it is counting on a form of development through integration in the Ecuadorian nation that is 
centered around the generation of money, state investment in educational infrastructure, health, 
housing, and creating jobs. Furthermore, the former leader maintained that the Waorani are 
growing more dependent on money than they were previously, especially the youth, and 
allowing extraction will satisfy the economic needs of new generations.  
In his opinion, conservation projects are not sufficient to meet the new needs of the 
Waorani nation, especially those of the youth who need jobs that provide income so that they are 
not dependent on the subsistence economy as their parents used to be. He believed that the 
women were opting for another way of life - they also desired money to survive but they 
primarily wanted to maintain the territory. He added that the men sign agreements with the oil 
companies, but at the same time they feel aversion to intervention in their territory and they are 
angry because of all the money that the oil companies and the state take away and the damage 
that is done, in addition to the small investment from the State: “The men feel both things at once 
- they are angry, they are mad at the oil companies but they sign the agreements. The women 
defend the earth, the water, that’s what the elders taught them to do. That is good.”  In this 
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context, allowing extraction in their territories is related to progressive acculturation, dependence 
on the market economy, and assimilation toward a form of development. The pressure placed by 
the state and corporations on the leaders also plays an important role.  
This contrast in the visions of men and women in relation to the future, development, and 
dependence on the market also has its origin in the political processes of the Amwae, in the 
gendered division of labor in which Waorani men are more inserted into the market economy 
than women. The Waorani who are employed by oil companies do not always work in their 
communities, and they do not always work for the oil companies on a permanent basis. Instead 
they temporarily migrate to other Waorani communities where the companies operate. This labor 
migration implies leaving their families in their communities of origin and taking on large costs 
of transportation and relocation expenses.  Some women have stated that on the men’s way back 
home, this money is often misspent by their husbands rather than saved for family needs, which 
is another reason why the women are looking for alternative sources of income. 
 
The March of Amazonian Women for Life 
What is going on in the Amazon Region with organized Waorani women can be 
understood in the context of the important leadership role that the Amazonian women from the 
province of Pastaza have held in recent years. It also intersects with other processes that involve 
indigenous women from other countries of Latin America. During my stay in Puyo city in early 
2018, I frequently visited a cafe. The owner was a known mestiza activist who had been harassed 
by the state and imprisoned for participating in anti-drilling marches in the province of Pastaza. 
Her cafe, located in the center of Puyo, was decorated with photographs from the Women’s 
March for Life in Quito in October 2013. Kichwa, Zapara, Waorani, Shiwiar, and Shuar women 
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participated in this unprecedented march of Amazonian women. They marched from Puyo to 
Quito and demanded to meet with President Correa in order to deliver their Mandate, but they 
were not given an audience. The Mandate rejected the Eleventh Oil Bidding Round, prior 
consultations, and the oil concessions in their territories.  
The café owner and activist spoke with me for several hours about the Women’s March 
for Life, from which arose the group Amazonian Women Defending the Rain Forest from 
Extractivism, while I helped her run several errands in her car, in her country house, and in her 
party-supply business in Puyo. According to her, the context in which the march and the 
women’s group were organized was the Eleventh Oil Bidding Round, in which the state opened a 
call for tenders for oil blocks in the Amazon region that was going to affect indigenous territories 
in Pastaza. At that time, the women of several indigenous nations already had a political history 
in their organizations as leaders. Furthermore, the AGIP oil company had begun to extract oil 
twenty years previously in Block 10 in the Villano community of the Kichwa located in the 
province of Pastaza. She stated that the social and environmental effects created by oil drilling in 
the community were a lesson learned by the Kichwa, who now regret the loss of game animals, 
fish, and the increase of gender-based violence.  
Alicia Cahuiya, first president of the Amwae, was one of the founding members of 
Amazonian Women Defending the Rain Forest. This organization was formed by the women 
leaders and former leaders of indigenous organizations, and just two mestiza women, with the 
aforementioned activist being one of them. The group does not have a directorship, and it calls 
meetings when circumstances require it, such as March 8th, International Woman’s Day. They 
also have the endorsement of the Confeniae, which unites all of the indigenous organizations of 
the Ecuadorian Amazon.  
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Three members of this organization have been harassed by the government for their 
participation in the anti-extractivist struggle. In early 2018, one of them, Patricia Gualinga, 
suffered attacks in her home, which is why the women held a march on March 8th in Puyo. Later 
they went to Quito, to deliver the Mandate to stop oil drilling activities in their territory to the 
current president of Ecuador, Lenin Moreno. The Mandate addressed their concerns regarding 
the expansion of oil drilling on their land28.  The Amwae does not have a central role in this 
group of Amazonian women. However, in both the marches of 2013 and those of 2018, there 
was active participation of Waorani women, both by leaders and former leaders of the Amwae 
and women from the grassroots community—though there were fewer Waorani than other 
participating nationalities. 
The visit of Amazonian women in March 2018 was supported by a sector of the capital’s 
population that sympathized with their cause. In a building on Avenida 12 de Octubre, one of the 
primary roadways of the city, their sympathizers painted a mural that depicts the faces of the 
Amazonian leaders.  The search for a non-extractivist national economy is beyond the scope of 
organization of Amazonian women, and this is instead under the broader purview of urban 
ecological movements such as the Yasunidos and academics. The dependence on an oil economy 
not only violates the rights of indigenous peoples, but also makes the national economy 
vulnerable, since, as exporters of this raw material, Ecuador is dependent on the international 
price of oil. Between the months of March and April 2020, due to the Covid-19 crisis, the price 
per barrel of oil fell to below US0.01, which placed the state in a grave situation. This, 
 
28 Their concerns with oil extractivism include the contamination of water sources and agroforestry systems, the loss 
of biodiversity, the loss of mobility in their territories, as well as fear of harassment and sexual violence from the 
entry of foreign persons to their territories and the increase in gender-based violence.  
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accompanied by policies of cuts in state funding for healthcare and education, have placed the 
entire country in a situation of extreme economic vulnerability.  
 
Conclusions 
In this Chapter, I have examined the political-organizational process of the association of 
Waorani women - the Amwae. I showed that this group formed as a response to the concurrent 
reconfiguration of the territory and the political and economic framework of the Waorani Nation 
spurred on by petroleum extraction. I maintained that the collective of women, Amwae, came to 
be out of a political movement within the Waorani nation along with outside factors, such as the 
more broadly-taken action by indigenous women of the Ecuadorian Amazon of assuming roles of 
leadership. This is also connected to the more widely organizational undertakings of Amazonian 
indigenous nations and the expansion of petroleum drilling in their territories. In this chapter, I 
argued that the intervention of oil activity in the territory impacted gender occurred in two ways. 
On the one hand, oil drilling necessitated the provision of ownership over the territory in the name 
of a sole political organ run by men, with the capacity to make decisions over the entire territory. 
On the other hand, the inclusion of men in the labor force of the oil industry caused economic and 
societal changes that created greater gender disparities in homes and communities. In the 
following chapter, I will examine the dynamics of the resistance to defend the territory among the 












TERRITORY AND WOMEN´S RESISTANCE TO OIL EXTRACTION 
 
In the Waorani Nation we still maintain our culture and language. The territory is 
important for our way of life. We do not want to lose our territory and culture, 
because they have been one and the same since the time of our ancestors. (Omi, 
former Amwae leader, March 18, 2018).  
To the Waorani, territory is inseparably tied to their way of living, their culture, and their 
language, and thus, protecting the territory is necessarily protecting their cultural way of life. The 
response of collectivized women to oil drilling in their territories is an economic and political 
assertion fundamentally connected to their manner of viewing their territory as the incarnation of 
their language and culture. As I discussed in Chapter Three, within the Waorani territory, I 
distinguish dynamic-territories of oil extraction and dynamic-territories of resistance to oil 
extraction. In this chapter I explore dynamics of resistance among the Waorani, focusing the 
analysis on women´s processes. I contend that the motives for women’s resistance to extraction 
are a confluence of factors that include the political, economic, cultural, and environmental 
consequences of these endeavors. I will show that the focal point of their struggle is the territory, 
which is seen from a multifaceted angle that incorporates culture, society, life, subsistence, 
language, and collective rights, the entirety of which are impacted by developments in the 
territory. The whole complexity of significations concerning the territory becomes involved 
when it comes to protecting the territory from petroleum drilling. These ideas of the territory as a 
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multidimensional space are shared with other grassroots rural organizations and movements from 
the Ecuadorian Amazon and Latin America facing territorial struggles.  
The organized women of Amwae are wives and mothers, but they are stepping up as 
activists in the model of warriors of the past, because men are not doing so. I argue that 
motherhood and symbolically assuming the warrior role of their ancestors have motivated the 
political claims against oil extraction made by organized Waorani women. Among Waorani 
women there is a woven fabric of roles, mothers and warriors, who take up the historical threads 
of their ancestors, as set out in their political organization. This is a contrast to some women’s 
movements in Latin America (Aída Hernández 2019), in which maternity is the focal point 
around which their activism occurs.  Presenting ethnographic and interview material, in this 
chapter I demonstrate that motherhood commingles with the symbolic assumption of the warrior 
role of their women and men ancestors as the vehicles of political claims against oil extraction 
for contemporary organized Waorani women. Today these women do not use spears and force as 
men did in the past, but rather they use political organization, speaking and rhetoric, with 
documents, with maps, defending their constitutional rights and participating in marches and 
protests. 
Waorani women’s resistance has consisted of  applying pressure so that territorial 
decisions with respect hydrocarbon activities in the territory are not made exclusively by male 
leaders, overlooking the grassroots communities and women in particular. In what follows, I 
analyze the most salient occasions on which the women of the Amwae organized in defense of 
the territory against extractivist and bioprospecting activities. These cases evidence economic 
manipulation by transnational corporations, the negligence of the Ecuadorian state in protecting 
the rights that this population has to its territory, and to prior and informed consultation.  
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Dynamic-territories of resistance 
 
What I call dynamic-territories of extraction and of resistance are partially connected in 
Waorani territory.  I maintain that, currently, important social and territorial differences should 
be distinguished among the Waorani. Furthermore, I argue that the territorial transformations 
caused by petroleum extraction bring about simultaneous social, political, and economic effects 
that have consequences for gender relations. The dynamic-territories of resistance are 
communities, organizations, and people that resist the extraction of oil in their territory. Waorani 
who oppose oil extraction maintain that they depend on the territory to live, that their survival 
and their culture are closely tied to a territory not affected by the intervention of petroleum 
extraction (also mining and logging) and all that this implies - highways, wells, encampments, 
seismic exploration, and colonization of their land. These dynamics arise as a response to oil 
extraction in the Ecuadorian Amazon over several decades and represent a part of the Waorani 
territory-population, since there are communities, leaders, and organizations that have, for many 
reasons, accepted extraction and negotiate for a way of living with the state and oil companies, 
which I call territories of extraction. However, in these territories there are constant conflicts 
with the oil companies due to pollution, the division of communities, and the few economic 
benefits they receive from oil activity. In the case of the community of Tiwino where I have 
conducted fieldwork, they wound up living with the extraction because when their population re-
settled in their former territory after evangelization, they found that it was already occupied by 
service roads, wells, and oil camps constructed without their consent. 
Resistance to extraction does not mean total resistance to modernity, the State, the market 
economy, or cultural changes. These have already been part of daily Waorani life since the very 
moment of their evangelization and integration into Ecuadorian society in the 1950s.  Those 
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Waorani opposed to extraction maintain that they have seen social and environmental changes 
after several decades in their own Waorani territory, and in the north of the Ecuadorian Amazon. 
Specifically, in the province of Sucumbíos hydrocarbon activity has been in progress for longer 
and has affected the indigenous territories-populations of A´i (Kofan), Siona, and Siekopai 
(Secoya). These groups maintain that although petroleum is the economic wealth of the 
Ecuadorian State, it has been distributed in an unequal manner, with indigenous territories being 
those least favored.  
The dynamic-territories of resistance among the Waorani are not homogeneous positions, 
rather they are characterized by the intention to maintain hybrid economies. These would center 
on subsistence activities that depend on the territory (hunting, fishing, agriculture, gathering 
vegetation) combined with market-oriented activities that do not negatively affect the culture, 
society, and territory in the way the extraction of oil, wood, and mining does in their territory.  
Currently, the most visible face of these territory-dynamics of resistance among the 
Waorani are Waorani communities of Pastaza, located in what the previous chapter denominated 
“Zone 1. Toñampare: Former Protectorate” that, in 2019, brought a lawsuit led by women against 
the state for preventing the extraction of oil in its communities. Other visible faces of these 
territory-dynamics of resistance are the leaders and members of the Amwae association, which 
has as its base women from the entire Waorani territory, but predominantly from Pastaza29; and, 
men and women from the community of Bameno, located in the province of Orellana in “Zone 3: 
 
29The women of the entire territory may join Amwae and be elected by voting to be leaders of the organization. 
However, the organization’s projects and presence are located in Pastaza, and for that reason in 2018 the women 
from the communities of Orellana began a process of separation from the Amwae, in order to create another 
organization of women from their province. During my field work, the directorship of the Amwae was made up of 
women coming from Pastaza. Given the immensity of the territory and the distance that separates the communities 
of the province of Pastaza from the communities of the province of Orellana, the work of Amwae is focused on the 
communities in Pastaza that are closer to its headquarters in the cities of Shell, and formerly in Puyo. 
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Via Maxus Oil Extraction Area.” Both Bameno and the communities of Pastaza are located on or 
near underground oil deposits that still have not been exploited, and they remain an area in which 
petroleum activity and roads do not exist. I conducted fieldwork with the Amwae organization 
and the leaders and former leaders of this organization from the communities of Pastaza, during 
2017 and 2018. When the lawsuit to the state began in 2019, I had already finished my 
fieldwork; nevertheless I followed the case closely. 
The Amazon has been the location of social struggles because, since the beginning of oil 
extraction, Ecuador’s main source of revenue, along with mining, has originated from indigenous 
territories. In some areas of the Amazon, women of other indigenous nationalities, not only 
Waorani, have led mobilizations and organization against these extractivist activities during the 
last ten years. In October of 2019, indigenous men and women from the Amazon region also 
participated in the uprising in Ecuador against the cut-off of fuel subsidies that had been in place 
in the country for 40 years. The protest stopped when the main national indigenous organization, 
Conaie, and its membership base entered into dialogue with Ecuadorian President, Lenín 
Moreno. This dialogue was broadcast live on national television. There, Mirian Cisneros, a 
Kichwa woman from the Amazonian community of Sarayacu (a place known for its historically 
anti-oil stance), asked the President to repeal the cut-off of fuel subsidies because in spite of oil 
being the main source of state income, there have been few benefits to the Amazon Region. 
The cut-off of gasoline subsidies was seen as a way of eliminating one of the forms of 
redistribution of the State’s wealth to indigenous peoples of the Amazon and the Andes, and the 
reason why the October protest was held. After the dialogues, those who supported the cut in 
subsidies puzzlingly indicated that the indigenous position toward oil subsidies was a paradox. 
They put forth the question: Why do the indigenous protest against oil extraction yet are in favor 
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of subsidized gasoline? The answer is inequality. The wealth of the country, petroleum, is 
extracted from their territory and in return they receive little or no benefit. This fight against the 
cut-off of fossil fuel subsidies was expressed in terms of the political economy in order to 
demand the redistribution of the State’s resources and the rejection of a change to a neoliberal 
model.  
In the Conaie press conference the day after the dialogue, indigenous leaders stated that 
they sought equality of access to state resources, but also insisted that the pachamama (Mother 
Earth), intercultural education, and plurinationality be respected. As Marisol de la Cadena (2010) 
has noted, there is a need for new languages to understand the current struggles of the peoples of 
Latin America. Furthermore, these struggles are of an ontological (Escobar 2014) – in which two 
forms of being, seeing, and appreciating the world, come face-to-face, in the context of dire 
economic and political inequality. In the same vein, although Waorani women were not the 
center of the October 2019 uprising, as I will demonstrate next, their fight is not just a fight about 
oil - it is a fight about a different way of living and being. The field of political ontology 
(Escobar 2014, Escobar 2008, Blaser 2010) has theorized and provided a new language to 
understand this type of struggle in indigenous and afrodescendant territories in Latin America. I 
use the words culture, rather than ontology, to address Waorani women’s struggles for a way of 
life as inseparable from the territory, however my work has also taken into consideration the 






Culture and territory are inseparable 
For the Waorani women leaders of Amwae and for the Baihuaeri of the community of 
Bameno, as well as for organized communities of Pastaza that are resisting oil extraction, the 
territory becomes a political category that has a particular meaning - not only as a physical space 
that provides them with economic resources for subsistence and reproduction, but also as space 
that is inseparable from the Waorani culture and way of being. Organized Waorani who are 
opposed to oil extraction maintain that altering the territory will alter their way of subsisting, of 
being. Since culture/society/territory are a continuity, making changes to the territory with the 
extraction of oil also causes changes to occur in the society.  
The Waorani are a forest society and their culture has allowed them to live and survive in 
the environment of the Amazon through the present. In spite of progressive integration into the 
market economy via tourism, sales of handicrafts, conservation projects, cacao and coffee 
cultivation, and salaried work in oil companies, those who live in the territory depend to a large 
extent on the resources of the forest for food, through hunting, fishing, and gathering (Lu 2007; 
Lu and Sorensen 2013; Lu and Goff 2013). The Waorani are not principally an agricultural 
society (Rival 2016), yet cultivation of yucca and plantains is the basis for part of their daily diet. 
Their homes are normally constructed with purchased materials, such as zinc sheets for roofs, 
and with wood that they themselves acquire in the forest for walls and floors. Additionally, from 
the forest they collect materials for the construction of canoes, fishing nets, and hunting spears 
that they use together with shotguns and fishhooks obtained from the market. Even though it is a 
traditional society, they have depended on the forest to sustain themselves in a self-sufficient 
manner. At present, all of the communities have a hybrid economy that is based on subsistence 
practices dependent on the forest with different degrees of integration into the market. 
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For the community of Bameno, the women who led the lawsuit against the State, and the 
leaders of the Amwae who are opposed to petroleum exploitation, the territory in itself is the 
focus of their resistance, and it is a collectively-created political category, conceived as a social 
space where culture and forest-territory are an indivisible whole. Keeping the territory free from 
petroleum activity that affects the forest includes the ability to maintain their cultural practices, 
as well as the possibility that the communities in isolation may live in peace.  Furthermore, it 
means maintaining the possibility that the plants and animals with which they maintain an 
ontological relationship may survive. The territory is also a space in which the material culture 
and even their language are reproduced, which is why they state that oil does not only bring 
contamination of the forest, but that it also creates dynamics that may drastically change their 
culture in all of its manifestations and disrupt the wellbeing of their people. The contamination of 
the water, air, and ground is another main preoccupation. The women leaders who are opposed to 
extraction maintain that petroleum activity affects the resources for later generations, since it 
would compromise water sources, hunting animals, fish, and the ground in which yucca is 
cultivated.  
Below I quote a former leader from Amwae from my field work in March 2018, as she 
explains the importance of the territory and how it is connected to culture.  
In the Waorani Nation we still maintain our culture and language. The 
territory is important for our way of life. We do not want to lose our 
territory and culture, because they have been one and the same since the 
time of our ancestors. Currently, our territory and that of our kin, the 
Tagaeri-Taromenane, as well as their lives, are threatened by different 
factors and we fear that the territory could be divided or taken by people 
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foreign to us. The oil companies are already in the territory, however we 
hope that other oil companies no longer enter, and that they don’t 
contaminate the ground and the water as they have already done. 
Furthermore, we need them to clean up what they have contaminated. Our 
territories are not protected – they are open and threatened. Wood 
companies, oil companies, and mining companies looking for gold have 
come, as well as other people taking our resources without authorization. 
In the face of these threats, we need to have control over our territory. The 
Tagaeri-Taromenane people and the Waorani have the same voice, we 
share the same language – when problems arise we can solve them among 
ourselves. 
Waorani women love their homes, their children – they take care of them, 
protect them and feed them. This is why they take care of the forest the 
way our grandparents did. When today’s children grow up, they will 
remember how their mothers took care of them and the territory, and 
therefore they will want to conserve the territory and the culture.  
As noted in this quote, Amwae´s leaders express that Waorani women are more 
concerned than men about the territory because of their role as mothers and caretakers of 
children. However, as I show later in this chapter, they also maintain that they are symbolically 
and peacefully re-adopting the role of their (largely male) warrior ancestors.  
In Quito on April 5th, 2018, I attended a press conference at the Ecumenical Commission 
for Human Rights (CEDHU). There the Baihuaeri from Bameno presented their proposal to the 
President of the Republic, Lenín Moreno, and the citizens of Ecuador to end petroleum 
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extraction in their community, in the Yasuní National Park, and in the Tagaeri-Taromenani 
Intangible Zone (the latter two are contiguous with their community). The event was held 
following the results of the public referendum held in January 2018 by the Moreno government, 
which included a question regarding the expansion of the Tagaeri-Taromenani Intangible Zone.30  
In this event Waorani from the Bameno community explained why the territory is the focal point 
of their resistance against oil extraction. They stated that there is an “indivisible relationship 
between their culture and their forest and territory.” They went on to say that their survival and 
their ability to engage in cultural practices, to live as Waorani, and to preserve their culture and 
transmit it to their children, is closely related to the richness and health of their territory and 
forest. They stated that it is therefore necessary to keep the forest and territory healthy without 
oil extraction, where they and their neighbors, the isolated Tagaeri, Taromenani, as well as their 
relationships with plants and animals, can survive and flourish.   
Earlier, I noted that when Waorani are children, their mothers and fathers perform rituals 
involving the territory and its animals, such as the toucan, in order to teach them how to sing as 
adults. For the organized women of Amwae, knowing how to sing is one of the important 
characteristics for becoming a good leader and representing their people; territorial-ontological 
practices like singing create links between Waorani and their territory and also serve a political 
function. As mentioned by Nemonte Nenquimo --the spokesperson at the Coordinating Council 
of the Waorani Nationality of Pastaza, Conconawep-- for women and communities that defend 
 
30 The citizens of Ecuador responded positively to this question, which implied moving the limits of this zone in 
order to alter the scope of petroleum drilling projects in the wells associated with the same. On the date of the press 
conference, the Baihuaeri were not aware of the specifics of the resolutions that the government was making 
regarding the results of the public referendum, since it was doing so without including the Waorani of Bameno, 
nearby neighbors of the Tagaeri-Taromenani.  
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the territory from extractivism, they do so in order to defend a culture, a being, and a language 
that is profoundly linked to its territory. 
The online news center Common Dreams quoted directly from the keynote speech of 
Nemonte Nenquimo at the Bioneers conference in Marin, California, November 29, 2018. She 
gave this speech in the months prior to the trial against the state to prevent oil extraction in 
Waorani Communities in Pastaza:  
I have a three-year-old daughter who is learning how to sing our songs. Songs that 
our ancestors sang for thousands of years. Songs about living. About growing 
food and hunting. Medicine songs. War songs. Humorous songs. After my 
daughter sings, she always asks me: “Now I am Waorani, right, Mama?”  Our 
songs, just like our forest, were inherited from our ancestors. As a mother, I feel 
the responsibility inside of me to pass our songs and our forest down to our 
children and grandchildren. But I am afraid for my people now. Two moons from 
now, the government plans to auction off our territory to the oil companies. If we 
do not stop them, the company will get a foothold in our land. They will bring 
money, sickness, and contamination. They will try to divide our families and 
change our way of thinking. So, I am here now as a Waorani woman and as a 
mother. To tell you that our fight is not just a fight about oil. This is a fight about 
different ways of living. One that protects life and one that destroys life. […] 
Now, the government wants to sell our land to the oil companies. But we are 
united. Our land is not for sale. In the coming weeks, we will take the government 
to court demanding that they respect our right to decide what happens in our 
territory. 
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The Waorani territory is a relational matrix of humans, plants, and animals. These 
relations are manifestations of other ecologies and body ontologies that are not framed on 
the basis of the concept of Western dualism that sharply divides nature from culture, the 
human from the non-human (Escobar 2008). According to Descola (2004) and Viveiros 
de Castro (2004), this is characteristic of indigenous cosmologies of the Amazon region. 
This other way of understanding space, culture, and the relationship to surroundings 
comes into play in the resistance to oil drilling.  The territory is the category that 
comprises this network of relationships (Escobar 2008). And as the central category of 
the anti-extractivist struggle, the territory is in a certain way an episteme of a subaltern 
way of knowing, elaborated and given meaning collectively among the organizations, 
which articulates the theory and praxis of the anti-extractivist political struggle of the 
organized Waorani.  
Defending the territory is also defending autonomy and self-determination. The 
organized women, as well as the communities that resist extraction, employ a concept of the 
territory that recognizes the importance of the different legal interventions made by the state and 
its respective restrictions and maps, since the latter are tools of power that the state may employ 
to control indigenous populations. But, at the same time, they recognize that the territory is a 
political category, space, where their right to autonomy and self-determination is made real. 
Indigenous autonomy and self-determination are recognized by national and international 
legal instruments for indigenous peoples. For example, the United Nations Declaration on the 
Rights of Indigenous Peoples, approved in 2007, recognizes the right to self-determination, to 
land, territory, and resources. Also, the convention 169 of the International Labor Organization 
(ILO), ratified by Ecuador in 1998, guarantees prior, free, and informed consultation and 
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decision-making ability to indigenous peoples regarding the entry of any activity that could 
affect their social, cultural, and environmental dynamics. Finally, the Collective Rights, within 
which are found the rights to territory and self-determination of indigenous peoples recognized 
in the Ecuadorian Constitution since 1998, came about with ratification of Convention 169 of the 
ILO. 
The Collective Rights, along with the rights of nature (discussed later in this chapter) as 
well as Sumak Kawsay31 and Plurinationality recognized in Ecuador’s Constitution are the 
widest legal frameworks to protect indigenous territories. “Sumak Kawsay,” a Kichwa word, 
means “good living” or “good life” is a category that denotes, in the cosmovision of Ecuador’s 
indigenous peoples, a set of values that give meaning to existence in the individual and collective 
spheres. It references life in harmony that brings together the relationship with the community 
and nature (Narvaez 2010). Even so, these rights have been violated in the name of petroleum 
extraction. That is what the Waorani of Bameno state, as they resist hydrocarbon activity and ask 
that the Ecuadorian state not intervene in their territory; they view such intervention as a 
neocolonial violation of their rights. 
Other indigenous Amazonian leaders in Ecuador conceive of what they have called 
“ancestral territory” as a geographically determined space, with social, cultural, political, 
economic, historical, and spiritual meaning. Indigenous Amazonian leaders consider that in this 
space the members of the indigenous nationality relate with one another and they develop and 
reproduce a unique identity based on their own cosmovision.  The territory as a source of life, 
culture, self-determination, and autonomy is a vision shared with other nations´ organizations of 




leaders use it in their organizational processes and political struggles to reflect a local and 
culturally-constructed perspective regarding the territory. This multidimensional and integral 
vision of the territory of the indigenous Amazonian peoples is not shared by the Ecuadorian 
State, which views the territory is an exclusively productive good and subject to private and 
collective ownership (COICA 2005). Even though Convention 169 of the ILO has granted 
indigenous territories the status of being nonforfeitable, inalienable, the Ecuadorian state 
reserves rights over goods that form an integral part of the territory; this includes rights over the 
subsoil, the space where oil is found, and non-renewable resources, applying differing legal 
regimes to the distinct components of the natural territories and spaces (COICA 2005).  This 
differential of a legal, as well as epistemological, nature regarding the territories has caused 
conflicts, even for those like the Waorani who have obtained legal recognition of the land, 
resulting in an infringement upon their living conditions.  
The recognition made by the Waorani and other peoples of the Ecuadorian Amazon that 
without territory there is no autonomy and self-determination, language, culture, spirituality, or 
life itself, has been at the center of discussions and struggles of various indigenous, campesino 
and black movements and organizations in Latin America (Escobar 2008). 
Porto Gonçalves (2002) also correctly states that  the extremely important struggles in 
Latin America are territorial struggles. To him the concept of territory was denaturalized at the 
same time as conquest and colonization, and, above all, during the formation of the nation states. 
It was a process of struggle for the control of the space and it was a process of plundering for 
hundreds and thousands of peoples, ethnicities, religions, languages, nature, riches, life. From 
this vantage point, indigenous organizations and social movements have generated the 
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development of an intense debate over territorial conflicts and provided the concepts and tools 
with which to confront them. 
 
The territory, the legacy of the warrior ancestors 
Women members and leaders of the Amwae express that they are concerned for the 
territory more than men because of their role as mothers and caretakers of children. However, 
they  maintain that they are symbolically and peacefully re-adopting the role of their warrior 
ancestors who defended the territory and their way of life with the use of spears. These women 
leaders state that these days they do not use spears, physically attacking outsiders entering their 
territory, but rather their weapons are political organization, speaking, using their rhetoric, 
documents, maps, defending their constitutional rights, and participating in marches and protests. 
The women claim that they have assumed this role because the male leaders in the Nawe 
organization have shown themselves willing to allow the entry of oil companies into their 
territory instead of defending it, as their male and female ancestors did. Below I present at some 
length what the former leader of Amwae, related to me in December 2017 in a fruitful interview 
in Puyo city. She explained the meanings of the legacy of her grandparents for her as a woman 
currently involved in politics. She also expressed that, for her, going to protest and marching 
against oil extraction is defending the territory as their grandparents did. She compared the act of 
walking in marches in the city with the way her grandparents walked through their territory to 
protect it. 
We, the women, sat down to speak with other indigenous nationalities of the 
Amazon, and they said, they told us, “You are a leader, you have to fight for the 
territory,” and they invited us to the protest. The male Waorani did not want to 
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come, only the women who fight know and have to attend. Previously, I was the 
tourism director at the Amwae. 
I spoke with my grandmother, she told me that she could not go to the marches 
against the oil companies. My grandmother said that she used to walk through the 
territory and care for it, so I am just like my grandmother, walking. I am going to 
speak with the oil company and tell them that they cannot enter my territory 
because we want to have clean water, healthy water. That is what I said in Quito. 
Dayuma: How did your grandmother defend the territory? 
She walked around with a small chonta machete. Just like I am going to peel the 
yucca with a machete, my grandmother said that she walked. So I myself, just like 
my grandmother, walked to Quito. My grandmother said, “We want to live without 
problems, healthy, going to celebrate, being healthy.” Now the oil and logging 
company is making a lot of commotion, if we don’t march and protest, the logging 
company comes in, the oil company comes in. In 20 years how are we going to 
live?  That is what I said to my community. 
They spoke to me in the community, and they told me that I, as director, should not 
take the money from the oil company. My grandmother was a fighting woman. She 
walked through the territory, preventing other people from entering the territory. 
She took care of the territory, so I walked in the marches to Quito in order to speak 
to the President of Ecuador. He told us, “You have made a difficult journey.” 
My daughter lives in Orellana (where oil is drilled), and there the yucca does not 
grow much. At my home, the yucca grows large because there is no oil company. 
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Some people tell me that I don’t have to speak out against the oil company. In my 
community, some people want the oil company. If it comes in, where are we going 
to plant yucca? They make our water dirty. We want to plan for tourism. At my 
home we have clean water, a lot of fish, like the bocachico, which flourish. 
The Waorani people want the oil company, they are thinking about working in 
order to buy clothes like pants, shoes. My mother - she didn’t want the company.  
If the company comes, I myself am going to tell them to leave. I think that it is 
better for the Waorani themselves, they make touristic lodging so that the fish can 
grow in the rivers… no oil company! No mining company! 
There is a mining company where Mariana’s brother lives, where they extract 
gold. The cuguris extract it. We don’t know who gave them permission to come in. 
Right now the men aren’t thinking. They want to work at the oil companies, they 
want money. The women are the ones who think, they make plans. My grandfather 
told me that he was a warrior, that he fought when the oil company was coming, to 
stop the company from entering. Now, the Nawe are telling the company, “Come, 
come, come.” That man does not think about how they are going to live and what 
meat his children are going to eat. 
 
 Motherhood and symbolically assuming the warrior role of their ancestors has motivated 
the political claims against oil extraction made by organized Waorani women. This is different 
from some women-led movements for which motherhood is the central point around which their 
political activism is centered (Aída Hernández 2019; Wendy Vogt 2019). For example, the 
Madres de la Plaza de Mayo in Argentina, and Madres Buscadoras del Fuerte in Mexico, an 
organization made up primarily of the mothers and wives of the disappeared have devoted 
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themselves to the task of searching in clandestine graves for the remains of their relatives. 
Another example would be the caravan of Central American mothers who make an annual trek in 
search of their missing children and to raise awareness of the plight of Central Americans in 
Mexico. Among Waorani women there is a woven fabric of roles, mothers and warriors who take 
up the historical threads of their ancestors, as set out in their political organization. Furthermore, 
as seen in the previous quotes, in addition to the element of assuming the role of the warriors, 
there are other dimensions of their narrative of women related with the indigenous notion of 
Buen Vivir or Sumak Kawsay. This indigenous concept presents an alternative to the idea of 
development based on economic growth and progress. When the Waorani women mention that 
they reject oil extraction because they want to live without problems – healthy, celebrating, with 
hearty and abundant yucca, they are referring to Buen Vivir, which means a life in harmony that 
brings together the relationship with the community and nature.  
The organized Waorani women do not make an appeal to an essentialist stereotype based 
on binaries: women = mother and close to nature, therefore caretaker, defender of nature vs. men 
= separated from nature, therefore exploiter of nature. It is a discussion that brings us to the early 
days of feminist anthropology, which analyzed this binary of women = nature, men = culture in 
order to interpret the symbolic dynamics of the subordination of women (Ortner 1974)32. To the 
contrary, organized Waorani women say that in the past, men and women took care of the 
territory, not allowing others to enter to take resources or occupy it. Nevertheless, currently, with 
 
32 Drawing on Lévi-Strauss’s work on nature and culture. Ortner suggests that because of their association 
with childbirth, lactation, child-rearing, and menstruation, women of all cultures are associated with nature, 
leaving men free to create “culture,” including religion, law, art, etc. Furthermore, she argues that because 
women are closer to nature, they are subject to symbolism, may be viewed as beneath culture, and therefore 
dangerous (natural symbols such as menstrual waste) or above culture, and therefore transcendent 
(supernatural symbols such as mother goddesses). 
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contact with the modern world, both women and men changed their posture toward taking care 
of their territory/culture. The organized women have readopted symbolically and peacefully the 
warrior role of their ancestors through political organization. However, this is different from the 
past since the interest in preserving the territory is to subsist as Waorani, without contamination, 
in good health--but also to receive money from activities integrated to the market, such as 
tourism, the production of handicrafts, and the cultivation of cacao.  
In November 2017, I interviewed Amwae´s former Territory leader, who said that taking 
care of the territory as their ancestors did also means not allowing excessive or commercial 
hunting or fishing activity and not permitting the extraction of oil, lumber, and minerals. She 
argued that in the past both men and women took care of the territory, but now Waorani women 
of Amwae are taking the lead in protecting the territory: 
Some years ago, the Waorani and the outsiders started to take wood and meat 
from animals to sell, and now they are taking gold illegally. Just like our ancestors 
used to take care of the territory, we should care for it as well. Some Waorani say 
that we should let the territory be sold to the oil company, but I say no.  
Previously, the Waorani people took care of the animals. They only hunted one 
animal and shared it with everyone. Previously, they killed a wild pig and they 
shared it among all of the families. Now they hunt one animal, they eat its entrails 
and they sell the meat.  The women from Amwae are working so that the Waorani 
don’t take game meat out of the territory for sale. They say: “After 20, 30 years, 
how are the children going to work in tourism if they don’t care for the animals?”  
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On March 30, 2018, during my field work, I attended a meeting of the Amwae in the 
community of Miguaguno in the province of Orellana, in which its leaders and members 
participated. The community coordinator, started the meeting with a group dynamic, in which 
she invited the participating members to remember the warrior ancestors who had died, to say 
their names and speak of how they defended the territory in the past and their legacy in the 
present. She asked the adult women members of Amwae present from all of the communities to 
form a circle that represented Waorani territory. She asked them to hold each other’s hands, 
forming a human frontline defending the territory as their warrior ancestors did.  Then she said: 
I heard that the oil company is going to come and I am going to ask you  
questions. Our territory is under threat. Who do we have to speak with to 
strengthen the Waorani territory? 
Just like the duranis (ancestors) did, that is how you have to embrace each other. 
You, women who are like the former leaders, who were great defenders of the 
territory, great Waorani warrior leaders. 
 
After that, each woman in the circle, about fifteen of them, said the name of one ancestor 
who defended the territory in the past and remembered their legacy in the present. For example, a 
woman from Nampaweno community recalled:  
I remember how our grandparents used to speak some time ago. I remember the 
old grandfather Ñama. The grandfather Niwa defended our territory with a spear 
up to the Napo River. Now, as we see everything that they defended, now there 
are no warriors and the oil company came and the roadways have been opened 
into our territory. 
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Traditionally, the men were warriors and they defended the territory. The women also 
took care of the territory, but there are differing opinions about their role as warriors. Some 
affirm that the women did not go to war, while others state that even though this was a 
predominantly masculine role, there were warrior women who used spears too, that is, that the 
roles were more fluid, they were not rigid. During the group exercise, the women affirmed that in 
the past women had the power to stop men from killing in wars. It seems that this role became 
stronger during evangelization, since the prohibition of war was one of the key points in this 
process led by women like Dayuma, Zoila, and Dawa. The role of the warrior was male, but not 
exclusively so. At present, as women in the Amwae group exercise stated, the women believe 
that because of the absence of “warriors” to defend the territory peacefully in the current political 
context (referring to the Nawe organization led mainly by men), the women are symbolically 
taking on this role to defend the territory -- without spears, in a non-violent manner.  
Currently, war is prohibited, but sporadic violent episodes between the Waorani and the 
Tagaeri Taromenani continue to occur with spears and firearms. The women leaders of Amwae 
have fulfilled a peace-keeping and mediating role in these cases.  Taking up the role of their 
ancestors to defend the territory and obtain legal documents, maps, and engage in discourse and 
the political process, women’s symbolic spears have been manifested by Waorani of Pastaza. 
They were led by women who carried out the lawsuit against the state in 2019 to prevent the 
extraction of oil from their communities. I turn now to that legal struggle. 
 
The lawsuit against the state led by the women of Pastaza 
 
In the subsoil of Waorani territory located in the province of Pastaza, there is oil in block 
22, which was going to be tendered to the oil companies by the State. Nevertheless, on April 26, 
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2019, men and women residents of the Woarani communities in that province, led by women, 
won a lawsuit against the Ecuadorian state to stop oil exploitation in their territory.  Though 
Amwae itself did not lead this lawsuit, in the past its leaders have had an important role in 
safeguarding the territory from extractivist activity. That has helped to set organizational 
standards and supported the position of the women from Pastaza Province regarding 
extractivism. Furthermore, the members that form the base of Amwae located in communities of 
Pastaza were highly active in the suit and supported it. 
In Chapter Three I showed that the appropriation of the territory as well as Wao way of 
life are being continually shaped by practices the Waorani engage in from childhood. 
Furthermore, we saw that the territory is a complex of layers that includes spatiality, temporality, 
and the social, political, economic, and ontological. Below, I will focus on analyzing how all of 
this complexity and the being-territory relationship come into play when the territory is defended 
against the extraction of oil, using the example of the lawsuit against the state brought by the 
Waorani communities of Pastaza. This development received the attention of the national and 
international press because it was a historic event from which the Waorani emerged victorious 
against the power of the state and oil interests. In the international press the case was reported on 















important legal precedent to the lawsuit brought by the Waorani was the internationally famous 
lawsuit in US and Ecuadorian Courts against Texaco/Chevron by indigenous people from 
different nationalities from the Sucumbios province. That legal battle lasted 30 years, yet 
Chevron/Texaco never acknowledged its responsibility. 
The more recent suit was led by Waorani women who argued that the state carried out a 
fraudulent Prior Consultation process in order to receive consent from the communities for the 
extraction of oil in that block.  Three women - the young leader, Nemonte Nenquimo and the 
elders Nihua Omaca and Huiña Omaca - together with two elder men, Gabriel Dica and Memo 
Yaigua-- filed the suit against the State, representing men and women from sixteen Waorani 
communities in the province of Pastaza. Nemonte Nenquimo was the spokesperson at the 
Coordinating Council of the Waorani Nationality of Pastaza, Conconawep, an organization that 
played an important role in organizing and representing the communities in this legal process. 
The judge who handed down the verdict concluded that there was a violation of the right 
to Prior Consultation, that the Ecuadorian state did not consider intercultural standards nor the 
complexity of creating proceedings that would enable a Prior Consultation suitable for the 
Waorani nation. With the resolution of the court, 200,000 hectares from Block 22 may not be 
allocated, auctioned, or given to private or public enterprises.  The negotiations generally held 
between the State, oil companies, and Waorani communities, are dialogues between two cultures, 
entirely different languages, in which the former take advantage of the lack of knowledge of the 
latter regarding the law and indigenous rights. The state and oil companies were required to offer 
everything from health care to education to even radios and food in exchange for being able to 
drill for oil in Waorani territory. In this context, the role played by the male and female leaders 
who live in the cities is very important. They have been formally educated in high schools and 
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universities and serve as spokespeople, representatives of the people who are in the territory and 
have little understanding of the laws and the Spanish language. 
 In Chapter Three, I addressed the traditional manner in which the Waorani make and 
symbolize their territory. I argued the for them their territory is made by reference to landmarks 
such as birthplaces, cemeteries, chonta palm tree groves, hunting grounds, gardens, and the trail 
system. The youth of Pastaza are translating these traditional landmarks and forms of 
appropriation of the territory into maps that were attached to the lawsuit against the state to stop 
the exploitation of oil. With the help of NGOs and GPS technology, they have mapped 180,000 
hectares based on the knowledge of their grandparents. On the maps they have indicated the best 
rivers for fishing, sites for hunting and gathering, the saladeros (places for feeding birds and 
mammals), lakes, hills, waterfalls (both sacred and non-sacred), cemeteries, and ancestral 
chontas. For the waorani where a chonta palm grows means that a Waorani family once lived 
there, they are landmarks, and the oldest chontas are recognized as important locations. 
Additionally, on the maps they recorded the breeding areas of chorongos monkeys, tapirs, and 
other animals. There is also an indication of the large walkways, areas for hunting, the Waorani 
communities, and the place where they obtain mud for ceramics (Morán 2018). In the map 
below, the territory of these communities is shown with all of the aforementioned sites indicated 




Figure 7. Map of the oil blocks superimposed onto Waorani territory. Source Morán (2018). 
 
According to the written Judgment from Trial, these maps were shown during the trial by 
Oswaldo Nenquimo, a young Waorani man who testified as a member of the plaintiff 
communities. He discussed the content of these maps in the lawsuit against the state to stop oil 
extraction activity in his territory, as follows:  
The Ecuadorian state has its maps (he shows a map) full of squares. This is how 
the government sees us, but the outside world doesn’t understand that culturally it 
is territory, that we live in the forest. Everything looks like oil blocks and it 
doesn’t show anything, you just see emptiness. (Shows another map.) I am going 
to more specifically show block 22 made by the state in which there are the 16 
communities. The pikenani (elders) said that the maps made by researchers don’t 
have meaning. They were thinking of extractivism, thinking of natural resources, 
but we think about something else. (Shows another map.) This map is of 
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Toñampare, where I am from. It is a living map that has millions of things. It has 
a lot of information: there are rivers, animals, places like waterfalls, sacred places, 
traditional cemeteries. But the outside world doesn’t understand, they just make 
blocks like they do, while we made our own map that shows the world. If there is 
life, fragile resources that can be harmed, that has to be respected. That is what we 
are fighting for here. Our territory must be protected. We want to keep it alive for 
a long time. That is what gives rise to the concerns of the pikenani and the 16 
communities. These maps that you have seen, one from the state and another 
living map. The map that was presented in the supposed consultation made by the 
Oil Bidding Round of block 22, for us, as the Waorani nation, we don’t feel that it 
is block 22. We don’t know that it is the block, that is why we are present to fight 
and make a claim against our violated rights. (Oswaldo Nenquimo quoted in the 
written Judgment from Trial No. 16171201900001, Puyo, May 9, 2019, page 12, 
my translation). 
As the testimony of the young Waorani shows, the vision of the territory as a space of oil 
blocks or a group of usable, exploitable resources comes into confrontation with the Waorani 
notion that it is a territory that is alive. These are two distinct territories that involve different 
ways of understanding, living, using the territory, and being with the territory, which is why 
these anti-extractivist struggles are also what Escobar calls ontological struggles (2014). The 
Waorani understanding of the natural world, space-time, and their relationship with people when 
they are translated into a living map under a collective organizational political process, become a 
weapon to defend the territory. They symbolically become the spears that their ancestors used in 
the past. The living maps are part of this ontological struggle. The territory as a complex concept 
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involves notions of living and actions of resistance to extractivism; it is a production of 
indigenous organization, of the dialogue in assemblies and meetings, thus it is a political 
construction. 
In this lawsuit against the state filed by the Waorani communities of Pastaza, the 
judgment found that the prior consultation carried out by the state to open up the call for bids, 
concession, and extraction of petroleum in oil block 22, violated the collective rights to self-
determination of the Waorani settlements. The collective right to self-determination is codified in 
numerals 1 and 9 of article 57 of the Constitution of Ecuador, and the right to free and informed 
prior consultation is codified in numeral 7 of the same article (written judgment of Trial No. 
16171201900001 May 09, 2019, page 107). In the trial there was a question as to whether the 
prior consultation violated the rights of nature. The court determined that these were not violated, 
given that as of that time no hydrocarbon activity had been carried out in block 22, since the state 
auctioned the block but did not finalize its concession to any oil corporation. (Written judgment 
of Trial No. 16171201900001 May 09, 2019 page 107)  
The Constitution of Ecuador, ratified in October 2008, is built on the bases of three 
fundamental ideological pillars: the recognition of the Plurinationality of the Ecuadorian State, 
the orientation to Sumak Kawsay, and the recognition of the Rights of Nature. Article 71 of the 
Constitution states that the holder of the rights that it sets out is: Nature or the Pacha Mama 
(fertile and fruit-bearing ground) where life is made and reproduced, of which we form part and 
which is a vital part of our existence (Constitution of Ecuador, 2008). With the Rights of Nature, 
the indigenous ways of understanding the territory and nature that go beyond Western 
anthropocentric conceptions stopped being simple beliefs or part of the cultural heritage of the 
people and entered into the political and legislative arena of Ecuador. The Rights of Nature are 
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the result of a process upheld in the Constitution and supported by ecological movements to a 
large extent based on Andean indigenous philosophy as well as other philosophical sources that 
consider nature to be a living being, not a something but rather a someone (Martinez 2014; 
Acosta 2009; Avila 2010). 
The Constitution of Ecuador recognizes that the Pacha Mama has the following rights: a) 
That the entirety of its existence and the maintenance and regeneration of its life cycles, 
structure, functions, and evolutionary processes be respected (Art. 73); b) The right to restoration 
(Art. 72); c) The right for the state to: 1) Incentivize natural and legal persons and collectives to 
protect Nature and promote the respect of all of the elements that form an ecosystem (Art. 71, 
third subparagraph); 2) In the case of serious or permanent environmental impact, including that 
caused by the exploitation of non-renewable natural resources, it establishes the most efficient 
means of achieving restoration and adopts adequate measures to eliminate or mitigate the 
damaging environmental consequences (Art. 72, second subparagraph); and 3) Applies 
precautionary and restrictive measures to activities that could lead to the extinction of species, 
the destruction of ecosystems, or the permanent alteration of natural cycles (Art. 73) 
(Constitution of Ecuador, 2008).  
 
The women of Amwae: Resistance to extractivism in defense of the territory 
According to a former Amwae leader, defending the territory from oil extraction is an 
organizational political position that has taken years to develop and has been consolidated in 
assemblies, workshops, and collective meetings where the issue of territorial rights and women’s 
leadership has been under discussion. It is worth pointing out that the indigenous organizations 
that work within the territory do so with few economic resources, although their achievements 
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are quite significant. Furthermore, the organization of Amazonian indigenous women is part of a 
wider political process of the indigenous nationalities of the Amazon and responds to the 
territorial and socio-political reconfigurations created by the extraction of oil and its gendered 
dimension among the Waorani. The political functions of Amwae led by women and Nawe led 
by men are distinct. The Nawe is the organization that represents the entire Waorani nation and it 
has all of the deeds to their entire territory in its name, while Amwae holds a place below the 
Nawe and is a voluntary association of women. However, the organized women have taken on a 
crucial role to protect their territory-culture from extractivism.  
Below, in chronological order, I discuss the most salient occasions on which the women 
of the Amwae organized in defense of the territory against extractivist and bioprospecting 
activities. These cases evidence the economic manipulation by transnational corporations that 
has allowed extraction and the negligence of the Ecuadorian state in protecting the rights that this 
population has to its territory and to prior and informed consultation. Nawe has also, even if 
unintentially, paved the way for the concessions given to oil-derived capital to enter into 
indigenous territories. This way, the state continues to serve the interests of transnational 
corporations, because of its economic dependence on the sale of this good on the international 
market. However, the cases I discuss also evidence the dynamics of indigenous resistance to oil-
drilling interests and the role that women have played in the matter, since women have had 
impacts in their families, communities, and on the decisions of the larger Nawe organization. 
Furthermore, these examples show the organized women’s challenging of the state and 
transnational corporations by dialoguing directly with the directorship of the Nawe, eschewing 
the consent of both women and men in the communities. 
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July 12, 2005 was the moment when the Waorani women in Amwae made their first 
public appearance – they marched in Quito from the National Congress to the Plaza de la 
Independencia located outside the presidential palace of Carondelet. They marched together with 
other leaders and elder men and women, and children, accompanied by the president of the 
Conaie, Luis Macas, in order to deliver a letter to the president of that time, Alfredo Palacio.  In 
the letter they set out their complaints regarding the impact of oil exploitation in Yasuní National 
Park, where part of the Waorani territory is located, and they called for a moratorium on oil 
exploitation in their territory (Green 2012, 13). In this context, the Amwae helped to break an 
agreement that the Onhae (today Nawe), representing the entire Waorani Nation but 
predominantly male, had signed with the Brazilian oil company Petrobras (Green 2012; El 
Comercio July 1, 2005; WRN 2005, El Universo July 12, 2005) 34. Largely as a result of the 
pressure placed by the AMWAE, the company was prevented from entering into Yasuní National 
Park to begin oil exploitation activity in Block 31 (WRN 2005; El Comercio July 1, 2005; El 
Universo July 12, 2005).  
Among the reasons why the women pressured the Onhae to break the agreement with the 
oil company, Alicia Cahuiya, president of the Amwae at that time, explained that the Onhae 
signed an agreement with the Petrobras company without having consulted with the public 
(WRN 2005; El Universo July 12, 2005).  Local newspapers collected statements from Alicia 
regarding the reasons the women did not want oil extraction: “We told Petrobras to leave, 
because the future of our children is in Yasuní. The women plant yucca, plantains, and with the 
 





contamination we won’t be able to plant” (El Universo July 12, 2005). In another local paper 
with a large national circulation, a reporter stated: “She affirmed that Huaorani women want to 
conserve the territory for their children, and free of contamination. They do not want their crops 
to be contaminated with oil because they plant yucca, plantains, and other products that are the 
sole family food source in the communities. The female leader remarked that after the presence 
of the oil companies in the Amazon, the water of the rivers that supply their population has 
become contaminated. Neither the state nor the companies are helping to resolve the situation, 
she stated, adding that “Not only the Waorani should be defending Yasuní, but rather all of 
Ecuador”” (El Comercio, July 1, 2005).  
Petrobras had received an environmental license to construct a roadway in Yasuní park in 
August 2004, a date that coincided with the visit made by the former president of Brazil, Luis 
Inácio Lula da Silva, to Quito. The Amwae members were further opposed to the construction of 
the 35 kilometer roadway along the banks of the Napo River, “because of the consideration that 
it would cause more deforestation, depopulation of animals of the forest, and the introduction of 
customs foreign to indigenous culture, such as alcoholism and prostitution” (WRN 2005; El 
Comercio July 1, 2005). The women also stated that the money that the oil company had given to 
the communities had divided them and created a system of dependency that placed their lives at 
risk (El Universo July 12, 2005). 
Another example of the participation of women in defense of the territory occurred when 
they organized to invalidate the contract signed in 2005 between the Onhae organization and the 
American/Ukrainian company Eco-Genesis Development (Ricco 2011; Amwae 2009). On 
September 24, 2008, the First Chamber of the Constitutional Tribunal, through a Constitutional 
protection presented by the Peoples’ Attorney, established that the usufruct of 613,730 hectares 
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of Waorani communal territory (approximately 95% of the territory) to the company Eco-
Genesis Development for 30 years was invalidated (Rico 2011). The agreement would have 
allowed the company access to natural resources for forestry production, pharmaceutical 
products, biogenetics, and commerce related to carbon (El Universo September 30th, 2006) 35. 
Furthermore, this agreement would have granted access to natural resources that were not made 
commercially available by the Waorani and allowed their use for the development of products 
and intellectual property (Ricco 2011). This was recorded as an attempt at bio-prospecting and 
bio-piracy in one of the most diverse indigenous territories on the planet (Ricco 2011; Green 
2012; Amwae 2009).  
The leaders of the Anwae under the presidency of Omi along with a new directorship of 
the Nawe that also opposed the agreement began the process of requesting that the government 
void the contract with the support of the Conaie, the Confeniae, and NGOs. They also made a 
denouncement and presented a claim at the United Nations (Ricco 2011). The Waorani women 
and the Amwae had a fundamental role in the recognition that the agreement was a problem, that 
it enabled incursion into their territory, and the loss of autonomy, and hindered the process 
through which they were able to cancel the contract. They went from community to community, 
speaking about what had happened and were able to mobilize nationwide, specifically with the 
aid of elders opposing the contract. One of the considerations from Amwae regarding the signed 
agreement was that the project was unknown to the communities and only known to the 
directorship of Onhae at that time (Ricco 2011). 





nation was the central argument that was employed in the request to void the contract. The 
request was based on the defense of the collective rights of the nation and violations of 
constitutional, legal, and human rights. The legal action sought to challenge the contract by 
considering it a document that was unconstitutional, illegal, and detrimental to the property 
rights of the Waorani people regarding their community land (Ricco 2011). The petitioners 
argued that protecting the link with the land was essential for the self-identity of the Waorani 
people and that their physical, mental, and social welfare were connected to the concept of the 
land (Ricco 2011). 
This was a case in which one could clearly see the friction that exists between two 
cultural regimes for the appropriation of nature (Escobar 1999a, 1999b), that of the Waorani (the 
organic regime) and that of the companies and scientific knowledge (techno-natures regime).  
The case also demonstrated two very different estimations of biodiversity, in which the process 
of commodification and appropriation of biodiversity violates the rights of indigenous peoples to 
their territory and autonomy and prior consultation. It also showed the tensions between the 
global North and South. The biodiversity of the South is appropriated to the benefit of 
corporations from the North, ignoring the collective rights of the indigenous residents in a 
context of globalization. Even though significant advances have been made in Ecuador regarding 
the recognition of indigenous rights, their territories are the stages where serious conflicts play 
out. Oil, gas, minerals, forests, and genetic resources create various interests that lead to 
economic pressure and threaten the rights of indigenous nations. 
On innumerable occasions, the Amwae leaders spoke out in defense of the people in 
isolation against oil drilling and logging activity in their territory. Amwae leaders, during public 
and academic events, interviews, marches, as well as by sending documents and letters to the 
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institutions of the State36 have requested that action be taken by the government to limit 
extractivist activities. These public actions by the women of the Amwae against extractivism to 
protect their territory and the lives of peoples in isolation has brought them into confrontation 
with power structures at all levels, within their organizations, and with the national government. 
For example, in 2013, Alicia Cahuiya faced Ecuador’s parliament, asking to stop oil activities in 
the Yasuní and defied a script given to her by the Nawe organization, which was in favor of oil 
extraction in her territory (El Comercio 2013)37. After this public action Alicia continued to 
oppose oil activities and received threats against her life.  Aggression against and harassment of 
indigenous women leaders and mestiza activists who opposed the exploitation of oil in the 
Amazon was constant in Ecuador during the years of Correa’s government, a period of 
intensified exploitation due to the increase in international oil prices. Alicia Cahuiya, together 
with Esperanza Martínez, Margoth Escobar, Gloria Ushigua, and Patricia Gualinga, Waorani and 
Kichwa indigenous and mestiza women activists who opposed the extraction of oil in the 
Amazon, had been physically and psychologically assaulted during Correa´s administration. 
They denounced Ecuador’s government before the International Human Rights Commission in 
Washington, DC on October 19, 2015 for criminalizing social protest and they requested 
precautionary measures to preserve their lives and their integrity (Plan V, October 19, 2015; El 













The positions of both Nawe and Amwae toward extractivism depend on the positions of 
their leaders, which is why they may change over time. Among the members of the Amwae, one 
finds some women who support oil extractivism. Though interest in strengthening territorial 
rights has been one of Amwae’s lines of work, it may be subject to change according to the 
leadership of the organization. This is why these dynamics of resistance to extractivism are 
“fluid” - they are not fixed positions. The leaders of the Nawe have also worked on procedures of 
recovery of land and delineation of their territories, as well as the recognition of a legal 
framework for the protection of the natural resources and biodiversity of their territory. As we 
saw in the cases discussed above, the agreements signed by a president of the Nawe with the 
Petrobras oil company and with Eco-genesis were invalidated by subsequent presidents of the 
organization. Also, as I mentioned before, majority of men from communities of Pastaza were 
active in supporting the suit against the state to prevent oil extraction in their territory. 
Other Ecuadorian (Rivas 2001, Green 2012) and Latin-American researchers (Ricco 
2011) and news articles (El Comercio, 3/28/200639; El Universo July 12, 200540) had indicated 
that the eagerness for oil extraction from the state and oil companies had caused a division 
between the political organization Nawe and the Waorani communities, as well as a divide 
between the grassroots communities and the leaders of the organization through economic 
manipulation. This created, among the Waorani, a “social-handouts” culture and the cooptation 
of men in positions of power. According to Rivas (El Comercio 3/28/2006), these individual 
economic manipulations with pittances of money given to male Waorani leaders were deceptions 
and abuses and they resulted in the violation of the collective rights of the Waorani people, since 
 




the agreements between the leaders of the Nawe organization with the oil companies did not 
have the consent of the Wao population. All of these reflections from other researchers on the oil 
company-Waorani relationship make reference to a time before the government of Rafael 
Correa, when the oil companies directly negotiated with the communities and indigenous 
organizations over oil extraction in their territory. With the arrival of the Correa government in 
2008, the state came to be the primary negotiator and distributor of the direct profits from oil. 
The state continued to act in the same way as the corporations - dividing the communities and 
organizations in favor of extraction.  
 
Conclusions 
In this chapter, I have examined dynamics of resistance among the Waorani, centering 
the analysis on the processes of women. Dynamic-territories of resistance are social 
developments and places, power dynamics that resist extractivist undertakings, be they 
woodcutting, mining, or oil drilling, due to their consequences for the territory and the culture. In 
dynamics and territories of resistance, defending of the territory is inextricably linked with 
defending the culture, the language, and the waoranibay (Waorani way of being).  I contended 
that the reasons why women oppose extraction comprise the political, economic, cultural, and 
environmental effects of extractive activity. I showed that the primary axis of their opposition is 
the territory, which is seen from a multifaceted perspective that affirms culture, society, life, 
subsistence, language, and collective rights—all of which are evolving due to developments in 
the territory. The full panorama of meanings concerning the territory is implicated when it is 
protected from oil extraction.These ideas of the territory as a multidimensional space are shared 
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with other grassroots rural organizations and movements from the Ecuadorian Amazon and Latin 
America facing territorial struggles. 
In this chapter I further explored the idea that the leadership of the Waorani women in 
anti-extractivism does not solely arise from motherhood forming the main vehicle of their 
political claims. This is in contrast to some other some women’s movements in Latin America 
(Aída Hernández 2019), in which maternity is a focal point around which activism occurs.  I 
argued that motherhood and the symbolic assumption of the warrior role of women and men 
ancestors are the motivating forces behind political claims against oil extraction made by 
contemporary organized Waorani women. Today, these women do not use spears and force, as in 
the past, but rather political organization, words, and rhetoric, with documents and maps to 
defend their constitutional rights, and participating in marches and protests. Among Waorani 
women there is an interweaving of roles, as women return to the historical narratives of their 
warrior ancestors that help inspire their political organization.  Waorani women’s struggle has 
consisted of the use of pressure in order to prevent decisions concerning hydrocarbon 
interventions in the territory from being made entirely by male leaders, disregarding the 
grassroots communities and especially women. I analyzed the most salient occasions in which 
the women of the Amwae organized in defense of the territory against extractivist and 
bioprospecting activities. These cases provide evidence of economic manipulation by 
transnational corporations and the negligence of the Ecuadorian state in protecting the rights of 















This dissertation has examined gendered differences among Waorani people resulting 
from the effects of oil extraction in their territory and the reaction of women to this situation. I 
have maintained that the transformation of Waorani territory because of oil extraction has 
reconfigured Waorani society and created profoundly gendered effects. There are two ways in 
which the intervention of oil activity in the territory has impacted gender. The first is that oil 
drilling necessitated the allocation of ownership of the territory in the name of a sole political 
group led by men - with decision-making power covering the entire territory. The second is that 
the inclusion of men as laborers in the petroleum industry engendered societal changes that 
brought about greater economic gender differences in homes and communities. In this setting, 
politics and economics are two forms in which one can make sense of the relation that exists 
between territorial changes and social changes – and each has a gendered dimension. Building on 
the argument set out in the introductory chapter that oil activity has recontextualized the territory 
and society, I suggest that at the present time there are various social-spatial dynamics at work in 
Waorani territory. I recognized dynamic-territories of extraction and dynamic-territories of 
resistance to extraction, which relate to the wider situation in which one should understand 
current gendered political and economic disparities arising from oil drilling.  
 In addition to exploring how oil extraction affects the Waorani territory, society, and 
gender dynamics, this dissertation has examined how Waorani communities and the organized 
women from Amwae react to and resist  oil extraction. I argued that the political and 
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organizational course of the indigenous people of the Ecuadorian Amazon, above all women, 
together with the indigenous cosmovision and traditional ways of incorporating and symbolically 
depicting the territory play a significant role when organized Waorani women and communities 
defend their territory from oil extraction. By presenting ethnographic material on the Waorani 
territorial cosmovision, I demonstrated that, for the Waorani, the forest is a cultural space that 
contains stories both from a mythical time and the expansion of capitalism. I investigated how 
this cosmovision and traditional ways of appropriating the territory were significant factors in the 
Waorani defense of their legal territory from extractivism. By reviewing the opposition of 
organized Waorani women to extractivism, I found that motherhood, together with the 
reclaiming of the symbolic role of warrior ancestors who protect the territory in the past, were 
the means that supported Waorani women’s political assertions against oil extraction in their 
territory.  
 In Chapter Two, I set out information on Waorani history in order to justify how, before 
the intervention of oil extraction, evangelization conducted by the SIL led to a new form of 
power structure that was not previously found among the Waorani – one that focused on women. 
Dayuma Caento played a contradictory role, as she allowed an evangelization process that led to 
the introduction of polio disease and a set of social changes that adversely affected Waorani 
society.  Even so, she is remembered by the Waorani women of Amwae for her work to obtain 
the first legalization of the Waorani territory.  In that chapter, I also considered how 
evangelization had an impact on the warrior role of men, because the currently-organized women 
of Amwae sustain that they are symbolically taking up the task of their warrior ancestors to 
defend the territory, using legal documents and political organs as a modern representation and 
substitute for spears. The organized Waorani women are continuing the work of Dayuma Caento, 
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despite her evangelizing them and being in opposition to warfare among the Waorani—these 
women are indeed symbolically adopting the role of warriors in their political coordination. The 
women of Amwae declared that in this new scenario they could no longer wage war in the same 
way as their ancestors, but that they still had to keep safeguarding the territory with modern 
resources, including legal instruments, lawsuits, political organization, maps, marches, and 
public protests. 
In the second chapter, I included the historical material on the Waorani, because 
throughout the history of the occupation of indigenous territories, and the reconfiguration of 
indigenous cultures in the Americas, the involvement of the Waorani has endured.  The Waorani 
were the final indigenous nation to be integrated into Ecuadorian society, which occurred 
because of the actions of the SIL in 1958. Furthermore, the history and background of this 
religious intervention is intertwined with the development of oil exploration and extraction in the 
country. In a rather brief time period, spanning 1958 to the present, the Waorani went from living 
as hunter gatherers to being moderately reliant on a market economy, including wage labor, 
tourism, selling of handicrafts, wild game and timber, and activities related to national and global 
economies.  
Much of the recent literature examining gender dynamics connected to the extraction of 
subterranean mineral resources in Latin America focuses on Colombia, including the work of 
Astrid Ulloa (2017) on mining metals and that of Castriela Esther Hernández Reyes (2019) on 
the consequences of gold mining. Ulloa (2016) maintains that these activities strengthen gender 
hierarchies but also generate feminist reactions to them.  Hernández Reyes (2019) considers the 
claims made by Afro-Colombian women in light of the critique by Latin-American feminists of 
Western feminism. In the case of Ecuador, scholarly works have evaluated the dynamics of 
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gender and metal mining, not oil extraction, in indigenous territories during and after the 
presidency of Rafael Correa (Bravo et al. 2018). Oil and metal mining are pursuits that remove 
nonrenewable resources from the ground using different technologies, having distinct juridical 
frameworks, yet bringing about comparable socio-environmental results. Other work on gender 
and oil extraction in the Ecuadorian Amazon (Colectivo Miradas Críticas del Territorio desde el 
Feminismo 2014, Coba et al. 2016) affirms that the incorporation of men into wage labor is a 
mechanism that reinforces economic gender inequalities.  
My work contributes to this body of literature on extractivism and gender in Latin 
America by taking a different approach; I argue that these differences and inequalities are part of 
a greater panorama that includes an intersection of race, class formation, and vulnerability to 
environmental pollution. Furthermore, I have shown that disparities resulting from oil extraction 
are part of a reconfiguration of social relations among groups of people as well as a simultaneous 
restructuring of the territory. Most significantly, I found that these gender inequalities are tightly 
connected to territorial alterations. The previously cited work on gender and extraction in Latin 
America does not comment on the important cultural, ideological, cosmological, and ontological 
elements of the ways women are fighting extractivism. 
In Chapter Three, I discuss actions of intervention from the government and oil 
companies that have reconfigured Waorani territory in a complex multifaceted framework, 
couched in power dynamics, including a gendered dimension. In this way, I differentiate what I 
call dynamic-territories of extraction and dynamic-territories of resistance to extraction. These 
categories are territorial, social dynamics that are related to what the Brazilian geographer Porto 
(2002) calls territorialities, which are processes, identities, ontologies, and ways of being and 
feeling the territory that also include a dynamic of power. In that chapter I asserted that the 
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dynamic-territories of extraction are interplays of power and social engagements closely tied to 
the extraction of oil in the territory, where oil extraction endeavors are part of the daily lives of 
the people and have spread throughout almost all aspects of the community. I explored the 
effects of oil activity and oil development in the community of Tiwino and the creation of a 
complex of inequalities that includes working-class formation, gender, race, and vulnerability to 
toxic pollution. I showed that, in zones of extraction, the material considerations that the 
Waorani people obtained from the state for permitting drilling in their territories, such as cement 
houses and schools, were constructed closed to polluted and high-risk areas, such as oil wells and 
pipelines. Consequently, oil development reinforces the emergence of what I called spaces of 
racialized contamination. Moreover, I claimed that for the Waorani, these dynamic-territories of 
extraction and resistance are, additionally, variable categories, since territories of extraction may 
become territories of resistance and vice-versa.  
In Chapter Four, I examined the political-organizational process of the association of 
Waorani women - the Amwae. I indicated that this organization came to exist in response to the 
concurrent reconfiguration of the territory and the political and economic organization of the 
Waorani nationality brought about by oil extraction. I maintained that the association of women, 
Amwae, developed as an internal political movement of the Waorani nation alongside external 
events, such as the collective response of indigenous women of the Ecuadorian Amazon as they 
take on leadership positions. This latter element is also connected to the more extensive 
organizational undertakings of Amazonian indigenous nations and the escalation of oil drilling 
activity in their territories. In this chapter, I contended that the intervention of oil activity in the 
territory impacted gender in two ways. Initially, that oil extraction required the bestowing of 
ownership of the territory to a sole political organization led by men, giving them the ability to 
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make decisions affecting the whole of the territory. Following that, that the inclusion of men into 
the work force of the petroleum industry caused social changes that brought about increasing 
economic and gender differences in households and communities. 
In Ecuador there is a shared thread in the journalistic publications on gender and oil 
(Borja 2018; Mancero 2018) that oversimplifies the appreciation of indigenous women in the 
Amazon. This work presents the subject of the indigenous woman as a mother who is more 
connected to the natural world than man – a mother who protects the territory because she 
witnesses the natural world more than men do and because she is responsible for nurturing 
others, above all children. I asserted that if Waorani women, resolved to conserve their territory, 
draw from their maternal role, they also consciously embrace the task of their warrior ancestors 
who protected the land throughout history. It is notable that some women are elected as leaders 
specifically because they do not have young children and thus are not required to engage in the 
work of child rearing. In this way, it is not just maternal obligations, but also the symbolic 
embodiment of the warrior—historically a male undertaking —that brought women to keep their 
territory safe from oil companies. Likewise, I have demonstrated that the reactions of organized 
women to oil drilling in their territories represent an economic and political claim closely linked 
to their understanding of their territory as the embodiment of their culture and language.  
Following this, in Chapter Five, I explored dynamics of resistance among the Waorani, 
focusing the investigation on the women’s processes. Dynamic-territories of resistance are social 
processes and locations, power dynamics that fight extractivist endeavors, whether they be 
woodcutting, mining, or oil drilling, due to their impact on the territory and the culture. In 
dynamics and territories of resistance, the protection of the territory is interwoven with the 
defense of the culture, of the language, of the waoranibay (Waorani way of being). Culture and 
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territory are viewed as an indivisible continuity.  I showed that the reasons for which women 
oppose extraction are at an intersection of factors that include the political, economic, cultural, 
and environmental consequences of this activity. The axis of their struggle is the territory, which 
can be understood from a multidimensional point of view that maintains culture, society, life, 
subsistence, language, autonomy and collective rights, all of which are impacted as changes take 
place in the territory. The full elaboration of meanings concerning the territory comes into play 
when it is defended against oil drilling. This manner of conceiving of the territory as a 
multidimensional space are held in common with different grassroots rural organizations and 
movements from the Ecuadorian Amazon, and more broadly in Latin American engagements in 
territorial struggles. 
In that chapter, I delved further into the concept that the authority of the Waorani women 
in anti-extractivism does not come only out of motherhood being the main driving force behind 
their political claims. This is in contrast to other women’s movements in Latin America (Aída 
Hernández 2019), in which motherhood often is a primary axis around which activism occurs.  I 
sustained that motherhood and the allegorical adoption of the warrior role of their women and 
men ancestors are the driving motivations behind political assertions against oil extraction made 
by contemporary organized Waorani women. At present, these women do not employ spears and 
force, as in previous times, but rather political organization, words, and rhetoric, with documents 
and maps, protecting their constitutional rights and engaging in marches and public actions. With 
Waorani women there is an intermixing of tasks, as women return to the classical accounts of 
their warrior ancestors as they develop their political organization.  Waorani women’s opposition 
has been defined by the use of pressure so that territorial decisions concerning hydrocarbon 
activities in the territory are not made solely by male leaders, ignoring the grassroots 
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communities, and women above all. I considered the most pertinent occasions in which the 
women of the Amwae organized in protection of the territory from extractivist and 
bioprospecting endeavors. These circumstances present evidence of economic manipulation by 
transnational corporations and the failure of the Ecuadorian state to protect the territorial rights 
of this population and its right to prior and informed consultation.  
Gender and oil extraction in the Ecuadorian Amazon have been considered in prior work 
performed by activists, academics, and journalists. However, academic work on gender and oil in 
the Ecuadorian Amazon is minimal and consists primarily of case studies done in Kichwa 
indigenous communities (Coba et al. 2016). Anthropological works (Rival 1996; Lu and 
Sorensen 2013; Lu et al. 2016) concentrating on the Waorani have considered social changes 
connected to oil activities in the group’s territory, but have, until now, been unsatisfactory in 
providing a thorough analysis of the various repercussions on gender. Scholarship on oil and 
gender among the Waorani deals primarily with the conception of masculinity (Hidrobo 2013; 
Rivas 2001), while leaving a gap in literature covering Waorani women and the extraction of 
resources. Therefore, my dissertation has sought to provide a new understanding of how Waorani 
women organized in response to the effects of oil extraction in their territory. 
Amwae mirrors the posture of other indigenous women from different nationalities who 
have strongly declared their opposition to oil extraction in the Ecuadorian Amazon. Members of 
those groups have related the situation from their perspective as women who are reacting to the 
impact of oil exploitation differently from men. Women resisting oil extraction in Ecuador are 
visible on various levels, from grassroots organizations in the Amazon to mestiza feminist 
organizations in Quito. The overall resistance to oil extraction and extractivism in Ecuador has 
brought about different ways of conceiving and designing a post-extractivist framework of 
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economic development on both local and national scales. Examples include the Yasuni ITT 
(Ishpingo, Tambococha, Tiputini) project and a national Constitution that includes the Rights of 
Nature and the Sumak Kawsay (Buen Vivir), inspired by indigenous epistemologies and politics. 
Sumak Kawsay critiques economic expansion from an ecological point of view, seeking 
harmony between humans and nature, which what indigenous Waorani women defending their 
land from extractivism are also working toward. Rights of Nature and the Sumak Kawsay were 
additions to the 2008 Constitution proposed by the mestizo and indigenous social movement and 
offer protection for indigenous territories and rights. The extraction of resources from the subsoil 
of indigenous Latin American territories by mining and the petroleum industry has conditioned 
national economies, forms of governance, and territories. The claims of women who have 
organized to respond to mining and oil activities in the region reveal that extractive industries 
affect women and men differently given women’s position in the family and community, as well 
as the risk women perceive in the face of these industries. As my work has shown, the 
differential impact of extractivism on women and men can lead to women’s powerful efforts to 
organize in response by symbolically embracing the warrior and leadership roles to defend their 
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